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Angela

I love Angela, 
so I must also embrace her demons. 
I’m so passionate about her,
my fervor extends to her inner succubus.

And I am willing to risk humiliation
for the touch of  the siren’s thighs, 
the seductress’s soft translucent breasts,
the fire of  her lips and tongue.

But I cannot bring up the subject 
of  the Grand Inquisitor, 
or name the infernal one within her,
or guess at her true given name.

For the privilege of  peering in 
the eyes that turn full cycle in their sockets,
I tilt my throat toward her mouth,
allow her access to the nectar of  my being.
 
To be such a willing victim of  her sorcery,
the sacrifices seem so small.
Why shouldn’t she syphon my soul
if  that’s the price of  being in her company?

I show off  Angela to friends and family,
as if  she is a precious jewel.
Little do they know that I am the jewel,
that she is the one does the displaying.

And, though I have more than once said
I would willingly die for her,
she prefers me as a living partner,
perhaps as mask, as go-between,

or, could it be, she really does have feelings for me.
I love her with barely a hint to what she truly is.
Could she not love me 
for knowing more than anyone should know? 

—John Grey
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The Gas Station

Jenna Heller

“How much longer?” Jenny asked. 
“Maybe another 15 minutes. It can’t be too much further.” Jenny’s mother, Liz, 

stretched her fingers around the steering wheel and admired her rings as they sparkled 
in the sunlight. “There’ll be a sign for it just ahead. I’m sure of  it.” She glanced at the 
petrol gauge. “Be on the lookout for a gas station, too, everyone. We need to fill up 
before we head back.”

They’d long since left the rolling, green hill country. It was flat, dry and sparse. “The 
trees and bushes all look dead,” Jenny said.

“I’m glad we don’t live here,” Margo added.
In the front seat, both mothers nodded as they watched the paved road stretch out in 

front of  them. Loose dirt streamed across the grey surface and clumps of  brown grass 
lined the edges. 

“It’s a wonder anything survives out here at all,” Margo’s mother said. Then she 
leaned toward Liz and whispered, “Are we going the right way?”

“Well, I think so, Kathy.” Liz bit her lower lip. She really had no idea but didn’t want 
to admit it. There hadn’t been any cars for quite some time now, none in front of  them 
and none in her rear-view mirror. 

“So!” Kathy looked at Liz and smiled. “How about you come for a bike ride with me 
this Wednesday?”

Liz pulled her best you’ve-got-to-be-kidding-me face. “I can’t remember the last time 
I rode a bike. I’m sure I’d fall straight off!”
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“It’ll be fun! We can just go for a nice pedal around the park or something.” 
“I don’t own a bike.”
“I’ll borrow one for you.”
 Liz tilted her head to one side, looked at Kathy over the top of  her glasses.
“Twenty minutes. Just a little tootle around.”  
Liz didn’t want to hurt her friend’s feelings and she knew Kathy wouldn’t give up 

until she had some sort of  agreement. “If  you promise we won’t go riding in the middle 
of  the day, then maybe. For a short time,” she added.   

“That’s the spirit!” Kathy glowed in her success. “I’ll pick you up at 8.”
Liz nodded and prayed for rain.
“Check out that tumbleweed!” Jenny shouted from the backseat. A jumble of  dead 

wood rolled and bounced over the bone-dry earth. “I thought tumbleweeds only existed 
in movies.”

“Wouldn’t it be cool to see a giant one?” Margo said. “You know, like, what if  we saw 
one that was as big as a car?”

“Or as big as a house!” 
“Can they get that big?” 
Kathy shook her head. “They don’t really get any bigger than that one there.” 
“Maybe you just haven’t seen a really big one before.” Margo searched her side of  the 

road hoping to spot a bigger one just to prove her mother wrong.
Kathy looked out the front windscreen. Nothing but brown earth, prickly bushes, 

and dry grass for miles and miles. The road cut straight through the middle of  the gritty 
landscape. Ahead of  them, the horizon wavered and steamed, a reminder that it was 
scorching hot outside. 

“This sure is some rural country.”
Liz nodded. She was worried about their chances of  finding a gas station.  
“Thank goodness for air conditioning.”
Liz patted the dashboard. “I’d never go anywhere without air conditioning.” She 

thought about how hot it might be next Wednesday morning and imagined herself  
dripping with sweat. She was instantly repulsed. She glanced at the petrol gauge again 
and the orange light flickered. 

“What’s that over there?” Jenny pointed to what looked like a cloud twisting along 
the side of  the road. 

Liz adjusted her glasses. “That, my dear, is a very small, very harmless tornado.” 
Margo craned her neck to get a clear view past Jenny. The small twister flicked to the 

right and left stirring up the ground and throwing dirt into the air. “Will it turn into a 
big one?” 

“No, sweetie,” Kathy said. “It’s just a dust-devil. They don’t ever amount to much.”
The car went quiet. Margo scrutinized the terrain hoping to find something interesting 

to point out to everyone, too. 
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“It just amazes me that we’re only two hours from home,” Kathy said. “This is like 
another planet.”

Liz nodded. The petrol light was now steadily glowing orange. She twisted one of  
her rings around her finger and glanced at Kathy. “Keep your eyes peeled for any signs 
of  a gas station.”

“Are we empty?”  
“Nearly.” 
Kathy frowned. 
“I’m sure there’ll be one soon.” 
Uneasiness filled the car as the four of  them looked ahead hoping to see the reflective 

glimmer off  the roof  of  a petrol station. 
“There aren’t any houses out here.” Margo said. “No people, no cars.”
“No animals, either,” Jenny chimed in. “Not even any birds.” 
The girls searched for signs of  life but it was hot in the backseat and they were 

restless.
“I’m hungry,” Jenny said. 
“And I have to go to the bathroom,” Margo added.
“You can use the bathroom when we fill up,” Liz said. “And I’ll grab a snack for us, 

okay?” In the silence that followed, she said, “I’m so sorry, everyone. I didn’t realize 
how far out of  town this place was. I’m sure it’ll be worth the long drive.” Liz tried to 
make her voice sound calm and confident but inside she wondered if  maybe she’d taken 
a wrong turn after all.  

“I just can’t imagine how this place survives,” Kathy said. “It must really be quite a 
gem to get folks to drive out all this way.” 

Liz conceded defeat. “How about we just get some gas and then head home?”  
Kathy felt relieved. “I think we’ve all had our fill of  desert plains for one day.”  
The petrol gauge needle now rested below empty. Liz looked anxiously to the horizon. 

“Do you see anything up ahead?” Both women focused squarely on part of  the road 
that was a watery illusion. At exactly the same time, they both spotted what looked like 
a sign on the side of  the road. 

“I think we’re in luck.” Kathy settled back into her seat and watched as the outline of  
the small sign slowly came into focus. “And I think,” she let her voice trail off  as other 
roadside features came into view. “Yes, I can just make out the shape of  a building and 
maybe even a gas pump!”

“I see that, too,” Margo piped up. 
Liz breathed deeply and smiled.  
The sign was about a quarter of  the size of  a typical billboard and simply had the 

word ‘Gas’ printed in flowery script. There was one, rusty pump standing in the middle 
of  a dirt lot with a building looming tall and monstrous behind the pump.  

“Geez. Hope this place is open,” Jenny mumbled. 
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“I’m not getting out,” Margo said quickly. 
They stared at the building, all of  them inexplicably uncomfortable. A rusted iron 

roof  perched on top of  long, horizontal weatherboards. No windows, just wooden 
steps, worn and bowed from the weight of  countless weary feet that led to a door made 
of  planks no longer in strict alignment. Above the door, a ring of  barbed wire hugged 
the structure and stretched from one side to the other.  

“What an odd place,” Kathy said. 
Liz unbuckled her seatbelt. “I’ll be real quick and then we’ll head home.” She lifted 

the pump handle and heard the reassuring sounds of  petrol streaming through the hose 
into the car’s tank. She gave Kathy a thumb’s up and tapped on Margo’s window. 

“I don’t need to go any more.”
“Come on, now,” Kathy said. “We’ve got another long drive ahead of  us.” 
“I don’t want to go in there.” 
Liz placed the hose back on the pump. “You and I’ll run in and then we’ll head home. 

It’ll feel good to stretch your legs.” 
“Go on, Margo,” Kathy said. 
Margo scowled and got out of  the car. 
“What about you, Jenny?”
Jenny shook her head. “I’m good.” 
Liz and Margo walked away from the car. Jenny watched the building lean toward 

them just a fraction. “That’s impossible,” she whispered. 
“What was that?” Kathy asked.
“Nothing.” Jenny studied the corners of  the building where the iron roof  peered 

over the windowless wooden frame. Jenny was certain the building had shifted its stance 
slightly. “This place is creepy.” She watched her mom and Margo walk up the stairs, 
open the door and step inside. The door banged shut behind them. 

Kathy touched up her makeup in the rear view mirror. “This was a flop, wasn’t it?” 
She dabbed at the sweat forming on her forehead. “It sure is hot.” She looked at the 
building and watched for the door to open. She didn’t like that ring of  barbed wire. 
“Very disconcerting,” she muttered and looked at her watch. “Maybe they’re chatting 
with the person behind the counter. You know how your mother can be? She can talk 
to just about anyone.” Kathy laughed then, a little too loudly and for a little too long. 
“I’m sure the people out here hardly ever get anyone passing through. Bet they just love 
a good catch-up.” She checked her face in the mirror again. “I think I’ll go in. Hurry 
them along.”

Jenny didn’t want to be left alone but she didn’t want Kathy to think she was afraid 
either so she kept quiet. 

“Okay, sweetie?” 
Jenny nodded. Her heart began to beat faster. 
“I’ll just be two ticks.”
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At the top of  the short staircase, Kathy gave Jenny a reassuring wave, then walked in. 
Jenny locked all the doors. The car was sweltering hot. She unbuckled her seatbelt 

and pulled her sweaty t-shirt away from her back, flapped it a few times to cool down 
and looked out the back window. The road was deserted. On the edge where the asphalt 
met the dirt, she was surprised to see a brown and white striped bird with a long wriggly 
snake in its mouth. The bird slammed the snake into the ground over and over again 
until it hung limply in its beak. Jenny looked back at the building. “Where are they?”

The rumbling of  an engine startled her. A man on a motorcycle pulled into the lot 
and parked in the shade next to the building. He wore a black leather jacket, black jeans, 
black boots and a black and white bandana tied around the top of  his head. Every inch 
of  him was covered in a film of  dust.

He looked at Jenny, nodded, then appeared to stroke the door frame before walking 
in.

“What’s taking so long?” Jenny said out loud. It was becoming unbearably hot in the 
car and she noticed how the building’s shadow now covered the expanse between the 
steps and the car. She looked around. The bird and snake were gone. She looked back 
at the building and jumped a little in her seat. The car was now suddenly half  in shadow. 
The barbed wire stretched taut as if  the building strained against it. 

She flapped her t-shirt once again. “Okay. I’m going in, too.” 
The long shadow was instantly cooling and she was glad to be out of  the direct 

sunlight. As she walked toward the building, a breeze blew loose grit that nipped at her 
ankles. She hurried up the steps and put her ear to the door. Nothing. She pushed the 
door open and stepped inside. 

It was dark inside and it took several seconds for her eyes to adjust. Wooden beams 
stretched high across the peaked ceiling. A staircase led to a balcony with several doors 
lining the narrow walkway. Directly in front of  her was a small reception desk behind 
which was an unusually tall woman with dark, wavy hair that extended well beyond her 
shoulders. The woman finished writing something in a book then looked at Jenny. She 
smiled with all her teeth. 

Jenny stepped back and onto someone else’s toes. She turned to see the motorcycle 
man. He stood in front of  the door with his arms crossed. 

“May I help you, sugar?” the woman asked. 
Jenny looked past her. There were a few wooden tables each surrounded by mismatched 

chairs and a long wooden bar with dusty liquor bottles reflecting in a spotted mirror.  
“I said, may I help you?” The woman’s voice was loud, raspy and impatient. 
Jenny’s words stuck in her throat until finally she said, “My mother.”
“Speak up. I can’t hear you.” 
Jenny looked into the woman’s black eyes. “Have you seen my mother?”
The woman smiled. She consulted the book in front of  her, tapping her pencil on the 

pages. “And what does your mother look like, sugar?”
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“Tall, brown hair. She came in a little while ago to pay for the gas.” Jenny noticed that 
the woman had exceptionally long fingernails, painted black and filed into sharp points.

The woman nodded. “Oh yes. She’s here.”  
“Where is she?”
The woman smiled at the motorcycle man and then leaned her body over the counter 

so her face was just inches from Jenny’s. “She’s in the bathroom,” she whispered. 
Jenny backed away from the foul stench of  the woman’s breath. 
“Turn right just past the bar.” 
Jenny started walking and suddenly there were people she hadn’t seen before 

streaming past her in both directions. Women holding toddlers, men holding the hands 
of  little boys, men walking with their arms draped around the shoulders of  women, girls 
and boys of  all ages. They were dirty and dusty, all of  them, and their eyes were nothing 
but dark circles and not one of  them spoke or smiled. They jostled her from side to 
side and with each step hands groped at her. She spun around trying to get her bearings.

“I’ll show you the way, shall I?” the woman said.
Jenny followed and as they neared the end of  the bar, the woman stopped. Jenny 

stumbled straight into her and immediately backed up, again stepping on the toes of  the 
motorcycle man. He placed his hands on her shoulders.  

“Now, sugar,” the woman said. “You look like a smart girl.”
Jenny squirmed under the grip of  the man’s hands.  
“You know you’re not leaving, right?” 
Jenny looked from side to side. 
“Once you come in, there’s no way out.” 
Her heart thumped wildly in her chest. 
‘Isn’t that right?” the woman asked. 
The motorcycle man chuckled. 
Panic spread throughout Jenny’s body. Despite her wriggling, the man held her firmly 

in place. She looked at the crowd of  people and saw that everyone now stood still, 
staring at her with empty eyes. She scanned the faces for her mother, for Kathy, for 
Margo.  

“Where’s my mom?” Jenny started to cry. 
The woman dragged her hand through her hair. “It’s as I told you before,” she said. 

“She’s in the bathroom.” 
Jenny turned her face to the side to avoid breathing in the woman’s rancid breath. 
“Now, we can do this one of  two ways: the hard way or the easy way. Which would 

you prefer?”
Jenny’s stomach churned. “I want my mom.” 
The woman took a deep breath and appeared to grow taller. The building also seemed 

to swell in size, as if  it, too, was sucking in air. 
The woman reared her head back, ran her long fingernails through her hair, screwed 
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up her face and then lowered it so she was nose to nose with Jenny. Her black eyes 
glistened and her lips parted and stretched. She was monstrous and grotesque and she 
let out a rumbling deep growl. 

Jenny tried collapsing to the floor to get away but the man held her upright and 
just when Jenny thought she couldn’t take it any longer, the woman stopped. As she 
composed herself, she seemed to shrink back to her normal size. She pointed to a small 
room with a red velvet curtain pulled across the doorway. 

“The toilets are that way, sugar.”  
Jenny sensed the building return to its usual size and she became aware that the 

crowd of  people had vanished just as suddenly as they’d appeared. She no longer felt 
the heavy hands gripping her shoulders and turned, surprised to see the motorcycle 
man standing in front of  the door like before. The woman held her arm out signalling 
for Jenny to walk ahead. 

Jenny took a few cautious steps forward. She pulled the curtain slowly aside and felt 
someone grab at her back. Searing pain tore through her and she clung to the curtain, 
wrenching it open as she stumbled to her knees. Her mother’s purse was there on the 
ground, the contents spilled out across the floor. She tried to get to her feet but the 
pain in her back was relentless. She gasped for breath and clutched at her chest. Sharp 
points pushed through her skin. Her breathing was fast and shallow and she tugged at 
the curtain, pulling it down as she fell.

The woman laughed and the sound vibrated through the air. 
Jenny spotted hair the colour of  Kathy’s and the toes of  Margo’s shoes. She blinked. 

There was a hand sticking out from beneath the fallen curtain and on the hand, Jenny 
recognized her mother’s rings.  

The dark-haired woman leaned close to Jenny’s ear and whispered, “Welcome to the 
gas station, sugar.” 

Jenny stared at her mother’s rings as her breathing became lighter and lighter.  
The woman winked at the man. He nodded and went outside to push the empty car 

away from the gas pump, across the vacant lot, behind the building where other cars 
stood covered in dust and fading under the punishing sun. He patted the side of  the 
building and it leaned toward him almost affectionately. The man checked the barbed 
wire before mounting his motorcycle. 

As he drove away, the building straightened up, assuming its dominant position along 
the empty road. And waited.
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We’re Visiting Granny

Gabriella Szaszkó

“We’re visiting Granny, we’re visiting granny,” Anne hopped up and down in delight, 
while she routinely placed her knapsack sporting a cute crocodile into a black plastic 
container at one end of  a big X-ray machine. Abigail let out a disapproving sigh, tossed 
her bag on the conveyor belt, and followed her 7-year-old sister. She was silently praying 
for someone to turn them back before they reached their destination.

It was because of  Mom and Dad that they took this bizarre journey to Granny every 
second week. First, they had to go into the building, which was brave of  them to do 
considering that it had a very grim look. Built of  wide, grey bricks that made it resemble 
a prison, it stood a couple of  miles away from the city limits. Once inside, they only had 
to say Granny’s name, Jane Rivers, and promptly after that a pass would be handed over 
to Dad, entitling all four of  them for entry. 

But of  course it wasn’t simple as that; like every visitor, they had to undergo three 
security checks every single time. They had to remove their belts and shoes, part with 
their bags, and walk through the security gates which had a frustrating tendency to beep, 
sounding a false alarm. On the previous occasion, Abigail had been asked to step out of  
the line twice to be examined with an odd machine whose purpose remained a mystery 
for her to this day. It was her silver ring, a present for last Christmas, that most often 
caused the ordeal, but there were times when she went through the machine wearing the 
shiny jewel without any hassle. This she would never understand. As usual, they waited 
for a long time in the queue as the elderly couple ahead of  them got through the first 
gate only on the third attempt.
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There was a list of  prohibited items that was way too long. There were regular 
objects the likes of  which occur in the customary not-to-take-with-you-on-the-plane 
specification such as food, drinks or weapons, but there were those of  a more peculiar 
nature including salt, iron or any precious metal. Metals appeared to cause the most 
trouble as the genuineness of  all the jewels had to be evaluated with the help of  tiny 
instruments, and there was the medical metal as well which necessitated a certificate 
from the doctor, only valid for a month.

It was not an easy feat either to wait in the long line with a child. Anne was 7 years 
old now, but at one of  the first visits half  a year ago she had refused to give her plush 
dinosaur up for inspection because she was totally convinced that the glaring green 
animal wouldn’t come out of  the machine on the other side. So most families found it 
hard to go through the examination process as a lot of  them came with children whose 
whining and moaning made the atmosphere of  the place, not too welcoming in the first 
place, even more wretched. But there being nothing they could do against it they had to 
endure it; Granny had to be visited no matter what. 

Abigail was seized with cramps in the stomach whenever they left the last checkpoint 
behind them, which was coupled with a headache developed in the morning, intensifying 
to a full-blown migraine only bearable with painkillers by the end of  the day.

Mom and Dad slipped their arms around each other after they had recovered their 
belongings. With Little Anne’s enthusiasm subsided, they all stared at the dark corridor 
looming ahead in dead silence. Gladly, they were provided with guides for the rest of  the 
journey; each visitor was assigned a security personnel who put stiff, plastic protective 
clothing on them chained to a railing. The safety precautions were there for a reason: 
unimaginable things could have taken place without them. Fully aware of  this, Abigail 
surveyed the darkness with her dark blue eyes and made a mental note to instruct her 
children in her last will not to keep her in this or any other similar facility. Granny Jane’s 
last will was different though; she cast her vote in favor of  eternity.

Abigail grasped her sister’s tiny hand, which was all sweat. Even though Annie had 
chattered about Granny all along on the way here going into detail about how much she 
had missed her, Abigail knew that the little girl didn’t like it to be here. But there was 
no helping it; this place just gave the creeps to whoever entered. Comparably to a cellar, 
a strange, profound coldness radiated from every inch of  it and one could smell even 
through the plastic suit the damp, earthy odor that reminded Abigail mostly of  mould. 
She called it cemetery stench, but she tried to dismiss this nasty expression from her 
thoughts.

She walked in the pitch-darkness under the protection of  her suit, her belt attached 
to the lifeline. The only thing she could make out was her guard’s silhouette; her family 
was already swallowed by the cold, black shadows. Mom and Dad hadn’t spoken to 
them since they had gotten into the building; everyone was deliberating on what might 
have happened to Granny in the last two weeks.
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Then she emerged at one end of  a row of  suites. There was Mom, Dad and Anne, 
standing erect in their rigid plastic suits.

“Why do they call them suites?” asked Abigail.
Mom cast her a disdainful look and ignored the question. They had already had a long 

and nasty argument about this a few weeks back. Yet, the question was a good one as 
the word ‘cage’ would have better described what the room looked like. In place of  a 
door, there was a succession of  bulky bars made of  cast iron rising from floor to ceiling, 
each bar set 4 inches apart, just close enough so that there was no way in or out.

“They are all ghosts, aren’t they?” inquired Anne, one of  their guides flinching at the 
question.

 “Honey, it is rather unseemly to call them on that name in their presence,” Dad 
chided.

“But if  it’s true!”
 “But you don’t call Granny a ghost either, is that right?”
Anne squeezed the shoulder strap of  her rucksack, made a sour face, and then lifted 

her eyes to gaze at her father.
“Yeah, I guess.”
“There you are. Then you should pay the same respect to these old ladies and 

gentlemen, too.”
Old ladies and gentlemen. Abigail swept the corridor with her eyes. Contrary to what 

people unfamiliar with this institution believed, they had been here enough times for her 
to learn that quite a few of  these suites housed young men and women, even children 
and babies. There were considerably more residents than she had first expected, some 
of  whom wailed and screamed because of  their fear of  the gloom that enveloped them 
almost 24/7, their lights turned on and the darkness lifted only when they had visitors.

But Abigail was able to catch a glimpse of  some of  the inhabitants every now and 
then. A 6-year-old boy gave the worst experience for her: shrouded in an outlandish 
mist, he relentlessly tried to break through the iron bars keeping him inside his cage. He 
never gave up, but why would he; he had all the time in the world, after all.

There was a marble tablet in front of  every apartment with the dates of  birth, death 
and institutionalization of  the residents engraved on them. The annual care costs rid 
family budgets of  tens of  thousands of  dollars, but it was worth every penny of  it.

Following a few minutes of  walk among the ghosts in the stuffy darkness, they arrived. 
One of  the four caretakers switched on the lights inside Granny’s suite. Anne took a 
step backward knocking into her sister, who gently put her arms around her shoulders.

 “Hello, Mother,” Mom stepped closer, the usual tears twinkling in her eyes.
Sitting on her doss, her head buried in her hands, Granny Jane did not move a muscle. 

She was wearing exactly those clothes in which her body had been put to rest; a lilac 
costume whose color was in stark contrast with the grayness of  the room. All those 
people in their best clothes offered a grotesque sight behind the thick bars.
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 “The girls are here, too,” Mom tried again. “Can you imagine, Abigail has gotten into 
university.”

Granny remained still as a portrait, her face that of  a catatonic patient, unmoving 
and expressionless. She was surrounded by her favorite stuff  and photographs that had 
adorned her flat half  a year back, but her apartment still didn’t emanate the pleasant 
atmosphere of  what could be called home. Her family was used to her gloominess – she 
wasn’t very much talkative during the previous calls either – but she was in by far the 
worst mood now. Sure, the big, cumbersome shackles chaining one of  her legs to her 
once favorite bed didn’t really help to boost her morale.

“How was your last week, Granny?” asked Daddy.
Abigail knew why he was interested in this. Her grandfather on the father’s side had 

been in a poor health for a very long time, and her family was well-off  enough to afford 
a second suite next to Granny’s. Grandpa felt alien from this modern habit, frequently 
noting that he wanted nothing more than to rest in peace when he died. They had 
heated arguments over the issue but Abigail perfectly knew they were nowhere near the 
only family struggling with the burdensome choice between life and death.

But the question stirred something inside Granny, putting her out of  her silence. Her 
glassy eyes were that of  a dead man gazing into the distance, impenetrable and not the 
slightest spark of  life in them.

“When can I see Jacob?” she asked.
Mum’s cheek went the color of  a whitewashed wall. She glanced at Dad as if  in hope 

of  some kind of  advice but he was speechless. Silence fell on the whole room since they 
all knew Grandpa Jacob died thirty years earlier - except for Granny, who didn’t seem 
to remember. His soul didn’t hold onto the mortal plane, who knows how far it had 
gotten in its eternal journey. One thing was certain though: bringing him back now was 
beyond their power.

Abigail knew the cruel answer for the question and formed it in her head, perhaps 
even shaped it with her lips, a short word: never.  Granny may have taken notice of  her 
granddaughters’ inaudible whisper because she broke out in a terrible wail. She wanted 
to escape from the prison of  her bed but her shackles didn’t let her farther than a few 
feet and she ended up sprawled on the floor, screaming into the air. Anne was so much 
frightened by the unearthly yelling that she too burst into tears.

“I think it best if  you left Mrs. Rivers alone for the moment, she’s in a precarious state 
of  mind today,” said one of  the security guards.

Mum and Dad shared a look and nodded in unison, then started for the exit without 
a backward glimpse. The lights were turned off  and the room was enveloped in semi-
darkness, only a faint glow seeping through the gaps between the thick iron rods 
from the corridor. Granny kept on weeping miserably, which only worsened Abigail’s 
headache. Breathing in the stale air convulsively, she tried to calm her sister down, but to 
no avail. The old visits where they would munch on cakes and cookies were long gone, 
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only this sorry excuse of  a social call remained.
After they had dumped the plastic clothing, replaced their belts and pocketed their 

keys, they were outside once again, Mom and Dad smiling at each other.
 “It’s so good we’ve got Granny.”
 “Yes, it’s wonderful.”
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THE BONES

Stephanie Bucklin

 “There are bones in the garden.”
Lady Mordemag looked up from the table, her dark black eyes blinking ones, twice, 

as one dainty white hand held her teacup inches from scarlet lips. She was still beautiful, 
even in her raggedy, thin, demolished state, the one that had begun to grow all those 
years ago, ever since even she had to come to face the truth.

“Bones?” said Lady Mordemag.
“The children found them.”
Lady Mordemag set her teacup down on the white saucer. It rattled, the little gold 

petals of  its design shivering in some phantom wind. The table was dusty, set in its 
perpetual manner, only the teacup ever swapped out. Two pairs of  dishes, two sets of  
cutlery, two large wine glasses. The maids used to clean them every week, until there 
were not enough of  them to care. The rest of  the room was no better: dusty sofas, 
dusty bookcases, dusty curtains that remained drawn, allowing in only the tiniest sliver 
of  butter-yellow light.

“And what,” said Lady Mordemag, looking up at her accuser, dark eyes narrowing in 
the dim light of  the manor, “does that have to do with me?”

The speaker, Darya, shifted. She glanced back towards the door, an impossible square 
of  bright light, like the portal to another world. She was the only one who dared address 
Lady Mordemag, most of  the time. Perhaps the woman still had some buried soft spot 
in her heart for her children that made her extend courtesies to their governess—or, 
more likely, Lady Mordemag maintained a veneer of  politeness because she understood 
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that this was it. There would be no new governesses, no new servants, no new staff. She 
didn’t even have the money to place an advertisement down the coast anymore.

“They might be human remains,” Darya said. 
“Nonsense.”
“Emmeline found part of  a skull.”
“My dear. What does that have to do with me?”

They buried the bones, Darya and the cook, out behind the gardens when the children 
were napping. They worked in silence, digging and scrapping, shielded only by the 
rotten black trees that had once constituted—so Darya had heard—a rich orchard. She 
tried to picture apples on those dark, slanted branches, and shivered.

The cook finished patting the last bit of  earth on the mound. He spat on it, rubbing 
his bald red head in the sun, and turned to go back inside.

“Should we mark it?” asked Darya. “The grave.”
“Ain’t a grave.” He made to move around her.
“But it…those…” Darya said, growing red. “They were human bones.”
The cook gave her a long, hard look. “Don’t make trouble for yourself  where there 

ain’t none.”
Darya blushed deeper. She knew that, probably better than this man and his 

condescending advice. She had known it from the moment she had taken the position, 
had given up her old life to come out to this estate, prepared lies on her lips (“Yes, 
I’ve educated many children before; Yes, here are my letters of  reference; Yes, all good 
families, only the best”). Of  course, it turned out that Lady Mordemag had only tested 
her French, and briefly, and as her language experience was the one thing Darya had 
not lied about, she was kept on. Looking back months later, though, she didn’t wonder 
whether Lady Mordemag would have made the same decision, regardless of  the strength 
of  her accents.

“Do you know who it is, then?” Darya said, pointing at the now-buried bones. She 
thought they ought to share a little camaraderie, the two of  them, even if  they had never 
been on particularly friendly terms before. The household used to be five times as large, 
and that was in its destitute state—supposedly, at the height of  its glory, the Mordemag 
estate had employed hundreds. Now it was Darya the governess, the cook, and two 
maidservants. And the bones.

“You live as long as me here, you don’t know anything,” the cook said, in a near 
growl. His dark browns were knit over his eyes, and his thick hands were balled into 
fists. For a moment Darya wondered if  he would strike her. And then, she thought, 
wouldn’t he be in for a surprise.

“Don’t mistake my curiosity,” Darya said. She leaned on her shovel, pressing one 
sweat-soaked band of  hair behind her ear. “I don’t care for justice. There is none out 
here.”
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“Then?”
“Survival.”
The cook snorted. “It’ll take us. Every one of  us. Just a matter of  time.” He spat 

again on the grave. Somehow, Darya knew he did not mean death, or time. He meant 
the estate.

“And how does it do that?”
A crooked smile was her response. “You want to know, dearie? You want to know the 

things I’ve heard? Hear the things I’ve seen? I could make your skin crawl.”
So could I, thought Darya. “Try me.”
“It feeds. On—”
He cut off, straightening up as a bright, light voice called, “Darya! Darya!”
Darya turned, but not before she caught one last glance of  the cook’s face. The color 

had left him; his pallor was white. And he was looking back at the newly finished grave.

Annabelle and Humphrey pranced their way over to Darya, greeting the cook as he 
stomped his way back into the house, acknowledging their words with a gruff  tip of  
his head. The two children laughed and screeched on their way over, playing as only 
children could, oblivious to the spirit that hung over the estate.

“Mother says we’re having dinner tonight!” Humphrey said, eyes shining. “A proper 
dinner! With tarts and everything!”

“You’re to come, too,” Annabelle said. She was slightly older, barely ten, and her eyes 
met Darya’s with something like an apology before they quickly darted away.

“Is that right?”
“Mother says she has an important announcement.”
“Blackberry and chocolate,” said Humphrey. “Two types of  tarts! I’m to put on my 

collar!”
“I’ll help you with that,” Darya assured him, and took each of  the children by the 

hand to lead them back to the estate. The cook had already disappeared inside.
Annabelle glanced back and pointed with her free hand to the fresh mound of  dirt. 

“What is that?”
“You’ve planted something,” Humphrey said approvingly. 
“Nothing grows here,” Annabelle said. “Don’t be silly, Humphrey.”
“In time it might,” Darya said. “You never know.”
Again Annabelle looked up at Darya with those knowing eyes. Darya suppressed 

a shiver. The girl was too clever sometimes, but she did not protest again, even when 
Humphrey began to talk of  planting tomatoes and carrots one day. “Cook says we can 
try, maybe next year.”

“Maybe next year,” Darya said absently. She was thinking again of  the cook’s pale 
face.
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“The lady is in one of  her moods,” Marcy, one of  the two remaining maids, warned. 
Darya paused from brushing her hair and looked up, to the corner of  the mirror where 
she could see the maid silhouetted in the doorway, almost ethereal.

“She is?”
“Aye.”
“Wait,” Darya said, as the maid turned to go. The dark curls bobbed backward, and 

the wary face, half-obscured by the fading sunlight, looked back at her again. “The 
bones. Did you hear about the bones?”

“I don’t want trouble,” the maid said, and disappeared again before Darya could 
press her further.

Darya finished brushing her hair and looked in the mirror. She felt old, ancient, 
though she had not yet passed thirty. It was the estate. It drained the life out of  her, 
and spit back up bones. She ran one hand over her chestnut hair, the waves loose and 
lifeless. Underneath her eyes, she could see fine lines already forming, like the threads 
of  spiderwebs. She thought of  the men who had once called her beautiful, and then 
wondered if  she would ever hear someone say so again. 

The bell clanged. Dinner was ready.
The children had washed and primped, though Annabelle had not worn the frock 

Darya set out for her. Darya felt a ruffle of  annoyance, but it was too late—Lady 
Mordemag sat at the head of  the table, a fine pearl brooch around her neck, her hair up 
and coiffed. She smiled, a slick, serpentine thing, and asked Annabelle if  she had had a 
pleasant day.

Be nice to her, thought Darya. For Humphrey’s sake, if  not your own.
“It was fine,” Annabelle said, into her plate. Marcy brought out the first course; the 

other maid was nowhere to be found. It was a thin, grainy soup, spiced with pickled fish. 
Almost everything they ate up there was pickled or salted, nowadays.

“I’ve brought you a present, my dear,” Lady Mordemag said, as they all pushed around 
the soup and pretended to eat. Humphrey’s eyes shone as he watched his mother, though 
she seemed not to notice. “A teacup.”

“I don’t want a teacup,” said Annabelle.
Anger flashed across Lady Mordemag’s face, but she smoothed it soon after. Darya 

felt her pulse quicken. “It used to be your father’s.” She pulled something from her lap, a 
napkin, and folded from it a thin, pristine porcelain cup, decorated around the top with 
little navy whales. “Do you like it?”

Annabelle looked up furtively, and then back down at her plate.
“And you, Humphrey?” Lady Mordemag said, with another of  her serpentine smiles. 

“Darya, it is beautiful, is it not?”
Darya agreed that it was.
“Would you like it, Annabelle?” Lady Mordemag said. “No? Well, Humphrey, I 

suppose that means it’s yours.”
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“Lady Mordemag—” Darya started.
“Quiet,” Lady Mordemag hissed, though her smile didn’t falter. “I’m speaking to my 

children.”
Humphrey’s eyes glowed with delight. He reached out his chubby pale hands, but his 

mother whacked one wrist sharply with her fingers. Humphrey recoiled. “Now, now,” 
Lady Mordemag said. “We don’t use fingers at the dinner table.”

Humphrey looked first to Annabelle, and then to Darya. His lower lip trembled, and 
then he looked, cautiously, hopefully, fearfully, at his mother. Darya bit her lip, wanting 
to rip the teacup from Lady Mordemag’s hands, wanting to tell her that she would not 
let the woman play her cruel games, not this time. But what could she do? If  she were 
turned out of  the house, she would die before she reached the first road. They were all 
prisoners there.

Humphrey closed his eyes and squeezed them shut. He pressed his lips together, 
too, as if  by sheer force he could conjure up the power to do what his mother wished. 
Annabelle’s eyes sliced left towards her brother, and then farther left to her mother. 
Darya did not miss the anger in them.

Humphrey opened one eye to peak. The teacup remained unmoved.
“Pay attention!” Lady Mordemag snapped, striking the table with one hand. “Pay 

attention, you fool! I was moving whole plates when I was your age!”
Humphrey whimpered and closed his eyes again. Marcy the maid peeked in and 

darted out again, probably telling the cook to hold the next course. Humphrey squeezed 
and squeezed and squeezed, not daring to stop, not daring to peak, as the seconds ticked 
by.

“He can’t do it,” Annabelle said, not meeting her mother’s eyes. Her voice was low 
and angry. “We can’t do it.”

“Nonsense. You’re Mordemags.”
Annabelle looked up at Darya. I can’t, thought Darya, but then, if  I don’t, who will 

this girl trust? Everyone else was afraid of  Lady Mordemag; Darya didn’t have to teach 
Annabelle that she had to do the same.

“Lady Mordemag, perhaps I should take Humphrey to bed. He’s had a very long day. 
He saw the bones,” Darya added, hoping to distract her mistress. Bright blue eyes flashed 
upon her. Across from Darya, Humphrey finally opened his eyes, blinking rapidly.

“Saw the bones?” 
“The burial site. He saw the—”
Lady Mordemag’s eyes crackled. For a moment Darya feared that she was about to 

banish her, about to tell her that she had no business being there, witnessing whatever 
terrible dance it was that she was insisting on putting her children through. Annabelle 
sent Darya a frightened, pleading look, and Darya tried to reassure her with a tight-
lipped smile, the one that said that the adults knew what they were doing, and it would 
all be alright. How long had it been since she had actually believed such a thing?
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“Darya,” Lady Mordemag said, after instructing Humphrey to continue. “My dear. 
What was it that you did before you came to work for us?”

Darya’s pulse quickened.
“I-I was a governess. You saw my references.”
“I never checked them. Go on, Humphrey. Good boy. You’ll get it soon enough.” 

Her voice turned sweet and soothing, and she stroked Humphrey’s hair with one thin 
hand. Darya felt paralyzed. Lady Mordemag had never hinted that she doubted Darya’s 
story. Had there been a visitor? A letter? Good lord, what if  someone was there now?

She tried to read the answer in Lady Mordemag’s face, but the woman was only 
watching her youngest son, an expression of  almost childlike earnestness on her face. 
When she finally turned back to Darya, her expression stiffened.

“Go on,” Lady Mordemag said. “You seem to have strong opinions on how to raise 
children. Tell me about your experience.”

Darya opened her mouth but did not speak. Behind her, the grandfather clock 
chimed. Evening was slowly slipping away into night.

“You worked with many families before, didn’t you?” encouraged Lady Mordemag, 
her hand still absentmindedly stroking Humphrey’s hair. The boy was only half-paying 
attention to the teacup now, his gaze darting nervously between his mother and Darya. 
“Tell me about them.”

“What would you like to know,” Darya finally croaked. 
“Tell me about the unicorns.”
Darya felt like the world dropped out beneath her. She had to catch her breath; the 

corners of  her vision seemed to darken, and she fought to remain alert, to not let panic 
overtake her. She knew. The old world had followed her, even out to this forbidden 
place. The scent of  blood overwhelmed her; she seemed to no longer be in that dark, 
dusty dining room on the coast of  a northern, distant shore, but back in the Dim City, 
kneeling on the stone ground amongst a dozen other girls with bowed heads. She could 
hear the click, click of  his boots as he walked among them, asking who could ride. Darya 
had raised her hand, even though she could not. 

Darya heard the cup rattle in the saucer, and Lady Mordemag’s gaze tore away from 
her.

“Humphrey, darling!” Lady Mordemag gasped, pulling her son to her and cradling his 
head to her shoulder. “Humphrey, you moved it!”

The teacup spun and rattled for a second longer, before resuming its proper place in 
the saucer.

“I think I hit it with my elbow,” Humphrey said, befuddled. “I—”
“Nonsense, darling, you did it!” Lady Mordemag showered her son with kisses, and 

Humphrey blushed with pride. Annabelle was staring down at her fists. “Oh, I knew you 
could! I knew there’s still something in our blood yet!”

Annabelle bolted up and out of  the room. Darya hesitated, then followed her. She 
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could hear Lady Mordemag’s oily praises all the way up the stairs, echoing down the 
long, rotting halls.

Annabelle would not speak to her; she was in one of  her own capricious moods, the 
only time when Darya could see a resemblance between the little girl and the lady of  
the house. 

Darya lay awake for hours that night, unable to sleep, waiting for the moment when 
her bedroom door would open and an apparition from her past would come in. But in 
the morning, it was only Lady Mordemag whom she saw, telling her to make the three-
mile trek into town and place an advertisement for a new chef. Darya thought about 
asking what had happened, but she could see by the twinkle in Lady Mordemag’s eyes 
that the lady knew that she had her. How she had found out, Darya didn’t know. But it 
didn’t matter. They were all slaves to the estate now.

As she threw on her jacket, and tied it about her waist, Darya turned once more to 
look at Lady Mordemag, seated at the dusty dinner table, a bit of  embroidery in her lap. 
She didn’t know the top of  the needle from the bottom, but she still liked to make a 
show of  wasting her own time, as if  that would recall to mind her high breeding, even 
in the midst of  such disrepair.

“Is there anything I should know,” Darya said, choosing her words carefully. “About 
anyone in town.” She paused. “Who might know me.”

“Hmm?”
“If  someone knows me…” Darya hesitated. 
“You would fear for your safety.”
“Yes.”
“My dear.” Lady Mordemag smiled thinly up at her. “What does that have to do with 

me?”
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SOMETHING’S WRONG WITH MOTHER

David J. Gibbs

“Then something went wrong with her. Something went wrong with mother. There 
wasn’t any stopping her. Those hands, those words, it was all too much. The frantic 
nature of  her manners was exacerbated by what happened. And, she could talk in 
tongues so fast. She never recovered.”

“Dad left her. You remember that. There was no recovering from that,” Lily said, her 
frail form lost in the flower patterned dress, her mousy hair held at bay by a stained bow.

Carla shook her head, “It was a decision she made. You know that and I know that. 
She could’ve rejoined society and remarried someone. Mr. Harris was always helping 
around the house, I’m sure he was interested in her.”

The two elderly women sat in front of  the long window looking out over their street 
and the impressive rail yard beyond, serpent like fingers of  track rooted in the riverside 
earth. The river had steam coming off  of  it, the frigid temperatures daring the water to 
freeze.

The wrinkled map of  Carla’s forehead deepened for a moment when she asked, 
“How long do you think we’ll have to do this?”

When her sister didn’t answer, she asked, “Tea not to your liking?”
“It’s always so bitter. Something with the water here.”
“It’s always the water,” Carla said.

Hank hated referral jobs. They always ended up being such a waste. They were basically 
favors for either friends or family members that were trying to help him. It also meant 
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he had to curb his normal methods and rein in his panache as his mother had called it 
growing up. He had plenty of  panache. Hank had that in spades.

Reluctantly, he had taken the job. It had come from his Uncle Toby. He hadn’t seen 
or talked to the man in a decade, but he appreciated the work thrown his way. Besides, 
it was just a home check. Sitting out front in his beater of  a pickup truck, ten years past 
its prime, he sighed heavily. It was a hand me down from his brother, just like most of  
the stuff  he owned. Pulling the handle, the door wouldn’t open. Rolling his eyes, he put 
all of  his weight against it to finally wedge it open. Metal creaked loudly as he pushed 
the door shut.

Walking across the street, he looked up at the house, the upstairs window a black eye 
with a stained board filling the space where glass once was. Looking up and down the 
street, he made sure he was alone as he moved up the steps to the worn, paint flecked 
front porch.

He knew the power was cut off  along with the water, which meant it wasn’t occupied. 
Hank didn’t need the yellow warning tape and eviction notice to tell him that.

It smelled of  rot and animal urine, the porch soft beneath his feet. After checking the 
windows, he made his way to the back door. Moving up the four steps, he opened the 
screen door and then picked the lock.

“I think she just gave up,” Lily said quietly, setting her tea cup down on the small table.
“Or gave in,” Carla said, nodding to her sister. “I think when that happened, it made 

daddy realize he had no hope of  saving her. He packed up and left shortly after those 
terrible sounds started.”

Carla closed her eyes and shivered, finally shaking off  the memories, she looked at 
Lily who said, “Those voices were so odd. And whatever those smells were just chilled 
me to the core. It wasn’t like anything I’d smelled before.”

“You’re right. I think the voices coming from momma were the worst for me though. 
But, you’re so right, the incense combined with those other smells made me not go into 
the basement anymore.”

“I never did like our basement. Daddy had me get a hammer for him, when he 
was fixing the gutters and I swear there was something down there watching me look 
through the drawers for his hammer. I thought I heard something scratching behind 
me. I just couldn’t look. I didn’t go back down, even when he asked me to get a few nails 
for him. He used his belt, but it didn’t change my mind.”

“Do you think she fed it?” Carla asked.
“Fed what?”
“Whatever those things were.”
Lily blinked a few times rapidly before asking, “You think there was more than one?”

Tucking his tools into his back pocket, he opened the door and walked into the kitchen. 
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Large sections of  the linoleum had come unglued from the floor, pieces curled along 
the edges. The outdated yellow tile had fallen away in sections from the walls too. A 
stained refrigerator beckoned to him with its door open, shelves missing, mold rampant 
around its gaping mouth.

Standing still, he listened to the house breathe around him, that dusty wheeze of  the 
old house settling. He waited to hear any telltale sign that someone was there, someone 
listening, someone waiting, someone watching, but none came. He’d come across a few 
squatters in his time, but they were never real stealthy and pretty harmless. Not hearing 
anything, he realized that this might turn out to be the easiest three hundred he ever 
made.

Dust was thick everywhere he looked, cobwebs having taken the corner of  the rooms, 
light fixtures like dying spider web laced sculptures watched forgotten. He felt the urge 
to sneeze but managed not to.

It was funny, when he had first applied for his P.I. license, he thought he would have 
exciting cases, solving crimes and helping people. The longer he did this job, the more 
he realized that was all Hollywood fluff. This gig was all about wallowing through the 
seedy waters of  broken people’s emotional baggage. He hadn’t solved a single crime and 
hadn’t helped many people at all, at least not in the way he had hoped. 

He hadn’t found a lost child that the police had given up on, or a forgotten will giving 
a destitute family a fortune, nothing so dramatic as that. No, instead, he managed to end 
more than two dozen marriages, caught one local politician with his car in the wrong 
garage so to speak, and managed to chalk up countless injuries along the way.

Walking through the first floor, peeling wall paper and piles of  plaster dust were 
scattered over the floors. He didn’t think any of  the damage was new. It all looked so 
completely covered with dust and grime, that there was no way that someone did any 
of  this recently. Besides, if  they were going to damage the house, they would’ve spray 
painted all over everything and knocked holes in the walls, not pulled up the linoleum 
from the floor or tiles from the walls.

None of  it made any sense.
He noticed animal tracks, either raccoon or a possum he guessed, in the dust choked 

attic. It was obvious it hadn’t been opened in a long time. The door at the foot of  the 
steps seemed swollen in the frame and it took him a bit to open it. The stairwell was 
blocked by another door that closed it off  from the attic above. It was weighted by rope 
threaded carefully through a series of  pulleys.

It opened easy enough, the stairwell suddenly awash with putrid smells that cascaded 
down from the sealed second floor. It was a single large open area, but unlike the lower 
floor it had no belongings in it. Hank had expected to find boxes and old furniture, but 
there was nothing.

The dusty floor however was something entirely different. Spreading out from where 
he stood was a dizzying canvas of  tracks. Something about it struck him odd. Hank 
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paused again, listening and waiting for some sound to come to him. He listened for the 
scurrying of  rodent feet or the sound of  teeth gnawing on something behind the walls, 
but nothing came.

He wondered where the smell was coming from. He remembered the broken out 
window when he approached the front of  the house, and wondered if  animals had 
managed to get inside. Hank walked around, trying to get his bearings and headed 
toward the front of  the house in search of  the window.

“I was surprised when Joey went missing that dad stayed. I thought he would leave 
when that happened.”

“But, I think that gave him the out he needed. It opened the door anyway.”
Carla refilled her tea cup before answering, “I’d have to agree. I don’t think he ever 

really found himself  after that. How could he? What do you think he made of  the 
smells and the sounds?” 
“I’m not sure.”

“Certainly, he had to have heard them, right?”
Lily said quietly, “Carla, honestly, I don’t know.”
“What if  he couldn’t hear them?”
“Why wouldn’t he?”
“Lily, why on earth would the man stay, if  he could hear the things or smell those 

things?”
Carla drew the blanket around her legs a little tighter and looked out the window 

again. The street below was empty of  traffic and the rail yard remained relative devoid 
of  activity as well. It seemed the world had less use for trains than they used to. She 
remembered as a little girl watching the bustle of  it all, enjoying the way the rail cars 
moved like a synchronized symphony of  motion. 

“Why did we?”

He wasn’t spooked easily, but something about the way the animal tracks merged and 
parted across the floor made him a little uneasy. The board was fastened securely by the 
window and he didn’t see any other way they could be getting inside. Hank’s arms broke 
out in goose bumps for some reason when he turned from the window. 

He didn’t like that feeling.
Walking back across the floor, he checked the other windows once again and even 

inspected the joists above him, trying figure out how the animals might have gotten 
inside. The tracks definitely seemed relatively fresh. He’d definitely have to make a note 
of  that in his report.

Coming down the steps, he pulled the rope, so the weighted door sealed off  the 
upstairs. As he came down into the first floor, he paused and listened again. This time, 
he thought he heard something coming from the basement.
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“We didn’t have a choice. We were children Carla,” Lily said an edge in her voice.
“Now, now. Don’t get upset with me. I just asked a question.”
“A baited question.”
“Aren’t all questions baited?”
“What?”
“Well, they are all baited in a way, because they all want a response, right?”
“Oh, Carla.”
The older of  the sisters smiled at that comment. It was the same one Lily had used 

when they were growing up and suddenly they were young again in her mind’s eye, 
playing in the front yard, innocent of  the dark things they now understood.

“After dad was gone, it fell to us. Mother certainly wasn’t going to be able to help. It 
was lost on her.”

“Her spells started to get worse too. Remember how they seemed to stretch longer 
and longer, until you couldn’t really tell where one started and another ended?”

“I didn’t like that time much.”
“Me neither.”
“I almost had to repeat the sixth grade,” Carla said, fiddling with the blanket again.
Lil smoothed her thick gray hair a bit at the back and adjusted her glasses before 

saying, “Are you sure we did the right thing?”
“How is anyone sure they did the right thing? When it comes to hard decisions, one 

never really knows, do they?”

He stood quietly at the head of  the basement stairs, looking down into the darkness. 
He had tried the light switch now four times, somehow hoping it would work. The 
longer he stayed in the house, the more certain he was something just wasn’t right. Not 
a superstitious man, he couldn’t put his finger on exactly what it was that made him feel 
that way, but in his gut, something told him to finish up quick and get the hell out.

Hank considered not going downstairs and just saying he did. He thought about the 
way the house looked and wondered how they would even know if  he didn’t completely 
check it out. In the back of  his mind though, he knew he couldn’t do that. It wasn’t in 
him to not do a job right.

As he put his foot down on the first step, he heard the sound again, or at least he 
thought he did. It sounded like something scratching across concrete. He didn’t think it 
sounded like an animal scurrying away from him, bumping into things either. It didn’t 
have the light metallic sound of  a soup can or an empty beer can; no, it held some 
weight to the sound and he didn’t like it. That didn’t stop him from stepping down to 
the next step, nor the next. It did make him wish he had stopped back at his truck for 
his flashlight though.

His eyes slowly adjusted to the light with each step and the darkness didn’t seem as 
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complete as it had at the top of  the steps. He noticed that there were a few dirt encrusted 
windows offering a meager bit of  light around the walls on either side. Looking around, 
his eyes tried to pick out shapes in dim light.

“Hello?” he asked, his voice coming back to him off  the stacked block walls of  the 
foundation.

He felt stupid for saying anything, his voice felt out of  place. Something else struck 
him odd. He thought that for lack of  a better word, the house felt too quiet. Like it 
was somehow holding its breath, waiting to see what would happen. Another thought 
followed quickly on the heels of  that one and it was that he hoped he was out of  the 
house when it let that breath go.

That’s when he heard the sound and this time he knew what it was immediately. 
It was the sound of  cinder blocks scraping across a concrete floor. Hank thought he 
might’ve felt the vibrations in his feet from the sound, but couldn’t be sure. But, it 
wasn’t the sound itself  that chilled Hank and made his stomach feel like it was dropping 
to his knees, no, it was the thought of  what was dragging those blocks because it sure 
as hell wasn’t a raccoon or a possum.

Turning, he reached out for the handrail and launched himself  up the steps. Just as 
his feet were finding the second step, he heard a squeak and looked up. He saw a bit of  
rope passing rapidly through a pulley and then watched as the rectangle of  light making 
up the doorway shrunk, the basement door slamming shut with a powerful thud.

“Shit!” he yelled to the darkness.
This time, the cinder blocks sounded much closer.

“Well, I think it’s definitely better this way.”
“I guess.”
Carla reached over and tried to reassure Lily by patting her arm, as she stood 

unsteadily. She looked out the window at the beat up looking pickup truck Hank had 
parked in front of  their childhood home across the street. 

“Think mother’s done yet?”
“Oh, I think so. I definitely think so. I’m going to call and get the pickup towed, so 

one snoops too much.”
Lily sighed before asking, “How long will we have to do this?”
“As long as it takes.”
“Do you remember what daddy told us the night he left?” Lily asked.
“Yes. He looked right at me and said ‘There’s something wrong with mother’. His 

shotgun was on his shoulder and he looked more a little scared.
“Yes, he did,” Lily agreed.
“And, he was right,” Carla said, her eyes hardened shards of  blue.
“Yes, he was.”
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The Woman From Below

As the ship lurched in its wooden flight
I swallowed an ungodly sound
A being in this red mooned night
Was howling to be found

It screeched and scratched 
Deep below the deck
Munched and gnashed
The crew was soon up to check

“Cap’n what was that growl
Deep in the ocean far below
Where the devil wears his cowl
And forgotten corpses flow”

The sailor was pulled by the arm
Into the pitch black night
None saw the beast or the harm
Of  the poor sailors plight

“Get back below
May it not feast?
On men who know
That this she-devil lives as a beast”

The last they saw beneath their covers
Was the rising waters
And the woman’s crying face who smothers
The sailors who she slaughters.

—Jordan Faunt
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It Is the Ache that Dwells Within 

the Deepest Recesses of the Body

There are times when the skin
is covered with eyes, or perhaps
one large eye. Nothing, no
action or resolution, can stop
the images that burn the mind,
cause the once-blind to wish
they were again.

It was the vision that settles
like snow across the barren soil:

Dawn. Field. Fog, thick and grey.
reeds poking through like breathing-straws
for interred somnambulists.
The sun without heat. No walls.
Only fog. A voice, tremulous,
without fear, excited. We
cannot hear its words.

Journal entry:
another day in this hellish fog.
More fields, more mist, more
insolent silence. It all stretches
endless, mindless, blind and asleep.

Did I dream myself  into this?
Is this the last of  my world, gone
down into decay? I fled.
I admit it, I fled the outside world,
opened this door and stumbled through.
Now the black-haired girl will never—

the writer stops, looks up.

She is exquisite, color and luster
of  olive, oiled and needy, black
of  hair and eye endless depths
in which we drown. Her body
is an expanse of  curves and tautness,
olive flesh descending
into perfect red of  sweater, black of  shirt.

In her eyes, the barest hint of  fog. 

—Robert Beveridge
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Secrets - T. Thomas Abernathy

Lullaby

T. Thomas Abernathy

“Hey babe, are you home?”  
Aaron’s voice startled me. I fumbled with the small phone in my hand, trying to turn 

off  the screen, but my hands wouldn’t stop shaking. The images there were burning 
in my eyes. I tried again. Nothing, no dexterity. Out of  frustration, I threw the phone 
across the bedroom. It landed on the rumpled covers of  the bed with a soft thump. 

I could hear him coming up the stairs now. He called out to me again. He sounded 
worried. Angry responses bubbled up like hot tar from my subconscious, but nothing 
made it out through my clenched jaw. I stumbled over towards the bedroom door and 
managed to slam it before he reached the top of  the stairs. I leaned my back against the 
door to keep myself  steady. The vibrant blue paint of  the bedroom was swirling around 
in my field of  vision. On a good day, it reminded me of  the ocean. Now, it was making 
me seasick. I could hear him knocking on the door. 

“Honey, is everything okay?” 
No, it wasn’t okay. I could have lied. I could have pretended that it was, but after four 

years, it wasn’t worth it. Four years of  gradually drifting apart. Four years of  putting 
him first. I should have known it would come to this. All those times, when I could have 
been the one: The flirty guy who brought coffee to the office every Wednesday, the guy 
who always found an excuse to be outside precisely when I ran by on my morning jogs, 
but I never gave in. How could he have been so, so….

Weak. He’s weak. 
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“Mary? Come on, please open the door.” More worry. It sounded genuine, but was 
it really? I opened my mouth to respond, but at that moment, my stomach lurched, 
followed by a wave of  pain. I doubled over, and fell to the floor, clutching my abdomen. 

Without my weight against the door, Aaron was able to quickly push his way into the 
room. I closed my eyes. I couldn’t look at him. I heard him take a deep breath, as if  he 
were about to speak. My entire body was vibrating. 

“What happened? Are you hurt?” 
His voice was like broken glass. It split through the pain in a thousand tiny shards, 

each one burning against my skin. I managed to pry one hand away from my stomach. 
My hand was tense, tightened into a claw, but one finger slowly straightened out in the 
direction of  the bed. I heard him go rigid as he noticed the phone. Such a small piece 
of  circuitry and plastic, left so carelessly in his gym clothes. Such an insignificant thing, 
it shouldn’t have mattered, but that stillness told me all I needed to know. He knew 
exactly what was on it. 

So weak...
I opened my eyes. The late afternoon sun coming in through the window cast 

thousands of  tiny shadows in the cracks and divots of  the bedroom’s hardwood floor. 
I needed to speak. 

“Aaron, I-” But that’s all I could get out. My eyes had flickered in his direction, and as 
soon as I saw him, another wave of  nausea racked my body. My stomach lurched again. I 
let out an unintelligible moan, and curled tightly into a fetal position, squeezing my eyes 
shut. My heart was beating so quickly. Every cell in my body seemed to be screaming 
out in pain. My pulse pounded across the darkness of  my eyelids like a strobe. 

He’s going to lie to you now. 
“Baby, I can explain. It didn’t mean anything, I swear!” I could hear the concern in 

his voice. 
Listen to his voice shake. He doesn’t even believe what he’s saying. 
I heard the floorboards creak as he knelt down next to me. I felt his hand touch my 

shoulder, and as soon as he did, the pain stopped. My eyes flew open, and I glared at 
him. 

How dare he touch you.
“Don’t touch me.” I was still shaking, and aftershocks of  the pain were racing up and 

down my arms. My voice, however, pas perfectly calm and even. He pulled his hand 
away for a moment, then tied to rest it on my hair. 

“Mary, we need to-” 
“Stop,” I interrupted. Suddenly, without a second thought, I kicked my legs out. They 

connected with his chest, and sent him stumbling backwards. He tripped, and landed on 
his back on the bed, right next to his phone. 

So weak. 
I got to my feet slowly, almost fluidly. The blood was pulsing across my skull, filling 

my ears with a rushing noise. Aaron stared at me, wide eyed. As soon as my eyes met his, 
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my stomach turned again. No, it didn’t turn. It writhed. I took a step closer to the bed. 
How dare he do this to you? 
“How dare you do this to me.” The voice that came out of  my mouth was again calm, 

almost emotionless. Something flickered in Aaron’s eyes. 
Fear. 
He was afraid. Afraid of  what? Of  our relationship ending? No. He was afraid of  me. 

I took another step. He held out his hands plaintively. 
“Mary, it’s not what you think. If  you would just give me a chance to explain-” 
Without thinking, my hand shot out and wrapped itself  around throat, cutting him 

off  in mid-sentence. As soon as our skin touched, I felt the writhing again. It was so 
strong. I felt it pushing against my stomach, expanding within my ribcage. 

He is weak. He is afraid. He is prey, Mekuta. 
“Yes, Imma.” Aaron looked confused. I felt a soft rip somewhere in my chest. Aaron’s 

expression changed from confusion back to fear. A long, thin leg was pushing itself  out 
of  my chest. It was black, and covered in short, spiky hairs that were matted down and 
glistening with fresh blood.  After a moment, it was joined by another, and then a third. 
They tore through my shirt.  Aaron began to struggle against my grip. He flailed and 
kicked at the legs. One of  his kicks connected with my jaw. I let go, and took a step back 
to stop from falling. Aaron scrambled back further onto the bed, pressing up against the 
headboard. I was between him and the door. There was nowhere for him to run. I felt 
another small tear, and more legs pushed their way from me. They waved around in the 
air slowly, almost lazily. They knew they could take their time. 

Rest now, Mekuta. We will have our prey. 
I felt a third tear as the rest of  the creature pulled itself  free of  my chest. The more 

it squirmed out of  me, the calmer I felt. Fresh blood ran down my chest, flowing over 
my curves like the smoothest of  silk blankets. The creature landed on the floor with a 
wet splash. All eight legs were connected to a face slicked with blood. An exact copy 
of  my face. She smiled up at me, and I smiled back. I bent down, and picked her up. I 
placed her on the bed, and lay down, enjoying the warmth that pulsed over my lower 
torso. Aaron was frozen. He stared at my chest. I looked down at myself. Imma had left 
a giant, gaping hole. The jagged edges began at my waist, and ended almost at my neck. 
I could see my heart beating. My rapid-fire pulse was slowly steadying. I giggled sleepily. 

Rest, Mekuta. 
Imma began moving away from me, across the blood-soaked blankets of  the bed 

toward Aaron. He started to scream. I couldn’t believe I had been so bothered. This was 
all so...familiar. Of  course Aaron was going to cheat. They all did. And of  course, Imma 
was there to take care of  me. She always had been. How could I have been so silly to 
forget? I closed my eyes, and let sleep claim me. Things would be better in the morning. 
The screams began to seem distant, and then they were silenced by a wet crunch. The 
gurgling, choking noises that followed were so familiar, so comforting. 

It was the perfect lullaby. 
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A BOLT FROM THE BLUE 

Andrew J. Hogan

May 13, 1963
 “Ben, I had to pull a lot of  strings to get you this fire lookout job,” Dad said. “Doc 
Evans says the solitude and quiet will help ease the buzzing in your ears. It was probably 
all the screaming at the baseball games and during practice that overloaded your ears.”

“I’m afraid of  being alone for so long,” Ben said. “I’ll starve to death out here.”
“No, you won’t.” Dad pulled the car into a parking space in front of  the Olallie Lake 

Resort office and general store. “See, there’s Mel Butterfield waiting for us. He’ll take 
you up to the lookout, and every week he will bring you fresh food and other supplies.”

Ben stared out the car window at the bear-sized man, covered in buckskin and a long, 
mangy beard. Next to him were two saddled horses and a couple of  mules loaded down 
with supplies. Ben remained in the car while Dad greeted the bear-man. They laughed, 
slapped each others’ backs and chatted for several minutes, while Ben wondered if  there 
was some way he could hide himself  in the trunk of  the car.

“Come on out here, Ben,” Dad said. Ben left the car and stood in front of  the bear-
man, who grinned at him just like Ben imagined a real bear would look at someone he 

Leah Oates
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was going to eat. 
Ben shook hands with the bear-man and mumbled a greeting. Dad hugged Ben 

goodbye. Before Ben knew it the bear-man had him up on a horse, leading him into the 
forest.

“Now, Ben. Do you mind if  I call you Ben? My full name is Melvin, but I prefer Mel. 
But maybe you’d like to be called Benjamin, not Ben?” Mel looked at Ben, who didn’t 
say anything. Usually people wouldn’t wait too long for Ben to answer, but not Mel. He 
stopped the horses and just looked at Ben.

“No,” Ben said.
“No, what? You want to be called Ben or Benjamin?”
“Ben.”
Mel left Ben alone for the next hour of  the ride up to the top of  Olallie Butte. As they 

got close to the tree line, Ben could see a building sitting on top of  the mountain—his 
home for the next three months. The area around the lookout was completely barren, 
except for a few windswept junipers. Down by the Resort, the air was calm, but as they 
approached the summit, the wind increased. Anywhere with shade, there was a foot or 
two of  snow on the ground.

“Okay,” Mel said when they reached the lookout. “Let’s clean up the place a little 
before we unload the animals.” Mel handed Ben a whisk broom.  “It’s been a couple 
years since anybody has stayed here for the summer. I brought some tools to make 
repairs.”

After an hour of  sweeping cobwebs and dried leaves out of  the cabin, Mel handed 
Ben a bucket and a jug. “Come on, I’ll show you the spring where you can get your 
water, at least for the next couple of  weeks. If  it don’t rain much in June, you might have 
to hike down a mile or so to another permanent spring.”

“Where am I going to take a shower?” Ben said.
“I think your dad worked it out with my mom for you to come down on Sunday 

afternoon to take a shower at the Resort—that’s if  there’s no fires burning around here 
what you got to keep an eye on. You’re a volunteer, but it’s still serious work.”

Mel showed Ben the spring coming out of  a crack in a large boulder. They filled up 
the bucket (for washing) and the jug (for drinking) and headed back to the cabin.

“I think you’re all set for tonight,” Mel said. “You’ve got your sleeping bag, plenty 
of  water, and your dad said you knew how to cook using the camp stove. I’m going to 
head back home with the animals, and then I’ll come up again tomorrow with some 
more supplies to patch up the cabin so it’s not so drafty. So, you’ll be okay up here by 
yourself ?”

Ben didn’t know what to say. He didn’t feel okay. He didn’t know what it would 
be like to be on his own. He’d always been around his family or his classmates or the 
guys on the baseball team, although after the buzzing started, he’d stayed in his room 
a lot. Sometimes he sat in his mother’s car out in the high school parking lot, but even 
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there people were always around that he could hear or see, people checking up on him, 
watching him, questioning him about how he felt.

“What about bears?” Ben said.
“I wouldn’t worry about them too much. There’s nothing for them to eat here this 

time of  year,” Mel said. “And you’ve got your bear spray. Just take it with you when you 
leave the cabin. Well, okay then. I’ll see you tomorrow.”

Ben didn’t sleep that night. Something was scurrying around on the floor. A cloud bank 
rolled in around ten o’clock and blocked out the view of  the night sky. Ben had gotten 
in the sleeping bag in his underwear but now he was cold. It was too cold to get up and 
put his clothes back on, so he wiggled his sleeping bag up close to the wall for some 
extra warmth.

Over night the cloud bank had sunk down below the peak, so the sunrise was blocked 
until it rose over the clouds, and then, as though someone had flashed on a thousand 
flood lights, the cabin was glowing gold. Ben had to shield his eyes from the brightness. 
Mel told Ben yesterday when he returned they’d find a good spot for his latrine, in the 
meantime he should go au naturel. Ben shuffled on his clothes as quickly as possible 
and went looking for a private spot. Private from whom? Ben chuckled. How long had 
it been since he chuckled, smiled even? Did the buzzing seem a little less loud?

After breakfast, Ben waited for Mel to show up. He found the binoculars his father 
had given him with the Forest Service label on them. He looked around for any puffs of  
smoke, like his father told him to do. In the middle of  May the forest was probably still 
too wet, nobody was camping yet and it was still too cool for thunderstorms. 

In the center of  the cabin was the Osbourne Fire Finder. The glass cover was dirty 
and the map underneath yellowing and a little wrinkled. Ben wiped the glass clean and 
looked for some major land marks, Mount Hood to the north and Mount Jefferson 
to the south. Dad said he was coming for a visit next weekend with a friend from the 
Forest Service who would teach Ben how to use the Fire Finder.

A little before noon, Mel showed up with a mule loaded with insulating materials. 
After lunch, while Ben dug the hole for his latrine, Mel patched up the roof  and sealed 
openings around the windows. They found the crack the pika was using to sneak into 
the cabin at night.

“I’ll see you in a couple of  weeks, Ben. Your dad will be up here on Saturday with the 
district ranger. He’ll bring you more food and supplies. Is there anything else you want 
him to bring? I can get a message to him.”

“How about a portable radio and some batteries?” Ben said.
“Sorry, we’re too far from away to get any stations here.”

The next five days were a blur. Up at dawn, asleep at dusk, haul water, hope it warmed 
up enough for a sponge bath, go to the latrine, look around for smoke. The buzzing 
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in Ben’s head got weaker every day. He relaxed. If  he weren’t running out of  food and 
clean clothes, he might not have wanted his father to visit. 

By Saturday morning, Ben’s hearing was so clear he heard the horses coming a half  
mile away. He followed them up the trail with his binoculars.

“How are you doing, son?” Dad said. “Hope you haven’t been too lonely.”
“No, it’s nice up here.” Ben actually smiled. Dad smiled back.
Ben was introduced to the district forest ranger from Idanha, who brought Ben a 

green Forest Service shirt with a metal badge designating him as an official volunteer.
“When it warms up in July, you’ll start to get hikers up here, on the weekends mostly, 

probably around lunch time or a little later. You can wear the shirt and the badge. It 
helps keep people from building unauthorized fires or hunting. Also, the Indians will 
probably try to make you leave unless you’re wearing the uniform.”

“Why would the Indians bother Ben?” Dad said.
“They claim most of  the Butte lies within the reservation,” the district ranger said. 

“The dispute has been in and out of  federal court since the end of  the War.”
“I’ll be all right, Dad,” Ben said.
The district ranger set up a two-way radio for Ben and gave him a supply of  batteries. 

Ben had already figured out how to use the Osbourne Fire Finder, but the ranger 
showed him a few fine points and left him a stack of  smoke and fire reports on which 
to record any observations. Dad was visibly pleased with the visit, smiling and slapping 
Ben on the back before he and the ranger rode down the mountain.

A week later Mel showed up with enough supplies for two weeks.
“Your dad seemed to think you were doing really good up here on your own, so I 

thought it’d be okay for me to come up every two weeks, if  that’s okay with you?”
“Sure,” Ben said. The buzzing in his head had stopped, and he’d developed a 

comfortable routine for doing his chores and fire-spotting.
“You know, I can come up here and relieve you for a day or two, if  you’d like to go 

to town or maybe take a shower at the resort.”
“I’m okay up here for now,” Ben said.
“Oh, one last thing. The ranger reminded me to talk to you about the insulated 

chair. You’re sitting on the highest point for forty miles in every direction, so once the 
thunderstorms start in a couple of  weeks, you might have to deal with lightning strikes.” 
Mel held up a beaten-up wooden chair with green glass insulators attached to the ends 
of  the chair legs. 

“What do I do?” Ben said.
“You sit in this chair with your feet on the rungs until you are sure the storm is over. 

Don’t touch anything else in the cabin while you are in the chair.”
“For how long?” Ben said.
“Until it’s over,” Mel said. “But here’s the tricky part. Lightning sometimes strikes 
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before the storm hits. Once you see the wall cloud approach the Butte, you’d better get 
in the chair and stay there.”

“Way up here, I should be able to see it coming,” Ben said.
“As long as you’re not asleep. You need to get up during thunderstorms and sit in 

the chair. What you’ll notice,” Mel said, “is the hair on your head will stand straight up. 
You’ll be tingling all over. Then there’s a bright flash. If  you hear a loud clap, you’re 
okay, because if  the lightning had hit you, you’d already be dead.” 

“How do you know this? Lightning hardly ever strikes the cabin, right?” Ben said.
“Hardly ever.”
Ben wasn’t too worried. He’d been on the mountain two weeks and never heard a 

rumble of  thunder.

Ben was napping when the sound of  hooves woke him. Two Paiutes tied their horses 
to the post behind the cabin.

“Hello, anybody in there,” the older said.
Ben got up and stuck his head out the door. “Hi.”
“Hey, man, can’t be camping up here. This is reservation land,” the younger said. 
“Wait,” Ben said. He went back inside and brought out his Forest Service shirt with 

the badge.
“We heard there was a new fire spotter staying up here,” the older said. “I’m Isaac 

McKinley, this is my brother Charlie. You got any smokes?”
“No, don’t smoke, but I got some leftover spam,” Ben said. “I’m getting sick of  

eating it every day. Wish I could get some fish.”
“Great,” Isaac said, sitting down on the log next to the cabin entrance. Charlie sat 

next to him. Over lunch, they discussed food, and Ben asked if  there was anyplace he 
could go fishing closer than going all the way down to Ollalie Lake. 

“Yeah, Dark Lake, down there on the right’s a lot closer, but we won’t fish there no 
more because of  the witch,” Charlie said.

“That’s just superstition,” Ben said.
“Oh, yeah,” Isaac said. “You watch down there at night. Then you tell me there’s 

nothing in the Lake.” They put down their plates and got back on their horses. “Let’s 
go, Charlie.”

Ben was sorry he’d got the Indians upset. That night, after he got up to take a leak, 
he walked over the rock that faced east toward Dark Lake. The Indians were right, it 
did glow.

By the end of  June, Ben had been on the mountain for six weeks and the fire season 
was underway in the Oregon Cascades. So far there had only been a few dry lightning 
strikes in Ben’s area. He had helped to triangulate two smokes spotted by the Sisi Butte 
Lookout. Then on the afternoon of  the 30th, Ben heard radio reports about a massive 
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storm coming up from the south. First, Black Butte reported high winds, vertical rain. 
The lookout cabin’s south-facing shutters were lost in one wind gust. Rather than have 
all the windows blown out, the lookout opened all of  them and let the wind blow 
through the cabin. 

An hour later Green Ridge reported high winds and strong rain. There was also a 
lot of  electrical activity, mostly sheet lightning, not much reaching the ground. Ninety 
minutes later the storm front had reached Bald Peter; the rain was heavier, the winds 
somewhat diminished, but lots of  cloud-to-ground lightning. Once the storm cleared, 
Bald Peter expected there to be plenty of  smokes. 

Ben watched the storm work its way up the Cascades toward Olallie Butte. The 
storm front seemed to be rising, like a massive black stallion rearing up on its hind 
legs, its front legs extended forward like an anvil. The skies were clear overhead, the 
sun had another two hours before it set. Ben was standing on the catwalk watching the 
progress of  the storm when Shitike Butte, only ten miles to the southeast of  Olallie 
Butte, reported rain. There was a flash from the very top of  the storm cloud. Ben 
jumped through the door toward the insulated chair just as the whole world turned 
blindingly bright. A second later the thunderclap shook Ben like a rag doll. He fell off  
the chair. His eyes were open, but he couldn’t see. He smelled smoke. He grabbed a rug 
lying next to him on the floor and started beating his clothes. He was sure he must be 
on fire, but he didn’t feel any heat. His eyes began to tear up from the thickening smoke. 
He was still blind. He crawled in the direction of  the fresh air from the open door. He 
couldn’t breathe for the smoke. He crawled along the catwalk until the smoke lessened. 
Somewhere in the distance he heard a roaring sound, like an approaching train.  The 
darkness deepened through the haze over his eyes.

A tidal wave of  air hit Ben, pushing him back against the outside cabin wall. He 
grabbed the grating of  the catwalk to keep from going airborne. The smoke lessened 
but the sounds of  burning increased in spite of  the rushing air. The cabin was on fire.

Then the rain hit. In seconds Ben was soaked. The smoke increased, the darkness 
grew, but the sounds of  burning diminished. Ben let the rain wash his face. His eyesight 
was coming back. He crawled back inside the cabin and found a dry spot underneath 
his cot. He fell asleep waiting for dawn.

Ben heard horses come up the trail and stop by the post behind the cabin.
“Hello, anybody in there,” Isaac said.
“Look, somebody is moving in there,” Charlie said. “Hey, do you need help.”
Ben was dreaming about being surrounded by wolves. He pushed himself  farther 

back under the bed.
“I think he might be hurt,” Isaac said. He walked into the cabin, stepping over the 

insulated chair and kneeling down next to Ben’s cot. “Hey, man. Come on out. We won’t 
hurt you.”
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“Car spell nargelette,” Ben said.
“What’d he say?” Isaac said to Charlie.
“I didn’t understand it. Don’t sound like English.”
Isaac crouched down next to the cot and extended a hand under the cot to Ben. “Car 

spell nargelette,” he said to Ben.
“Car spell nargelette,” Ben said, smiling. Ben slid out from under the cot, but he 

didn’t touch Isaac’s hand. 
Ben sat down on the catwalk, his legs hanging over the side. The Paiutes sat next to 

him, one on each side.
“A bolt from the blue,” Charlie said. “We saw it hit the top of  the mountain last night 

from our house. We wondered if  the cabin might’ve got hit by it.”
“Warnave pilsink darmede,” Ben said.
“This tabebo’o don’t make no sense,” Charlie said. 
“Man, I wonder if  the witch scrambled his brains. I thought I saw a stronger glow in 

Dark Lake after the lightning bolt.”
“Turnaf?” Ben said to Isaac. When he didn’t respond, Ben turned to Charlie. 

“Turnaf?”
“Is he asking about the witch,” Charlie said.
“I don’t know,” Isaac said. He stood up, grabbing Ben’s arm and lifting him up as 

well. Isaac pointed to Dark Lake, four miles below on the southeast slope of  Olallie 
Butte. “Turnaf.”

“Turnaf  barclave yawo?” Ben said. Isaac nodded yes.
“We’d better ride down to the resort and tell Miss Marjorie this guy ain’t right in the 

head,” Isaac said.
“You think he’ll be okay here on his own,” Charlie said.
“I don’t know, but I’m not staying up here with him if  the witch has already gotten 

to him.”
“Yeah, he’ll be better off  by himself.” 
They waved goodbye as they trotted down the trail to the resort. Ben waved back. 

“Mogar lincak.”

Ben did the best he could patching up the lookout cabin, just in case it rained again. 
Some of  the windows had blown out during the storm. There was a hole in the roof  
where the lightning hit and set the roof  on fire. Most of  the interior of  the cabin was 
still damp, so Ben left the cabin windows and door open to let it dry out.

The witch told Ben not to turn on the radio. Her language was strange to him but he 
seemed to understand everything she was saying. 

For supper Ben heated up a can of  baked beans; it had been his favorite, but now 
it tasted funny. The spam didn’t taste right either. The witch said someone might be 
poisoning him to get him off  the mountain, but Ben didn’t understand why this food 
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only started tasting bad now. Ben tried the chicken noodle soup, and it tasted okay, 
maybe a little funny, but he was really hungry. The soda crackers were okay too. 

It was warmer that night, so Ben decided to sit out on the catwalk where he would 
watch Dark Lake after the sun set. The northern end glowed again, and he heard the 
witch much more clearly from this side of  the cabin. Tomorrow he would go down 
to the Lake. Ben dreamed all night long, dreams that woke him up but he couldn’t 
remember. When the sun rose, Ben was tired. He ate his last can of  chicken noodle 
soup with crackers and set off  down the mountain for Dark Lake.

By the time Ben tramped down the steep four-mile trail to the Lake, he was exhausted 
and lay down under a fir tree. The witch told him to rest. When he woke, it was late 
afternoon. He wasn’t sure if  he could reach the cabin before dark. The witch had gone 
silent. He wasn’t sure what to do. He started back up the trail to the cabin.

Ben had forgotten to bring any food or water with him. He struggled to climb back 
up the mountain, stopping frequently to rest. After three hours he was only half  way 
up and it was almost completely dark. He couldn’t go any further. He found a group 
of  three hemlock trees growing in a semicircle. He lay down next to the trees and fell 
asleep.

The next morning, Ben heard someone say, “I found him. He’s alive. I’m about half  way 
down the trail to Dark Lake.” The bear-man came toward Ben holding a walkie-talkie.

“Are you all right,” the bear-man said.
“Kelvaf  borkart,” Ben said.
“What?” the bear-man said.
“Kelvaf  borkart.”
“I can’t understand you, Ben.”
“Puffar”
The bear-man turned away and spoke into his radio. “Something’s wrong with the 

kid. He’s talking gibberish.”
The bear-man came over and looked at Ben’s head. He rubbed in fingers in Ben’s hair. 

The witch told Ben not to let the man touch him. Ben pushed the bear-man’s hands 
away.

The bear-man held his hand up in a calming gesture. “Take it easy, kid. I’m just trying 
to see if  you’ve got a head injury.” 

“Kelvaf  borkart.”
“Christ, I can’t understand a thing you’re saying.”
“Puffar”
“Shit.” The bear-man stretched his hand toward Ben. “Can you walk? Let’s go back 

to the cabin.”
The witch told Ben to stay where he was. The bear-man took his canteen off  his belt 

and offered it to Ben. “Here, are you thirsty.” 
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It’s poison, the witch said. Ben knocked the canteen out of  the bear-man’s hand.
“Don’t do that.” The bear-man was visibly angry. He went after the canteen that 

fell next to Ben. Ben picked up a rock and hit the bear-man in the head. The bear-man 
slumped onto the ground, moaning. 

Ben got up and started running up the hill, yelling, “futner brinlatt, futner brinlatt.”
An hour later Ben reached the cabin, wheezing and stumbling. He ran inside and shut 

the cabin door. On the catwalk on the opposite side, he saw the father.
“Ben, are you all right? Where have you been?” He pointed at the hole in the roof. 

“What happened here?”
The witch told Ben not to talk, but Ben didn’t feel right about not talking to the 

father. “Kelvaf  borkart.”
“What?”
“Kelvaf  borkart.”
“I can’t understand you, son.”
Maybe the witch was right. Talking only made things worse. The father gave Ben 

some water to drink; the witch told him not to, but he didn’t want to disobey the father.
After while the district ranger who gave him the radio and the Forest Service shirt six 

weeks ago came and talked to the father. They were screaming at each other, but finally 
the district ranger told another man with a gun to handcuff  Ben and put him on a horse. 
The witch told Ben not to fight but not to speak to anyone, not even the father. 

At the resort, they put Ben in a car and drove him to Idanha. They put him in the jail, 
but the next day the father posted bail and took him home.

November 1, 1963
“I sent him up there so he could get his head back on straight,” the father said. “Jesus, 
the kid was junior class president, varsity baseball, the girls were crawling all over him. 
Look at him now.”

The mother looked where the father pointed, at Ben. She sighed. She wrung her 
hands. She shook her head. Ben had seen it all before, before now, which was all the 
time, but even before they sent him up to Olallie Butte to spend the summer as a fire 
spotter.

“He’s going to be a high school dropout, for chrissake,” the father said. “The 
University of  Oregon was scouting him last spring. He could’ve gotten in on a baseball 
scholarship. Christ, Oregon State would have likely given him an academic scholarship.”

“The doctor says it’s probably just a phase. Give him some time,” the mother said.
“He hasn’t got time. If  he flunks out of  senior year, they’ll draft him for Vietnam,” 

the father said. “Can you imagine what will happen to him in basic training?”
Ben listened to the father and mother. They were sitting on the other side of  the 

coffee table, but they sounded far away. Behind him the TV was on, more reports 
from Vietnam, their president had been overthrown in a coup and executed by his 
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own soldiers. Ben turned to the left to see what the witch had to say about him getting 
drafted.

After the father left for work and the mother was taking her morning shower, Ben took 
the mother’s car and drove up to the state library in Salem. He took along the family 
telephone book to show the librarian. He left the mother’s car in the parking lot of  a 
liquor store a block from the state library; the keys were in the ignition, the driver’s side 
window rolled down.

Nobody could understand what he was saying any more, so Ben decided to pretend 
to be a deaf  mute who could read lips. He spent the whole day looking through the 
bookcase of  telephone directories for the name the witch had given him, Louina. He 
had to find Louina. 

“Sir,” the librarian said to Ben. He pretended not to hear. She tapped him on the 
shoulder again. Ben jumped as though stung by a scorpion. “I’m sorry,” she said. “I 
didn’t mean to frighten you. We’re closing, you have to leave now.”

Ben ignored the librarian and kept looking through the telephone directories.
“Sir, before you leave, you have to pick up all of  these directories and put them back 

on their shelves.” Ben pretended not to understand. He wasn’t even halfway through 
and he didn’t have time to be reshelving the telephone books.

The librarian left, clicking her heels on the marble floor. In a few minutes she was 
back with a piece of  paper. She waved the note at Ben: Please pick up all the telephone 
books and put them back on the shelves. We are closing in fifteen minutes.

Ben grabbed the piece of  paper and ripped it in half  and then in half  again, and 
again. He handed the paper back to the librarian. She snorted, turned and left. Ben kept 
looking, he knew he didn’t have much time. He didn’t know if  he was looking for a last 
or first name. He scanned the Ls first and then started thumbing through the book. 
After seven hours, he had eye strain and a tremendous headache, but every time he 
rested, the witch’s voice reappeared in his head: Louina. 

Twenty minutes later, the librarian reappeared with two sheriff ’s deputies.
“Sir,” the taller deputy said. ”You have to put these phone directories back and leave 

the library.”
“I’ll put them back,” the librarian said. “Just get him to leave so we can close.”
“Come with us, sir,” the shorter deputy said. He grabbed Ben left arm, but Ben 

resisted. “Sir, if  you don’t leave, we are going to have to arrest you. Do you understand?”
“I think he might be a deaf  mute,” the librarian said. “I wrote him a note, but he just 

tore it up.”
“Jim, grab his other arm. We’ll take him outside and talk to him there.”
Ben fought the deputies, screaming, “Sarbene garfed Louina.”
“Do you understand his language,” the taller deputy said to the librarian.
“I’ve never heard anything like it. He doesn’t look like an Indian.”
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“Sir, if  you don’t come peacefully, we will have to arrest you for disturbing the peace.”
“Sarbene garfed Louina.” Ben continued struggling. The deputies cuffed him and 

dragged him out the library. After an hour and a half  at the Sheriff ’s station, having no 
identification on his person and making no sense to the desk sergeant, they shipped Ben 
off  to the state hospital in Salem. After a one-week observation period he was diagnosed 
as a catatonic schizophrenic and put on a high dose of  Thorazine. The witch went silent 
for him; he wandered around the General Ward in a manageable quasi-conscious state. 
Although Ben couldn’t make himself  understood to his fellow inmates on the General 
Ward, he became popular with the other inmates as a poker player, because he losses 
most of  his cigarette rations, which was okay with Ben because he didn’t smoke. For 
reasons he never understood, they started calling him Martini.
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Gideon and his Ax 

Brett Grinnell

“Perfect,” Scott muttered to himself. “Of  course this would happen.” 
He slouched in the drivers’ seat of  his parked Camry, half-eaten Payday bar in hand, 

as he shook his head. A message blinked on the dashboard console, informing Scott 
that his Camry had suffered an ENGINE MALFUNCTION and that he should 
CONTACT DEALER. 

“I know,” he mumbled. The message blinked on and off  as it had for the past 
fifteen minutes, when it caused Scott to first pull over. He glanced over at a scrap of  
notepaper on the passenger seat with the words BRANTLEY COUNTY HILTON – 
CONTRACT WITH ELKINS - 9:00PM scrawled across, noting the black line that ran 
underneath the 9:00pm.

“Right after I tell Elkins he’ll have to sign in the morning.” Scott shook his head as he 
gazed absently out the window. Who the hell schedules a business meeting at 9 at night? 

He would have used the cell phone that lay beside the scrap paper on the passenger 
seat to call Elkins and then the dealership, but the phone was also dead, as the fancy car 
charger he bought specifically for this trip somehow seemed to steal juice rather than 
give. Or maybe Scott didn’t connect the charger correctly. Which is probably what happened. 
Whatever the issue, a red X slashed through the battery icon on the phone’s otherwise 
blank screen. He wasn’t calling anyone anytime soon.  

Peering through the windshield Scott could make out trees, or what he thought were 
trees. It was hard to see with the moon behind the clouds, the Camry’s emergency 
blinkers the only source of  light on the road. He assumed they were trees because that 
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was all he had seen on the day’s drive on those backwoods roads of  eastern Washington 
State, nothing but trees and an occasional car. More accustomed to the Big Apple’s 
forest of  brick, light, and bustle, Scott might as well have been on another planet. Mars 
would be more fun.

The dashboard’s digital clock currently read 8:56pm. Scott’s eyes darted to the 9:00pm 
on the scrap, back to the dead cell phone on the seat, then settled on the candy bar 
wrapper in hand, the word “payday” leering at him.

“Last one for a while, I guess,” he mumbled to the bar. “At least you taste good.” 
As he went in for another bite, a glow in the rearview mirror caught his eye. The glow 

focused into two orbs of  light hovering over the road.
Headlights. 
Approaching rapidly. 
Scott sighed as he shoved the Payday in his pocket. But the headlights were coming 

too fast for Scott to even reach the door handle. “Shit, slow down!”
He flopped out of  the Camry and into the humid night as the headlights roared by. 

He sprung to his feet and sprinted into the middle of  the road. 
“Hey! A little help!” he screamed, waving his hands. 
The car’s taillights began to dim in the distance. Panicked, Scott wanted to run after 

them, which he probably would have had this all been happening a few years prior. But 
this was all happening now, with Scott’s thirty-five year old creaky ankles reminding him 
where he was in life in terms of  wind sprints.   

“I know you see me, asshole!” he shouted as a last resort. He was certain this was not 
true in the dark, but it felt good to say.

Yet, Scott could hear a shift in engine noise as the lights came to a pause. After a tense 
second he heard the screeching of  tires, and the taillights suddenly grew bigger as they 
approached in reverse. He breathed out in relief.   

It was a pick-up from what he could tell, its cargo bed empty save for a few small 
trash bags. The truck’s body might have been a lighter shade once, but even in the 
darkness looked the color of  mud. Its engine, roaring so strongly that it shook the 
hood, sounding like a tiger that smoked too many cigarettes. 

Scott suddenly found himself  hoping the driver hadn’t heard him yell “asshole.” 
The passenger window rolled down slowly, and out stuck the snout of  a snarling and 

an all-around unfriendly-looking pit bull. 
“Hi,” Scott said as he jerked back a step, trying his best to hide his surprise. “Hey 

there, buddy….”
The dog’s jaw hung open, slobber falling from its teeth like a faucet on full blast. 

Scott noticed several deep cuts on its nose, face, and around the corner of  the mouth, 
not that he was trying to look. The beast’s eyes bore through him, though, and they 
looked angry.

From behind the dog came an unseen voice, muttering, “C’mon now, Ax.”
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Scott froze as the pit bull named Ax continued to lock eyes. A low growl caught in 
Ax’s throat, as Scott’s heart caught in his own. 

It had to be named Ax.
Finally Ax let the growl loose with a snarl that made Scott jump and pulled its head 

back into the cab, revealing the driver behind the wheel. 
Scott couldn’t tell the man’s age because he couldn’t see his face. Not only was it dark 

inside the truck, but a full beard also covered the majority of  the driver’s face while large 
black sunglasses covered his eyes. A tattered baseball hat crowned his shaggy-haired 
head, his tall yet scrawny build clad in ripped jeans overalls.

“I normally wouldn’t stop,” the driver said, “but a little voice told me you could use 
a ride.” 

“That voice is right,” Scott replied, smiling. “You heading to Brantley by any chance?”
“In that direction, yeah.”
Ax growled from behind the driver’s seat. Somehow, the growl was louder than the 

truck’s engine. The man glanced up at the dog in the rearview mirror, peering through 
his heavy shades. After a moment, he nodded and turned to Scott.   

“Alright,” he said, “hop on in.” A loud mechanical switch was heard.
Scott’s feet felt like stone.  “Actually, do you have a cell phone?” he inquired politely. 

“Maybe I can just - ”
“You want a ride or not!?” the driver interrupted, more a demand than a question. 
You’re lost in the woods. Just get to Brantley, tell Elkins that you’re terribly sorry for being late but 

your car broke down, then go back to normal life. 
“Yes, thank you.” 
The inside of  the truck was a dog kennel. The floor was covered in dried feces, NRA 

stickers, and what looked like to Scott like pamphlets advocating for various animal 
rights groups and local volunteer shelters. An open back window just behind the dog’s 
head, looking out over the truck’s cargo bed, let in air but did little to erase the odor 
that permeated the cabin. Scott’s seat felt like a cardboard bench, easily collapsible. 
Everything jolted as the driver slammed on the gas, clanging something metallic against 
the side of  the driver’s seat. 

Scott looked down to find a large hunting knife with a serrated blade, heavily stained 
with dark red stuff. It suddenly made the immobile Camry a lot more appealing, as it 
disappeared in the passenger rearview mirror.

“Thanks for the ride,” Scott said, with extra gentility. “I really appreciate it.”
“Roll up your window,” the driver commanded. If  burnt charcoal could talk, it would 

have the driver’s voice.  
Scott obeyed, cranking up the window with the old-fashioned hand lever. “Yeah, no 

problem.”
The driver didn’t move or say a word, simply kept his hands on the wheel and kept 

staring through the shades.  
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“So…Ax, is it?” Scott asked, turning toward the pit bull that huddled on its haunches 
in the small space behind the driver. 

The dog growled his engine-volume growl. 
Scott flashed a fake smile trying to keep a calm demeanor, but mostly to distract from 

the smell of  burning toast in his nostrils. He once heard a friend say that smelling toast 
meant a heart attack was coming. Or was it a stroke? Scott desired neither and knew he 
needed to stay calm.   

The driver piped in. “He’s saying, ‘Yeah that’s my fucking name. Got a problem?’” he 
said, cracking another smile. “Myself, I go by Gideon.” 

“Pleased to meet you both,” Scott replied. “I’m Scott. Why the name Ax for your 
dog? Great name, by the way. Short, descriptive, tells you a lot.” Stop trying to be nice.

Gideon shrugged. “That’s what he told me his name was.”
Ooookay. Fuck it, just keep smiling and go with it. 
“Great name,” he repeated. “Where are you two headed?”
“Well, me and Ax, he’s my foster, you see,” Gideon started, glancing at Ax in the 

rearview with a loving smile, “and we’re heading home. And by home, I’m talking about 
nowhere at all. The way I see it, the road is our home. Because of  our past…choices, 
let’s call ‘em…we don’t have the luxury of  calming down in one place. I can’t even 
remember the last time we even had a meal.”

Ax growled. 
Gideon turned to Scott and opened his mouth, revealing a maw with only three 

visible teeth. “Not that I’m complaining too much,” he cackled, glancing back at Ax in 
the mirror. “As long as I’ve got him by my side, I could give a shit if  I ever eat again.”

“Well, like I said, I’m very thankful,” Scott said. 
“Don’t tell me,” Gideon replied, “tell Ax.”
“Oh, so it was his voice who told you to pick me?” Scott asked with a chuckle, 

maintaining his smile. 
Ax barked several times. Scott felt the spit on his left cheek. 
“He wants to know what business you got in Brantley,” Gideon.
Scott’s smile dropped, his face slack. “I…um…” He trailed off  and paused, half  

expecting Gideon to crack a smile. He didn’t. Scott now felt awkward as well as nervous. 
Scott cleared his throat. “I’m from out of  state - ”
“No shit,” Gideon said.
“Yeah, and..…” Scott stuttered, voice cracking slightly. “It’s a boring story, really. I’m 

here to buy parcels of  land to buy for this company I work for. We’re looking to expand 
and…basically I’ve just been driving all over this county meeting with realtors. Brantley 
was my next stop, but these roads are confusing, as you would probably know.”

“No, I wouldn’t,” Gideon replied. “I grew up on these roads. I know them like the 
back of  my dick.”

“R-right, of  course,” Scott said. “I guess I lost track of  how much gas I had left. I 
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was driving for hours without a break today, and I’m exhausted.”
Gideon nodded with an understanding that showed through the beard and shades. 

“To never feel the joy of  remaining still, I say is a curse,” he attested. 
“Exactly,” Scott agreed. “Truth be told, this is my first business trip, and I’m totally in 

over my head. I even let my phone die. I mean, that’s not me. I don’t do that. And now 
my boss is probably calling right now, asking if  the contract’s signed. So yeah, thanks 
again. I don’t know what I would’ve done if  you didn’t stop.”

Ax barked its loudest bark yet.
Gideon scratched under his chin. “He says you say ‘thank you’ too much. You 

shouldn’t be so thankful.” 
Ax barked again, nearly foaming at the mouth. Gideon again glanced at him in the 

rearview mirror. “You sure, buddy?”
Ax answered with his loudest bark yet, a prolonged howl, a demon’s bugle call. 

Gideon nodded. “You got it.”
Scott didn’t move a muscle or make a sound. He felt Gideon glance at him, but didn’t 

meet the glance and allowed silence to fester. After Ax’s barking, the silence felt nice. 
The smell of  burnt toast firmly caught in his nostrils, Scott felt his heart thump as he 

spotted a flash of  green up ahead. As they approached, the headlight showed a highway 
sign. His heart stopped.

BRANTLEY, it read at the very top, with NEXT EXIT underneath. About fifty years 
behind the sign lay an off-ramp that led into the dark, forested unknown.

Scott didn’t even have time to pretend to feel hopeful as the highway sign and off-
ramp zipped right by them. Gideon kept the truck on a straight course, his hands locked 
on the wheel and his right foot pushing down instead of  letting up. 

“Hey, I think you missed the exit,” Scott said in the strongest tone he could summon, 
nodding back over his shoulder.

 Gideon shook his head as if  it were nothing. 
“Don’t worry, kid,” he said. “You said you wanted to buy some land, right? Well we 

have the best plot of  land you could hope for.”
Fuck that. Scott’s hand slowly moved closer toward the door handle. Can I jump out?
“Thanks,” Scott replied, “but I’m going to have to ask you to drop me off.”
Gideon shook his head again. “I’m not the one you have to ask.”
Jump out now. Scott grabbed the door handle and pulled, but it didn’t budge. He lost all 

feeling, as if  his blood stopped flowing. He understood being trapped and outnumbered, 
having survived a mugging when he lived in Brooklyn. But he never smelled burnt toast 
in that mugging. Scott slowly turned to face the dog.

“Ax…sir,” he started slowly, handling each word like a live grenade, “may I please be 
let out?”

Ax replied with his vicious bark. 
 “He wants to know why you want out,” Gideon interpreted. “After all, if  it’s land 
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you came all the way from out of  state for, working for your big company, driving your 
fancy car.”

“The Camry?” Scott almost laughed. “That was a rental. And I’m not even working 
for the company buying all the land, just some sister company.” 

Ax barked, and Gideon shook his head. “Nope. We’re selling you some land.”
“Okay, then I’m no longer looking to buy. I just decided that I quit my job.”
“You’re buying the land.”
Scott’s pale face turned back to Ax. He swore the mutt was grinning.
“Look, Ax,” he pleaded, “I can tell there’s something about me that you just don’t 

like. Whatever it is, my clothes, a vibe I’m giving off, whatever. I get it. So instead of  
selling me this land, how about you punish me by making me walk to Brantley in the 
dark? For a city guy like me, that’s pretty steep punishment.”

Ax dropped the grin, a growl humming in its chest.
“I wouldn’t upset him by bargaining,” Gideon advised. “He’s already hungry enough.”
Scott once again tried the door handle, with the same result as before. Gideon 

chuckled.
“What land do you even have to sell!?” Scott screamed. “I thought you couldn’t 

afford to settle down!?”
“Well, this land ain’t exactly a home,” Gideon clarified, “just someplace me and Ax like 

to come back to when we can. We’ve sold it to a lot of  other travellers like you.”
Scott couldn’t hold back the pleading. “Sir, please…,” he began.
Gideon sighed, face drawn. “Listen, kid,” he muttered. “It’s not that I even want to 

do this. But Ax is asking me to, and I can’t refuse him.” 
“Why the hell not!?” Scott screamed. “Why are you listening to a fucking dog!? You’re 

fucking crazy! Let me out!”
Gideon shook his head.
“Nope, no can do,” he replied in his matter-of-fact way. “You see, if  it wasn’t for Ax I 

wouldn’t be alive. After the bad voices told me to jump into the river, this guy pulled me 
out of  the water with his own teeth. It was his voice that I heard when I woke up, and it 
was his voice that told me I was worthy, that I had something to live for. Ever since that 
day, we’ve been on the road, fulfilling his mission. He took me in.”

“Took you in!?” Scott shouted. “Fulfilling his mission!? Jesus Christ, when you said 
foster…” A moment of  silence followed. “He’s fostering you?”

Gideon shrugged. “In a way, I guess. I’m merely a…what do you call those…a vessel, 
that’s it. I’m his vessel, spreading his word. Right now, that word happens to be hunger. 
Ain’t that right, Ax?” 

Ax barked, with the sliver of  a whimper. “Almost there buddy,” Gideon comforted 
his companion, “just another mile or so.” He glanced at Scott. 

“We’re giving you the greatest gift anyone can ask for, kid,” he said. “We’re giving you 
a place to call home, a place to remain still.” He smiled his toothless smile. “At least for 
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your bones. Ax doesn’t eat the bones.”
Scott suddenly jerked up in his seat, reaching into his pocket.
“You hungry Ax, is that it!?” he screamed, as intimidating as he could be, his blood 

flowing again. 
Snarling and looking to pounce, Ax steadied himself  on his haunches as Scott pulled 

out the half-eaten Payday bar from his pocket and held it in the air.  
Ax stopped and locked eyes with the candy bar, as his snarl disappeared while his lips 

quivered. 
“The hell you think you’re doing!?” Gideon shouted.  
Scott cranked down his window as fast as he could. Wind ripped and howled. Scott 

simply raised his hand and let the wind grab the Payday, the candy bar disappearing into 
the night.

Ax barked a cry of  painful agony, and flipped around to face the open back window.
“Ax!?” Gideon screamed, terrified. 
The dog launched its thick body through the back window frame, getting stuck for 

a moment before slipping through onto the truck’s cargo bed and flailing over itself, 
barking like mad for the Payday. Through the rearview, Scott could see Ax flail so 
violently that it flew over the edge of  the truck and disappeared into the black night, 
quickly that Gideon didn’t even have a chance to brake. 

“Ax, no!” the driver screamed.
“Yeah, I guess he was hungry,” Scott confirmed. 
Gideon slammed on the brakes, flinging Scott’s upper body against the dashboard. 

The jolt flung the red-stained knife across the cabin to Scott’s feet, catching his dazed 
eye. As he came to, he quickly yanked the knife from the ground and pointed it at 
Gideon, clutching the handle with both hands like a sword as his head wrung.

Gideon laughed, unhinged. “That’s good, kid,” he snarled, the terror in his voice 
replaced with rage. “I didn’t know you were a knight.”

“Get out of  the truck,” Scott demanded, speaking calmly and evenly. 
With both hands, Gideon slowly removed the sunglasses from his face, placing the 

pair on the dashboard with his left hand while slowly resting his right hand at the top 
of  his right jeans pocket. 

His were the palest eyes Scott had ever seen, the color of  a billiards cue ball.
“Go ahead, boy, use it,” Gideon chirped. ‘I doubt you’ve ever made anything bleed 

in your shitty little - ”
Scott lunged and stabbed Gideon, pushing the knife into his right pectoral. Gideon 

howled “FUCK!” extremely loudly as thick strings of  blood gushed down his shirt, his 
right hand digging deep into his own jeans pocket.  

Holy shit, now what? Do I shove him out the door? Say something tough? Christ, am I actually 
going to kill this guy?

The blast from the concealed gun in Gideon’s right pocket interrupted Scott’s train 
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of  thought; a bright flash, followed by an ear-splitting POP. Scott dropped the knife and 
fell back against his seat, his ears ringing and vision blurred. 

Squirming as if  seizing and clutching his ears, Scott glanced down at his body, 
expecting hell, and saw… 

Not a thing. 
No gunshot, no blood, no pain. Scott saw and felt nothing, besides the glass shards 

in his hair from the window Gideon just shot out. He trembled, in shock. 
Gideon hunched in an awkward position with a painful grimace, the knife on the 

floor between the seats. His pale eyes gazed down at the red rivers that coursed his shirt.
“Gotta hand it to you, kid,” he wheezed, “I did not see that coming.” 
He weakly pulled the tiny pistol from his pocket, not much bigger than a switch knife, 

and still smoking. “What do you say we call it a night?” He aimed square at Scott’s head. 
“This is just getting silly.” 

The ringing in Scott’s ears couldn’t drown out the thundering of  his beating heart. 
He knew it was all over. I probably won’t feel it, he comforted himself, as his last conscious 
thought. He winced as Gideon pulled the trigger.

Silence followed. 
Scott opened his eyes to see an annoyed Gideon wincing as he squeezed and squeezed 

with his finger. Jammed.
Adrenaline grabbed Scott as he ripped the seatbelt from its buckle and dove head 

first through the shot-out window in one balletic move. He slammed onto the pavement 
like a corpse but sprung up like a gymnast, the adrenaline strong enough to numb the 
sting from the glass in his cheek. He gathered his balance and took off  sprinting down 
the empty road, the adrenaline apparently strong enough to also make Scott run faster 
than he ever had despite those thirty-five-year old ankles. 

He didn’t get too far before another gunshot POPPED, sparking the ground mere 
feet ahead of  Scott. 

He dove to his right, nearly tripped over a bed of  branches, and crashed through the 
forest foliage as another POP zipping over his head. He fell to his knees behind a bank 
of  thick trees and laid flat, his nose burrowing into the wet dirt. His mind raced so hard 
it refused to stop and think. 

Time turned glacial as Scott lay there. From the drone of  Gideon’s truck Scott could 
tell he was still there, but noticed the lack of  gunshots. He forced himself  to lift his 
head, and peered through the branches. He could see Gideon standing in front of  his 
idled truck a few yards down the road, his gun still puffing as he stood sentry. After a 
few more seconds, Gideon began limping in the direction of  Scott’s hiding place, pistol 
drawn.

“C’mon out, kid!” he screamed. “You wanna be bear chow!? There are worse things 
in these woods than dogs!” He cackled.

Knocking off  what he through was a branch from his hair, Scott realized that he 
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was covered in a Jurassic-sized spider web, as thick and heavily matted as his childhood 
blankie. He wasn’t stupid enough to scream, but he wanted to so badly.

Suddenly, a dog’s painful wail emanated far down the road behind the truck, heard 
unmistakably clearly over the truck’s running engine. Scott could see Gideon spin 
around. 

“Ax!” he yelled.
Scott’s heart caught in his throat as he watched Gideon stand in the road, head stuck 

in the Ax’s direction. He looked unsure, as Scott felt earlier when Gideon and the devil 
dog first showed up. Gideon spun around to the forest, then back to Ax’s howling, and 
then back to the forest.

“We’ll see how far you make it, kid!” he screamed, shoving the pistol back in his 
pocket. He limped back to the truck and hopped in, leaning his head out the window.

“Just remember,” he added, “I know these roads like the back of  my dick!”
Scott watched as Gideon roared the truck into a U-turn, tearing up the road toward 

Ax’s painful howl, the taillights dissolving into one solid orb of  red light before fading 
completely. 

He scrambled out from the trees like a feral animal until he reached the road, 
knocking off  the spider webbing as he crawled to his feet. After quickly gulping a 
lungful, he breathed out as he bent over with his hands on his knees, nearly dry-heaving. 
His thumping heart ran a marathon as the rest of  his body shook accordingly. 

“Holy shit…holy shit…holy shit…,” was all Scott could say, repeating to himself. 
A million thoughts and images and feelings and words raced through his mind all at 

once. He didn’t know whether to scream or cry or shout in victory, or what. 
He just knew he was alive. He didn’t care if  he was fired for not making it to the 

Brantley Hilton on time. Fuck it, I hope I am. I don’t know what’s worse, going back to work on 
that Elkins project or getting back into Gideon’s truck. 

The thick air was dead quiet save for the fading echo of  Ax’s howl. For now, he was 
alone. 

All alone, and lost in the forest on a moonless night.
Prior to meeting Gideon and his Ax, this situation would’ve terrified him, but after 

surviving the bad Samaritan experience with his improvised knife skills and window 
jumping acrobatics, Scott was…

...well, still terrified. 
Because he’ll come back. Gideon and his Ax, and they’ll be even more pissed. 
He started walking very, very briskly in the opposite direction of  Gideon’s truck, 

repeating his mantra of  “Holy shit…holy shit…holy shit…” 
One day, Scott could possibly feel up for rehashing the night’s story, as a tall tale that 

“you won’t believe, but I swear is true.” And it will sound and feel as bullshit and made-
up to him as it will to the people hearing the story, just as it should sound. But that day 
wasn’t going to come if  he didn’t make it out of  the woods.  
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It took a few minutes of  brisk walking before Scott realized that he had no idea how 
he was going to do that. He couldn’t see five feet in front of  him, thanks to the heavy 
cloud cover. He wanted to get off  the road, but knew sneaking through the trees would 
be no better for a city slicker, especially with that “bear chow” comment. Even if  he 
found a fork in the road or junction – anything – to get as far as he could, how far was 
he really going to get?

Gideon knows these roads like the back of  his dick. 
Scott picked up the pace after he heard what sounded like a truck engine in the far 

distance, repeating “Holy shit…holy shit…holy shit...” 
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The Cowboy Cabin

Julia Benally

The cacophony of  blasting guns and bellowing soldiers screamed above booming 
Heavy Metal. The soldier James played was about to die. As the character dropped 
dead, James shrieked for the end of  the impossible level had been in sight. His shocking 
obscenities reached the preschool down the street. One would think he had lost his leg. 
His neighbors would have said his head, but they could still hear him.

“Cheeseburger,” Rita shouted over the din, “Grandpa says someone’s stealing from 
the cornfield again. Can you go over there and help him out?”

James grimaced, he hated his nickname. “No.” The cornfield was in the middle of  the 
woods, his cousin Tobias saw Bigfoot over there not six months ago and Elroy from 
across town was found hanging a scant hundred feet away in a big tree. The place was 
cursed.

That was of  no consequence to Rita for she didn’t have to go over there. Lips pinching 
into a thin scarlet line, she snapped off  the consol.

“Hey!” James tossed the controller. “What was that for?”
“I swear I’ll ax this stupid box if  you don’t help your grandpa. He’s an old man.” And 

with that, she marched to the shed for the ax.
James jumped to his socked feet and pulled on his clonking shoes. He had learned the 

hard way not to brush off  his mom’s threats. The remains of  his last system still lay in 
the corner of  the yard. Slipping his phone into his big pocket, he walked into the messy 
living room as his mom entered with the ax.

“I’m ready!” James stomped to the door. “You psycho, axes are for wood.”
“Exactly,” Rita said. “Not for laying around, doing nothing and moping about a 

whore who doesn’t want you. Use it for wood and I won’t use it for your retarded 
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games.”
James punched the wall at the mention of  Cory. “I’m supposed to chop wood and 

help grandpa at the same time?” He shook his greasy head and marched out the door. 
Glancing at the empty drive, his jaw tightened; his stupid brother had the car again. That 
meant he would have to pass by Tobias’s house. Steeling himself, he started walking.

It didn’t matter the time, Tobias would be home, waiting like a wolf  spider for his 
victim. He had no other prey but James. As the government dwelling with its treeless 
front yard loomed, he scanned the place for signs of  Tobias. Was the wretch gone 
today?

As he hurried past the ominous abode, stumbling on his too long jeans, his cousin’s 
dreaded voice hollered, “Hey, Cheeseburger! Taking a walk?” A large boy in baggy blue 
jeans and a black tent of  a sweater appeared over the ridge of  the rooftop. His lips 
pulled back over yellow teeth and he sat down. “When’s the last time you saw daylight? 
Where’s Cory?” He guffawed. “I told her how many games you bought after she left 
you. And how you gained thirty pounds. She started laughing!”

A hot dart of  fury burned James’ breast. “Shut up!”
“Weren’t you supposed to be in Varsity this year?” Tobias cackled. Reaching behind 

him, he produced a BB Gun and aimed at James’ butt. “Time for cardio, Cheeseburger!”
“HEY!” James clamped his hands over his unkempt black hair and fled as Tobias 

pulled the trigger. A BB ricocheted next to his foot and then what felt like a hot 
needle jammed into James’ left butt cheek. He screamed. Tobias’s triumphant laughter 
reverberated through the air. The reprehensible sniper took aim once more, but his 
galloping victim rounded the corner. James may have gained thirty pounds, but his 
quarterback speed hadn’t left him yet.

“I’ll get you in the balls when you come back, Cheeseburger,” Tobias bellowed.
James struggled not to cry as he hissed vile curses under his breath. Despite how he 

hated Tobias, he could not confront him. Tobias had a mean punch. These days, James 
had no backbone to end the constant torture. Rubbing his hindquarters, the heavy teen 
reached his grandpa’s house on the other side of  town. It was one of  those old houses 
built of  wood during the sawmill days when this sleepy reservation community was 
a booming cultural hub, and not just for the Fort Apache Reservation, but for all the 
White Mountains.

The old man lounged on an abandoned classroom chair as if  it were comfortable. 
The sun beat against his wrinkled brown face though he wore a baseball cap to shade his 
squinting black eyes. None of  this mattered. The sun could burn its hottest, Old Jerry 
wasn’t going to budge.

He waved a stringy arm. “Cheeseburger.”
“My name’s James,” the boy mumbled.
“What?” The crone guffawed. “James is a man’s name!” He leaned forward. “Finally 

took a walk?” He cackled. “Cory with your brother now?”
James showed his teeth like a snarling lion as tears threatened to further his humiliation.
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“Not good enough in bed?”
“I never slept with her,” James bit out.
“That’s why you lost her. She wanted your brain hanging out of  your pants, but you’re 

zipped up. That’s good. Too many Apache boys catching STD’s from her. You don’t 
need to be next.”

James drew himself  up to his tallest. “Cory’s a virgin.” He didn’t know why he was 
defending her. She was as reprehensible as the rest of  them. Maybe it was because 
his grandpa was right, and he hated when his grandpa was right. The old man loved 
rubbing it in.

“Cory likes groups. This time next year Jason’s gonna be burnin’ warts off  his weenie.” 
The crone chortled.

James shifted his feet. He always felt like an idiot when his grandpa talked to him. He 
never had witty comebacks either. It was like his brain had shut down. After Cory had 
left him, he had thought the games would keep his mind off  of  her. But they had wiped 
his mind of  everything but Cory.

“Hey, tall for nothing, get in here and take out my trash. I can’t do nothing with my 
bad back.” The bow-legged crone hobbled into the house.

James frowned at his chuckling back and followed, feeling like a slave. His eyes roved 
the house and yard for his grandpa’s devil hound. Sometimes the old man just laughed 
if  his mutt attacked someone, and it was usually James.

For living alone, Old Jerry had a truckload of  trash. The man loved his Sprite. Two 
liters cluttered the kitchen, windowsills and the dinner tray by the television set. The 
only thing lickably clean was the trashcan.

“I thought I was supposed to do something about the cornfield,” groused James as 
he scoured Old Jerry’s filthy abode.

The old man plopped into an old chair made of  orange tweed and swigged a Sprite. 
“Yeah, I left my razor over there.”

“Mom said—what you bring your razor for?”
“To cut corn, stupid.” He let out a humungous burp; ancient air from musty lungs. 

“Somebody’s been stealing it, so I been cutting it.” James wrinkled his nose as the rancid 
stench floated across the room to him. “Get over there and guard it.”

“Until when?”
“Morning, and don’t forget my razor.”
“I needa eat first.”
Old Jerry blasted gas from both ends. “Eat your gut.”
“Ugh, come on, Grampa.” James covered his nose.
“What are you complaining for? When’s the last time you washed your butt? Help 

out an old man, boy! You better run over there. Mr. Big, get over here.” A little rat 
Chihuahua scrambled from the hallway to its master’s bony knee. “Chase diabetes here 
to the cornfield.”

The satanic mutt darted at James, head down. Every fantasy that James had ever 
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conjured of  kicking it in the face flew out the window. Turning tail, he fled, yelling vile 
curses. Old Jerry chortled in contempt and went looking for another Sprite.

Sweat stinging his eyes, lungs broken for all the air they sucked in, James stumbled into 
the cornfield’s vicinity. It was out in the middle of  nowhere, like Old Jerry’s mind. Tall 
pine trees surrounded the area as far as the eye could see, as if  civilization didn’t exist a 
few miles away. Not even the sound of  the highway reached this secluded spot.

A grimacing scarecrow with stitched mouth stood guard in the middle of  the field 
with a host of  crows roosting on its thin arms. A cowboy cabin languished in the 
shade of  a gnarled Ponderosa. Its small window faced the field. Beside the cabin, plastic 
covered a pile of  wood.

Staggering onto the gray porch, James sat down, ready to give himself  up for dead. 
To his surprise, the miniscule fiend had vanished. As the sky merged into orange and 
yellow, the last rays of  light touched the dirt road. What time had it been when he had 
left the house that the sun was setting? He hadn’t witnessed such a sunset in eons, but he 
didn’t care. His fingers itched for a grimy controller and the blue rays of  a video game.

Twilight fell, chilling his skin, though he wore a thick black sweater. Going inside, he 
looked around for a thermostat. The cowboy cabin had all the amenities one needed: a 
hard bed, fireplace, one candle, a rusty stove, buggy blankets, a rickety chair and a keg of  
gasoline because the crazy old man used it as a fire-starter. Not a single zap of  electricity 
had ever graced that cabin. James would have to make his own fire if  he wanted to be 
warm. What a travesty to chop one’s own wood! For one thing, James was afraid of  
axes. They clove toes AND video games. Plus, he couldn’t make a fire.

Cursing like a madman, he sat on the hard bed and stared into space. What was he 
supposed to do now? To bring a book was out of  the question for he despised reading. 
Why hadn’t he brought his 3DS? He rolled his eyes and flung himself  back on the bed 
in annoyance. KLOCK! His stink head smacked the hard wall instead of  the mattress.

“ARGH!” He sat up and punched the wall as if  it had done it on purpose. He just 
hurt himself  and he kicked it instead. He paced like a lunatic around the room, bored 
out of  his mind. “What am I supposed to do?” Nothing bothered to answer him.

As the evening grew colder he realized that he had better learn to make a fire or 
they’d surely find his reeking butt frozen in the morning. It wasn’t like he cared how 
anyone would feel about losing him, if  they cared at all. Some weirdo doctor might do 
an autopsy. That meant he’d be laying butt naked on an operating table. He wasn’t sexy 
enough for that. What would they say at his funeral? His horrid grandpa’s woody voice 
croaked in his head: “I knew diabetes in that BIG coffin. He was tall for nothing!”

Tobias’s voice chimed in, “Dr. Man, did you see where I shot him in the butt?”
“Cheap old man,” James snarled. “Eff  Tobias!” Picking up the ax, he marched to 

the logs piled against the side of  the cabin. Glancing in trepidation at this place where 
Bigfoot hung out, he placed a log on the dusty ground and swung. CRACK! The log 
was the only one with a knot in it. James threw back his head and howled in frustration. 
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He glanced around as if  all the forest laughed at him. Cutting wood was an overrated 
experience. So what if  his grandpa had started chopping wood at three and hiking the 
mountains alone at eight with his own gun? Did he kill a wolf  with his teeth too? He’d 
probably claim it if  he could think of  it.

James set up another log, determined to prove to the forest creatures why man was 
superior. He swung. The handle bounced off  the wood, flew out of  his hand, and 
landed in the shadows behind the cabin. Laughter sounded from the trees, the mice, the 
squirrels, birds and even the stupid worms.

“AAGH!” He stomped inside, pulled up the chair and glared out the glassless window. 
It was lighter out there than within. He’d be able to see the thief  without being seen, or 
the Bigfoot. Ugh, he wouldn’t be here if  it weren’t for that Chihuahua. Next time he saw 
it, he would kick it right in its ugly mug. Why was he afraid of  it anyway?

As he plotted revenge, an owl hooted; its great shadow glided over the cornfield. 
Apache ghost stories about owls flitted through his mind and James shivered. Owls 
meant someone was going to die. Cold wind whistled through the tall cornstalks, rocking 
the scarecrow until it fell over with a crash. James rolled his eyes. He wasn’t going to fix 
it. Maybe his grandpa would break his back when he showed up to do it? James grinned.

Leaning his chin on his arms, he drifted into a light doze. It grew colder; chills prickled 
his skin, aggravating the sting of  the BB beneath his reeking pants. His sleepy mind 
whispered: There will probably be a giant bruise there. The autopsy doctor will see it. You better get 
the ax and make a fire, even if  you have to toss the log in whole.

“Yeah,” he mumbled, head rolling to the side. As the moon climbed through the trees, 
ghostly light gleamed like lace on the forest floor. Before James knew it, he toppled off  
the chair; it clattered across the wooden floor, making the forest cringe for interrupting 
its stillness.

“Aie-yah!” James scrambled to his feet. He rubbed his grubby bottom, jerking his 
hand from the BB’s striking point. This place was stupid! With vile mumbles he kicked 
the chair into the fireplace. “Where’s that crap ax?”

As he headed for the door, a shadow scurried past the window. James started, it was 
the intruder! He’d show that idiot to steal corn from his grandpa. It wasn’t that he cared 
about the crone; it was the intruder’s fault that he was stuck out here. Besides, at this 
point, he just wanted to pound something. Scurrying to the porch, he barked, “HEY!”

The shadow seemed extremely thin, hunched over at the wall of  corn like some feral 
child.

“You get over here,” James bellowed, advancing with all the threat he could muster.
Glancing at him, the shadow scrambled back to the forest, sometimes using its too-

long arms to help it. James gulped in consternation. What was that? He wasn’t about to 
investigate an unknown spook. He hurried back to the cabin and shut the door, shoving 
the stubborn lock into place. It squeaked with wood on wood, worse than nails on a 
chalkboard.

“Screw this,” he murmured and slipped his phone from his pocket. He dialed up his 
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mom, but she wouldn’t answer. He called again, nothing. The woman hadn’t set up her 
voicemail either. “What’s wrong with her?” He prepared to text her although she never 
answered those. She looked, laughed, and promptly forgot. She just joyed in receiving 
messages.

KNOCK-KNOCK!
The sound echoed through his brain. Whatever was outside must have heard the 

lock squeak into place. Shoving the phone in his pocket to blot out the light, he pressed 
against the door and glanced at the window. It shone like a navy blue square in the dark. 
Why couldn’t it have had glass in it? If  only he had the ax!

A high whining voice began singing outside the cabin door. It circled the small 
building, scraping what sounded like a nail across the weathered wood. James clutched 
at the hood strings against his chest, heart thumping against his fingers. His wide eyes 
followed the awful sound, and then silence fell. Had it gone away? But then the shadow 
appeared at the window. James pressed his stiffened frame against the wall. The thing 
crawled in head first; its spidery arms reached the floor before half  its body had come 
through. Pulling its legs in, it straightened up until its head touched the ceiling; it had 
to stoop.

Walking to the empty fireplace as delicately as an arachnid on a web, the creature sat 
cross-legged before it. James’ breath strained from his throat. His fingers crawled to 
the lock. He tugged, but it remained fast. He closed his other hand on the bolt, pulled, 
nothing. Frightened sweat beaded his forehead. If  he forced it like he did before, the 
lock would squeak, and he couldn’t afford to make a sound.

The fates were cruel this night. Heavy Metal music screamed from his pocket. James 
fumbled to shut it up. The shadow’s head spun around, but the body remained immobile. 
Two glimmering eyes flashed; they rose to the ceiling as the body swiveled to face him.

Screaming, James ripped the lock off  the door, slicing his fingers, but he couldn’t 
feel it. Shouldering through the exit, he stumbled outside and sprinted into the shadows 
behind the cabin—the last place he had seen the ax.

He glanced back for the shadow, but didn’t see it. Looking at the roof, his heart 
skipped a beat and he darted behind a tree. The shadow perched on the ridge like 
a spindly gargoyle, its orbs gleaming like two red stars. From that nightmarish sight, 
James’ eyes roved to the patch of  black where he was sure the ax lay. Silver glimmered 
just outside the swatch of  gloom.

James swallowed. Somehow, he had to get that ax! A plan formed in his mind, but 
could he pull it off ? There was no time to work out the details. Squaring his shoulders, 
he dashed for his salvation. The shadow espied the movement and sprang towards 
his running form, limbs stretched out as if  it would wrap around him like mummy 
bandages.

With an alarmed gasp, James stumbled out of  its way and lunged for the ax. His 
shoulder knocked what felt like a small aspen tree. Pain rippled through him, but he 
paid no heed. His hand closed on the handle near the head. Sinewy arms circled round 
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his shoulders. A bony hand clamped on his wrist. With a strangled scream, James swung 
the weapon behind him. CRUNCH!

The emaciated hand slipped from his wrist, and the form tried to flee. If  it escaped 
now, it would be just as bad as losing sight of  a monster spider in the house. Seizing 
its raggedy shirt, he let loose a flurry of  powerful strikes. Every muscle that had lain 
dormant in his video game room animated. The creature’s screeching wails sent chills 
skittering down James’ spine, but he refused to back down. Flinging the shadow into a 
patch of  moonlight, he moved to continue his attack, but froze with ax raised to swing; 
his eyes widened in horror.

It was his grandpa’s scarecrow. A stitched mouth grimaced from ear to ear beneath 
eyes as round as jetty bulbs. Strange reflections glowed in the depths as if  therein lay the 
flames of  hell. Blood stained the deathly pallor of  its skin, soaked its shredded clothes. 
Though hacked to ribbons, the creature could still move. It crawled towards James, 
snarling and whining in despairing tones.

Its eyes reminded him of  a flaming match. He would burn this monstrosity up even 
if  he had to use the cabin as fuel. He raced inside. The creature clawed after him at 
frightening speed. It slid in through the window before James could reach the mantle 
where the matches lay and pounced.

James cried out in pain as he hit the stone fireplace, the ax beneath him. The creature’s 
fingers dug into his flesh, ripping through the sweater and tearing at his hair. They rolled 
across the hard floor. James managed to fling it from him. Its form clattered against 
he didn’t know what. In the pitch blackness, his hand groped for anything and landed 
on a wooden something. All he could see were the flaming eyes as they darted at him. 
Swinging his new weapon at his assailant, the momentum jarred to a halt as it met the 
body. The eyes momentarily vanished.

Not knowing how the blow had affected it, James scrambled for the black hole that 
was the fireplace and felt around for the ax. Its sharp cold edge pressed against his flesh. 
Desperate fingers skittered over the hard head and closed on the wooden handle. A chill 
rose on his back, as if  the cabin had fallen away from him. With a startled gasp, he arced 
the weapon behind him. An awful wail pierced the air and the thing tumbled to the hard 
wood. Its glowing eyes slithered in circles on the floor while a pounding noise sounded 
in a different part of  the cabin.

“What’s it doing, what’s it doing,” James squeaked. Somehow he remembered his 
phone. Turning it on, he opened the flashlight app and shined it on the monstrosity. He 
had cloven the scarecrow in two; its upper body scurried over the floor. The legs kicked 
and twitched beside the broken chair that he had fallen off  of  earlier. James’ body 
seemed to move on its own as he seized both pieces and thrust them into the fireplace.

Snatching up the matches, he lit one and threw it onto the flammable body, but 
the fire didn’t catch like in the movies. James’ heart thumped in panic. What was he 
supposed to do? Eyes darting from one corner to another, he hunted for…a vague 
image of  the gasoline keg rose to mind. The scarecrow struggled to escape the fireplace 
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with a dull thump-thump-thump. James’ feet pattered across the floor with its rhythm.
“Where is it?” he shouted.
His light darted over the keg and he almost missed it. Hauling it up, he ripped off  

the cap and dumped it at the scarecrow. The bulk of  the contents splashed across the 
floor. Without thinking of  what that might do, the panicked boy lit a match and threw it.

The flames leaped with startling power. They swallowed the writhing scarecrow and 
rushed for James. With an alarmed cry, he sped out the door, leaving the keg in the 
middle of  the room. He lunged for the trees, the flames swept inside the container and 
BOOM!! The cabin blasted apart. Bits of  wood, nails and roof  showered like shrapnel. 
James rolled behind a tree, ears ringing, head throbbing. His very bones seemed to have 
come loose.

He lay behind the tree for he didn’t know how long, but when he raised his head, gray 
morning light filtered through the smoky remains. The cornfield had been riddled with 
debris, all but destroyed. As he stood to survey the damage, a startled deer darted from 
the cornfield and loped into the forest now singing with merry birds. James cried out 
in terror and stumbled against the tree. Heavy Metal screamed from his pocket and he 
almost jumped out of  his pants.

“Crap!” He shoved his shaking hand into his pocket and pulled out the phone. He 
would have to change that shrieking mess as soon as possible. It wasn’t good for his 
shredded nerves. R-I-T-A scrolling across the screen did nothing to calm him either.

“Hello?”
“What do you want?” Rita said as if  he had been intruding. “You need a ride home, 

Cheeseburger? You stop by your—”
“I don’t need anything,” James cut her off  and hung up. He didn’t need her nagging, 

and he surely wasn’t going to listen to it just to get a ride. As he headed back to town 
on foot, his eyes so long closed in the darkness of  his gaming room opened, his ears 
cringing with VR battles took in the soft roar of  the trees. Lights and shadows rippled 
on crunchy pine needles as a squirrel scurried across the road.

James halted and breathed in the mountain air. It filled him with a life that he hadn’t 
felt in so long. A memory that he belonged here dispelled the itch in his fingers for a 
controller that had ruled him as much as it had the characters on the screen. Glancing 
at his torn sweater, he pushed the long bangs from his face. These belonged in the 
graveyard of  the gaming room. With one last glance at the road, he tramped into the 
trees.
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YOUR TRAVELER RETURNS

Sandstorms strafe the eyes.
Pupils redden like scar tissue.
Vision is lost to the shifting dunes.
Darkness is down to the desert.

The grains stay with me.
No wonder the legends are under my skin.
I can taste their rawness.
My insides scream.

Sorry dear but I’m the sum 
of  the places I’ve been.
The dripping crystal bat caves.
The blood-soaked churches.

And now these vast Saharan demons.
The soulless armies of  their dead.
The heat of  hell-fires.
The searing dry of  the devil’s drought. 

I’ve been witness to the worst of  what’s out there.
And now I testify with the way I look in the mirror.
Like a man lost in the loneliest. most forbidding place on earth.,
It just happens to be our home these days.

—John Grey
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Jim Zola

The Blind Piano Player

Maggots coruscate from the sky
as if  thrown by celebrants, a happy
couple of  rotten rations eager
for the honeymoon, surrounded
by a confusion of  razor wire. Dancers
gather in the gymnasium. Your service
animal quails before something you,
of  course, cannot see. A killer
in out midst, perhaps, or just
another flock of  nascent flies.
By the time you hear the growl
it’s already too late. The feel
of  teeth on your throat a relief.
Your job annoyed you anyway. 

—Robert Beveridge
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Ghost Reveal
 
The silvered glass will not show what you are.
It doesn’t remember your name.
 
It repulses the very composition of  cells
you ask it to reflect.
 
I remember you now—
your transitory vibrant touch.
 
No one can get close to such tangible figment,
the hint of  your unknowable form.
 
If  I could, I would look upon you,
bind your spirit with linen and forgiving arms—
 
but you would only slip quietly away,
separating two worlds as you go.
 
At times, when night’s murky veil clings to me,
others may suspect I’m a ghost as well.
 
The ectoplasm escaping my lips reveals me completely—

resolving with every breath not taken.

—Richard King Perkins II
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Jim Zola
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Catastrophy

Donna J.W. Munro

“No Tiger,” Dee said to her just declawed kitten. He tried climbing all the things just 
two days before he’d scaled like a pro. “No more kitty fingers.”

“You are an asshole,” big cat Fluffers told her, having lost his own claws last year 
when he’d moved in.

“Look Fluffers, you needed a home, I gave it. I buy the food, clean the litter, give the 
pets. I just don’t want the scars and scratches.

Shadow, the other kitty boy, leapt again at the edge of  the couch, already pierced 
one hundred times by his gone little nails. He refused the lesson as if  he could make it 
untrue by trying again and again. 

“Scars and scratches hone the soul,” Fluffers said, twitching his tail and watching his 
young protege leap and tumble down onto bloody, little paws. “After this brutality, I 
don’t even think you have one.”

“A soul? Why would I give you a home in if  I didn’t care? All I am is love for you 
three.”

Big cat Fluffers and his two clawless kitty boys sneered at her and stalked away to lick 
their wounds. 

That night, Fluffers and the boys sat on Dee’s chest as she lay sleeping in bed. She 
woke with a start and struggled against their little furry bodies, but there was no moving 
them. Usually her little five pound kittens and their twelve-pound pack leader felt like 
nothing in her arms, but not now. Now they were pillars and she was chained between 
them. They were the vault of  the sky pinning her shoulders to the bed. Static crackled 
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across their fur and between their pink noses like bolts of  sparkling magic light. 
“We love you,” Tiger said, “but Fluffers says we’ve got to make things even. If  they 

aren’t even, then you will just keep doing this horrible thing to other kitties you bring 
here. We have to stop you from doing this to others.”

Fluffers sighed. “It will hurt, but in the end we will be equal.”
Her arms stretched out, fingers frozen and ready. Ready for removal.
“Wait!” Dee said, mind racing ahead. “How will I open the tuna tins? How will I pet 

you without fingers?”
Fluffers flicked his long yellow tail, impatiently as the baby kitties watched from their 

post on her chest. 
“I suppose you are right. We’ll either have to leave you with fingers and kill you as an 

example, so you never harm another baby, or we’ll have to find a way to compromise 
and stay with you.”

Shadow nodded sagely. “She buys us good treats.”
Tiger growled and held up a paw he’d been licking, wiry stitches visibly chewed. 

“How will I climb the tower or keep from falling or protect myself  from the dog-things 
if  they invade?”

Dee listened to their grievances, listed for her to finally understand. “Boys, I’m sorry. 
I didn’t know it was such a big deal, I mean—

Fluffers hissed and swatted her face, a strike that felt soft as a ball of  cotton without 
the blades he’d been born with. “How am I to discipline you or my pack? You’ve 
hobbled me, human. Because I love you, I forgave you this one horror done to me. But 
then you did it to my kitten boys— babies! You mutilate babies like it is nothing. Your 
pets and tuna and protection do not outweigh the horror of  that!”

Dee flinched at his tirade. She’d never considered it before, since Fluffers hadn’t 
mentioned how it affected him. Big, brave cat. She knew that she’d never allow someone 
to cut fingers off  a child to keep them from tearing up their books or dirtying the house. 
Damn, why hadn’t she thought about it before?

Tears came and Dee said, “I’m really so sorry, boys. I’ve failed you as a cat mom. I 
am so, so sorry.”

The cats watched her cry and finally all three nodded, eyes closing in slow, loving 
blinks. 

“We believe you,” Tiger said, purring even as his little bloody paws drew up under his 
body for warmth and safety.

Dee sighed in relief.
“I cannot take away your fingers, human. Not when you care for us well. I’ve been 

on the street. I’ve struggled and you did serve me well by bringing me here. But on the 
street, an insult or hurt cannot go unchecked. I must mark you somehow or you might 
do this again.” Fluffers stretched and moved to her fingers, rubbing against them with 
his furry cheeks.
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“I wouldn’t. I’ve learned.” Dee nodded earnestly.
“So you have,” Fluffers said. “But I must mark you anyway, for other humans to 

know the wrath of  the cats.”
With that, he started chewing. Dee screamed and gasped as the kittens held her 

down, but soon it was over. Just the pinkies. Just a warning from the pack. And when 
people asked what happened, she’d hang her head and tell them, “I’m an accidental cat 
mutilator.”

The other humans didn’t understand. They tended to stay away from her and her 
marks. But the kitties were forgiving and every night, after the tuna and the pets and the 
cleaning of  the litter, big cat Fluffers and his kittens licked her stumps to calm the ache 
and purred her right to sleep.
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Cadie’s Missing

Mike Oberly

They knocked on the door just as you were getting ready to give it a grab. It was Saturday 
and Tricia was out running errands, giving you a couple hours at least: long enough 
for one, maybe two go-rounds before she came back and made you start in on the 
“honey do” list. This was your only time during the whole week you could rub two 
uninterrupted minutes together and that’s why you were so cross when you opened the 
door. In an awkward way you wished you could open the door with your hardon still 
teepeeing you warm up pants, but 35 years of  furtive jerking had conditioned your body 
to hide the evidence: you are flaccid, jittery, and annoyed when you open the door.

The woman knocking on your door has her hair messily pulled back in a ponytail 
and an aww-shucks grin filled with teeth maybe two sizes too big for her mouth. She is 
younger than you but has that sexless “I’m a mommy now” vitality that you thank God 
Trish has never gone through. Behind her, pushing aside the squishy blooms of  Tricia’s 
hydrangeas, is a man maybe ten years younger than you and, squatting down to inspect 
the gloomy dirt beneath, a boy maybe fifteen younger than him.

“Can I help you?” you ask.
“Hi!” the woman says brightly. The man has stood up and is waving. The boy is still 

peering into the base of  the bush. “I’m really sorry,” she says, “but Cadie’s missing.”
“What?” you ask. Or at least, you would have asked if  right at that moment a balding 

middle-aged man in khakis and a woman who looked enough like him to be his wife 
hadn’t walked around the corner of  the house clapping their hands and whistling.

“We’ve been looking for her all over!” the woman on your back step states. You 
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notice she’s not wearing a bra but also that she doesn’t really need to: you simultaneously 
become aware that, erection or not, you’re not wearing any underwear beneath the silky 
warm-up pants.

You step out the door and close it firmly behind you. Your back step is not big 
enough for two people who don’t know each other to share but she doesn’t move. 
You suspect she was trying to peer behind you into the house. The man and boy have 
moved on to the next bush, the middle-aged couple is looking behind your central 
air-conditioning unit. Beyond them, a teenage boy with a bowl-cut and a Three Doors 
Down shirt is laying down next to your truck. He is searching underneath it. 

“What the…” you say, stepping around the woman and down the steps.
“She’s four,” the woman says to your back. “And usually she doesn’t stay away this 

long. You haven’t seen her, have you?” she asks.
“No,” you say, distracted. “Of  course not.” The teenager has stood up and is standing 

on the back tire of  your truck to look into the bed. The middle-aged couple has scooted 
behind you; the man is on his knees brushing aside the layers of  dead leaves that have 
accumulated beneath your back steps, the woman, absurdly, is lifting up your welcome 
mat and looking beneath it. “This is private property, you know,” you say. You had 
wanted it to sound fierce, but your words list fallow as a young woman, blonde and 
exquisitely in need of  a bra, bounces around the other corner of  your house. “Nothing 
yet!” she sparkles to the man and the boy who are now both on their hands and knees 
looking beneath the patio glider. She is tall and wholesome and even though she is 
obviously fully engaged in the search for Cadie her wholesomeness makes your bird egg 
drop half  an inch and your breath come humid. Oblivious of  you, she bends over one 
of  the chaise-lounges and lifts up the cushion, her full, round haunches ripe beneath 
her yoga pants. The woman who originally knocked on your door is saying something. 
You tear your eyes away from the blonde’s ass and, annoyed, listen. “She’s a good girl,” 
the woman is saying, “but she runs away sometimes. We need to get a stronger gate.” 
She tilts her head to the side as if  she hears something and, without another word, 
disappears around the side of  your house.

“We treat her good,” the ten-year-old says, standing up and brushing off  his knees. 
“I don’t know why she’d do this.”

“She doesn’t know better,” the man in the North Face pullover says. “Don’t you 
worry about that.”

“Cadie get out again?” The voice belongs to a man strolling down your walk. He is a 
hail and hearty decade past middle-age with a thick salt-and-pepper beard. He is wearing 
stiff  bib overalls and a tight-striped engineer’s cap that looks consciously distressed. 
You have never seen him before, but that means nothing because you had never seen 
any of  these people before. You thought you had known your neighborhood and all the 
people in it.

“She got out again,” North Face says. “She’s a rascal that way.”
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“Rascal is as rascal is,” the man in the engineer’s cap says. You are about to ask what 
that comment even means when you are distracted by the teenage boy opening the door 
of  your truck and burrowing behind your seat. “Hey!” you yell, causing everyone in 
your backyard but the teen to stop their search for a second. He continues to root 
around behind your seat.

“Tiny!” the man in the engineer’s cap calls out and the teenager pokes his head out 
from behind your truck’s door like a meerkat with a bowl-cut. “Do you honestly think 
she’d hide in there?” The teenager nods, chastened, and closes the truck door. It doesn’t 
quite latch but he doesn’t seem to care: he has spotted the propane tank up by the 
treeline of  your property and is nearly running towards it.

“Hold up,” you say to the man in the engineer cap. He has walked around you and is 
checking your basement hatchway to see if  it is locked. “I’d like to know what’s going 
on…”

“That would be great,” the man in the engineer cap say, simultaneously patronizing 
you and dismissing you. The ten-year-old is now walking around Tricia’s birdfeeder as 
if  a different angle will reveal secret hiding spaces. The girl with the fantastic ass and 
North Face are nowhere to be seen. “So many places to get to,” the man in the engineer 
cap mutters. 

You’re barefoot but know where most of  the rocks are so you go and re-close the 
door to your truck. Up the slope of  your backyard the teenager is reaching under the 
propane tank, parting the scrub grass that’s been growing there for years. There are 
wasp nests up there and you’re about to warn him when he stands up and tips back the 
metal dome on top of  the propane tank. Beneath, wrapped around the inlet stem and 
fuel gauge, is the football sized paper nest the delivery man had asked you to deal with 
a couple of  months ago. With a yelp, the teenager knocks the dome back into place and 
swats at the white-faced devils circling his head. Some are on him, black and chitinous, 
but instead of  running away he lays down again to check beneath the other side of  the 
propane tank.

Dazed, uncertain, you pass around the back of  your truck, the pavement morning-
hot on the pads of  your feet. How alarmed should you be? What can you do? There 
are more people out on the street, some you know and some you don’t; looking under 
parked cars, calling out Cadie’s name. At the corner you see Tricia’s black Highlander 
turn onto your street; she must have forgotten something. With all that’s going on you 
can’t help but feel a little irrational spur of  anger: she said she’d be gone two hours. She is 
coming on slowly, a mailman is sitting in the middle of  the street dumping his mailbag 
out. 

“Cadie?” the teenage boy wails at your side, startling you. He is welted and puffy 
from the wasps that are even now attacking his face. “Have you seen her?” He is crying, 
not from the pain of  the stings. He shuffles past you, past the middle-aged couple who 
are on their bellies crawling beneath the hedges along the side of  your house, past the 
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ten-year-old trying in vain to shimmy up the maple tree in front of  you house, past the 
girl with the great ass who has tipped over your trashcan at the curb and is hysterically 
tearing open last week’s milk carton and the Target bag of  cat shit you had sifted out 
of  Holly’s box. The teenager half-kneels, half-collapses on your front lawn besides the 
woman who had originally knocked on your door and wordlessly joins her in digging 
barehanded in the slightly burned grass of  your front yard. There are holes all around 
her.

Tricia’s black SUV is at the end of  the driveway. The woman across the street is crab-
walking along the passenger side of  the car, checking beneath it. You can dimly see your 
wife’s confusion through the tinted windshield. She pulls into the driveway but only so 
that she’s out of  the street. You jog over to the SUV, smiling at the ridiculousness of  
the entire situation. She rolls down the window, lifting her sunglasses up into the nest of  
her black black hair. The SUV is high off  the ground but you’re tall so you can see the 
curve of  her breasts, the gap between where anything can be hiding. The silky mesh of  
your warmup pants suddenly becomes tight and you press yourself  satisfyingly against 
the warm metal of  the SUV’s door.

“What is this?” Tricia asks. You could have heard the fear in her voice if  just then the 
man in the engineer’s cap hadn’t thrown the ornamental sundial Tricia had bought at 
Kohl’s through the picture window of  your house. You watch the middle-aged woman 
wriggle up from beneath the hedge beside your house, grasp the broken-glass edges of  
the window without hesitation, and hoist herself  clumsily up and into your living room. 
Her husband follows, then the man in the engineer’s hat, the woman with the great ass, 
and finally, the boy. The woman who had originally knocked on your door is too intent 
on digging another hole to be bothered. Her torn hands are slick with the blood.

“What is this?” Tricia asks again, wide-eyed.
“Cadie’s missing,” you explain, reaching through the window. “We need to find her.”  
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The Flood

Anna Kaye-Rogers

The rain is stagnant in the yard, spreading muddy pools across the grass.  Each pawprint 
has become a lake as blades of  grass choke for chlorophyll.  The sun still exists but it has 
not been seen for several days.  Her little puppy sits with her nose almost touching the 
glass, wistfully gazing toward her flooded yard.  Rain drops fall thick and hard and she 
does not want to play in them.  Not today.  It has been raining for days, and Amelie is 
beginning to forget what warmth and sunshine feels like.  She wonders dully, her hands 
submerged in dishwater, if  it will ever stop raining.  If  it is possible that the river will fill 
up all the way up the hill and into the house, until it covers all the grass and all the trees 
and the world has ended.  Amelie believes in global warming, not Biblical literature, but 
it is Noah’s ark she thinks of  now, and wonders if  perhaps she had better start believing 
again.

“You’re awfully quiet today,” Micah remarks between mouthfuls of  cereal.  He has 
refilled the bowl several times, and Amelie is beginning to glare each time he pours more 
milk.  Neither want to leave the house, not with the cold rain and the bleak temperature, 
neither hot nor cold but simply absent.  

“Do you ever worry the world is going to end?” She asks, already regretting asking 
the question.  It is not a logical fear, but simply a thought that has been lurking in her 
mind since the flood warning text alert came in.  What if  just rains and rains until no 
one is left to be warned?

He laughs, but it’s not really a humorous sound.  It sounds like his usual laugh, when 
he finds her question ridiculous more than funny.  “It’s just rain, Aim.”  
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“Can I go play in it?”  Annie skids around the corner, rain jacket askew.  She has 
pulled the hood over her eyes and can barely see.  Amelie glances at the pristine hot pink 
rainboots by the door.  She thinks of  the mess.  She’d rather say no.  The puppy’s ears 
have quirked back.  She has grown still, one paw slightly raised, sensing she is about to 
escape with her best friend. 

“It’s gross out there,” Micah points out, raising his eyebrows at her.  “Why would you 
want to?”  Annie’s eyes light up, and Amelie already knows the answer.  The puddles.  
Annie loves to leap as high as she can and come down hard in the water, sending 
splashes every which way.  She loves to roll down hills in the wet grass.  She will return, 
soaking and laughing and probably already sniffling, but by the time the next storm 
comes she will have forgotten it gives her colds to play outside and only remember the 
feeling of  dancing in the puddles. 

“It’s too messy,” Amelie flicks the dishwater from her fingers and wipes her hand 
with a dishrag, already prepared to fix her coat and help shove her daughter’s tiny feet 
into the clunky boots.  “Why don’t you play with her stick in the hall?”

“But she wants to go outside too!”  Annie bends over and wraps her arms around 
the puppy, and Amelie always worries she’s going to drop the fur baby.  “Look at her 
Mom.  Please.”  

Puppy eyes, Amelie thinks, rolling her own.  And they’re both doing it.  She looks over at 
Micah, who has hidden his face behind his coffee mug.  His eyes are twinkling.  She 
thinks of  muddy boots and paws and trying to towel both girls off  at once.  The puppy 
will shake off  her pure white fur and Amelie will get wet and they will all smell like wet 
dog by the end of  the evening.  Amelie thinks about how the puppy will bark and Annie 
will laugh and it will sound like they are celebrating the water together, and she sighs 
and opens the door.

The puppy takes off  like a shot, bearing right and running a frantic circle around 
the patio.  She returns and waits for her sister under the lip from the gutter.  Annie is 
grunting in frustration, trying to pull her boot on.  “Hang on,” She says behind clenched 
teeth, and sticks her tongue to one side in an effort to improve concentration.  The 
puppy waits, head perked to one side, panting slightly.  Amelie shakes her head and 
bends over Annie.  

“I’ll leave the door open so I can hear you, but don’t come back in without telling me.  
I don’t want you to drip all over the floor.”  She looks up, into her daughter’s face, just 
in time to see Annie roll her eyes.

“Okay, Mom,” Annie says, and Amelie knows she will have forgotten by the time she 
gets outside.  She helps the little girl to her feet and sends her out with a playful swat to 
her bottom.  The puppy takes off  again, keeping pace with Annie, barking excitedly all 
the while.  Amelie shakes her head and starts laying towels out on the tile floor.  Micah 
shakes his head.  

“It’s your mess to clean up,” He tells her, disapproving of  how easily she gives in to 
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the girls.  
“She’s your dog,” Amelie returns.  At least Annie will wait on the towels.  
“She’s your daughter,” He counters, and then drops his bowl into the sink.  “I’m 

headed downstairs to work.”  
Amelie looks out at the puppy, sitting at the edge of  a puddle and watching as Annie 

brings her booted foot down.  Something twists in her heart.  “Stay and watch them 
with me,” she pleads, suddenly desperately aware both are getting older and puddles 
don’t last forever.  Micah grins, a little forlornly.  “Can’t, too much work.”  He kisses 
her on the forehead, right where her hairline meets her temple, and she tries to hide her 
disappointment.  Then, Annie shrieks as water sloshes up and into her shoes, and she 
turns her attention back through the sliding glass doors.  

“I told you,” She crows at her daughter, and Annie and the puppy both look over 
at her.  Annie huffs just a little and puts her hands on her hips, mirroring her mother 
unintentionally.  The puppy’s tail flops.  They act as though they’ve been interrupted, as 
though they hadn’t wanted to share this moment.  Screw that, I am your mother, Amelie 
thinks to herself.  She puts her hands up in a gesture of  innocence, and then returns 
to the dwindling stack of  dishes.  Annie pauses to rub Riri between her ears, two black 
points cocked forward to protect her inner ears from the rain.  

It is not until she is drying Micah’s breakfast bowl that she realizes she has stopped 
hearing splashing noises and barks of  protest when the puppy gets a wave to the face.  
Annie’s giggles have gone quiet.  Amelie sighs and flicks her fingers towards the sink, 
splattering water over the dried dishes instead.  Goddammit. 

“Alright you two—I know what quiet means.  What did you…”  The backyard is 
empty.  Annie and the puppy have abandoned their post.  Amelie rolls her eyes to the 
heavens, wondering how muddy the hill in the front yard is by now and how much of  
it has gotten on the girls.  She shucks her feet into Micah’s slippers and paddles outside, 
the soles separating from her heels and making thick noises on the concrete.  “Annie, 
Riri, where are you?”

“Mommy!”  Annie screams, careening out of  nowhere.  Her face is wet, and Amelie 
doesn’t realize it’s with tears.  “Mommy come help!”  She grabs her mother with her 
hand, still rounded with baby fat, and pulls her towards the front yard.  “Riri’s in the 
ditch and I can’t reach her.”  A thrill of  fear goes down Amelie’s spine, or maybe it’s a 
raindrop.  She screams for Micah and takes off  for the drainage ditch the front yard.  
As she rounds the corner of  the house, she barely stops herself  from skidding to a halt.  
Riri has always been a tiny puppy.  Even her name is a mispronunciation of  Annie’s, 
trying to say ‘wee-wee’.  The water in the drainage ditch is moving too fast; and there’s 
way too much of  it.  It’s been raining for days, filling up to where the current almost 
runs over the road.  She’s trying to keep her little black nose above the water, her ears 
pulled all the way back with adrenaline and exertion, but the current is stronger than 
her paws are, and she’s moving rapidly towards the hollow tunnel under the corner of  
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the road that leads down to the river.  Amelie yells to Annie to find Dad and flies down 
the hill.   She skids into the ditch, water flying up to her knees, soaking through Micah’s 
sweatpants instantly.  She splashes towards Riri, frantic, arms already outstretched.  Riri’s 
head goes underwater, her mouth filling with water.  Amelie gets closer to her, wading 
downstream as fast as she can, trying to lift her feet higher than the water to keep her 
balance.  The current is strong, so strong; three hills all running into this one drainage 
ditch.  Riri resurfaces, submerges again.  She’s fighting, hard, but the tunnel is closing 
in and Amelie stumbles in the water.  Her hand brushes the tip of  Riri’s nose, cold and 
wet but nonresponsive, and then the puppy whines once, sadly, and her head dips under 
water again.  The drainage ditch approaches, and Amelie doesn’t know whether to try 
to fit through it or scurry up the side of  the bank and try to catch Riri on the other side.  

Anne sits in the front seat of  her car, shivering under her wet clothes.  She is thoroughly 
soaked through, through the layers of  work clothes through the layers of  skin down 
to her very bones, she feels.  It is springtime in the Illinois Valley, and the rain will not 
let up any time soon.  It is May, but the vents in her car are blasting hot air, and all the 
windows are fogged up.  Anne doesn’t like the rain.  She doesn’t like how it coats her 
skin and drips through her clothes, she doesn’t like how it leaves footprints on the floor 
and gathers in muddy puddles and quick moving streams.  She hates when it covers 
the road and her car sends it flying upwards towards her face, like it’s trying to drown 
her.  She hates seeing it run through the front yard, hates watching it run through the 
drainage ditch, hates remembering seeing Micah coming over the hill from the other 
side of  the road, holding something small and ragged and unmoving in his arms.  She 
doesn’t remember Riri herself, but she’s seen photographs and she remembers that day.  
She remembers her Mom holding out a handful of  dirt, offering Annie the first toss 
into the hole in the ground Micah dug.  She doesn’t remember much about Micah either.  
He didn’t blame her Mom, exactly, but he couldn’t forgive her either.  She couldn’t tell 
if  Mom had never gotten over him, or Riri.  There were lots of  pictures of  her with 
Micah, and the two of  them with Riri, and all four of  them together.  She used to pull 
out the shoebox underneath Mom’s bed to look at them, but she hasn’t for years now.  

The rain is still pounding down, each drop on the roof  of  the car reminding her 
warmth and dryness is fleeting and temporary.  She can’t hide in here all day.  She glares 
outside, disgruntled, and steels herself  for the dash to the door.  There is a heavy sigh, 
and she retrieves her keys from the ignition.  Kicking the door open with her boot, 
Anne heaves herself  upward, and takes off  towards the front door, cursing madly.  She 
shakes just inside the entryway.  Everything is wet and clingy and gross and sticking to 
her skin and she hates it.  She peels everything off  that she can, handling her wet jeans 
with only her fingertips.  She tiptoes across the floor in bare feet and a tee-shirt.  Her 
mom won’t be home for at least an hour.  Reaching her bedroom at the end of  the 
hallway, Anne bundles herself  back up in several layers and glares upwards at the sky.  
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Rainy days are the worst.  
As she pulls the curtain over the window, movement catches her eye.  It takes a 

moment to figure out what she has seen.  Down by the drainage tunnel, where she 
always tries not to look, something is moving against the current.  She automatically 
takes a step back and looks away; habit.  Don’t be stupid, she thinks to herself, and forces 
herself  to look back down into the stream.  A clump of  mud is moving, the wrong way, 
uphill and up stream.  Something looks off  about it, aside from the physics.  She presses 
her nose against the glass.  The mud is sticking out in all directions, as if  it’s absorbed 
a ball of  grass.  She wipes away the steam from her breath that frosts the glass.  The 
mud turns, it looks at her, and suddenly half  of  a black ear pokes out from the mass.  A 
cold feeling goes through her and settles around her heart, as if  she is back outside in 
the rain.  She feels soaked through with fear.  The clump stops moving and waits, still 
and unmoving, water streaming all around it.  Anne does not want to go look, even 
as she moves towards the door.  She feels her lunch moving inside her, and she walks 
as slowly down the hill as she can, the dread growing with each and every step.  The 
lump is getting larger now; Ri sized.  But Anne is bigger now.  She bends and picks up a 
branch from under the tree, just in case.  And then the mass begins moving, towards her, 
exiting the water just below where she stands.  Bones protrude from the stumps of  the 
legs, chunks are missing, where the hollows show rib lines and the fur sticks in tangled 
patches.  There is mud everywhere, and the eye sockets are empty, and even as Anne 
starts to scream she hears her own voice as a little child asking her puppy to come play.  
One ear is missing.  The tail drags on the ground in a straight line, whisping from side 
to side rhythmically.  

“Good girl,” Anne whispers, taking a step back.  “Good puppy.”  Riri looks at her, 
head cocked to the side but too far; impossibly cocked to the side and neck tendons 
showing.  Anne realizes with sickening certainty if  the creature doesn’t restraighten 
itself  the head is about to roll off, permanently.  “Go play, Riri,” She whispers, pleading, 
praying the thing will return into the water.  The thing does a little hop, ankles cracking 
and twisting to the side as it comes back down, and the back legs land back in the water.  

There is a rumble of  thunder and a sudden cracking sound.  Something hits Anne in 
the back, hard, and she falls to her knees, hands splayed and landing in the water.  The 
current is up to above her elbows.  There is pain in the back of  her head, and as she puts 
a hand up to exam it her fingers catch on something rough.  A tree branch has fallen, 
into her.  She feels wet stickiness where the twigs reach down into her skull, and pulls 
away blood.  The thing swims before her.  Her elbows give out.  She can’t turn her head 
to either side.  Water streaks past her nostrils, and she can barely breathe.

“Riri, get the stick,” She whispers.  Her nostrils catch water this time.  It fills her nose 
and she coughs it out, fingers slipping deeper into the mud.  The creature touches her 
cheek gently with the tip of  its nose; a chunk missing.  Annie remembers her mother 
on her hands and knees in the stream, trying to catch the puppy.  Failing.  Dying.  
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Drowning.  She is.  
The rain is stagnant in the yard, spreading muddy pools across the grass.  When 

Amelie pulls around the corner, she slams on her brakes and jumps out of  the car, 
engine still running.  Anne is face down in the ditch, not moving.  As she dials 911 with 
her cell phone, she sees a set of  muddy pawprints leading out of  the ditch and across 
the road, back towards the river.  They are tiny pawprints, and bloody.  She heaves 
Anne’s body out of  the water.  She is too late again.

Miles downstream, Riri splashes in a puddle, her stick in her mouth. She wags her tail.  
Now she will have someone to play with again.  
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Jubydream

turtle:
falls in love,
gets his throat cut
while on the east side.
spends time
in the flower shop
on the corner.

paints skulls
in infants’ eyes
on posters
as he walks.
stops in the park
to preach a sermon
to wandering cats.

delivers instructions
to ransomees
on various pay phones.

it is soft-shell season.
he stops for blue crabs,
considers the irony.

—Robert Beveridge
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Leah Oates

Across the Phosphorescent

I don’t want to hear about what actually happened—
instead, we’ll talk about the summers we spent diverting
rivers and flooding unsuspecting valleys, how the waters
gamboled forth and how hands flailed in the redolent air.

Let’s celebrate the nights we fused the animate with the
dead, created our warriors of  decay and set them aflame,
heedlessly marching them across the phosphorescent
blood pools where we could no longer dare to go.

We know there’s no escape from this infected uterus—
the allure of  floral mutations and the way our dreams seem
so much less real than our terrors: how I can smell you still,
remembering just how the golden-leaf  of  your skin tasted.

—Richard King Perkins II
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The Moon

Alexandria Cope

Margaret Fellers just wanted to take a nap on her desk. She knew she couldn’t, her boss 
could easily see her from his office, and he was already upset at her for having to leave 
work early last week. Her son, Noah, had gotten in trouble at daycare for telling some 
scary story to the other kids, and the helpers demanded she take him for the day and 
speak to him about “appropriate behavior.”

Noah had been acting differently in the past week and it was causing Margaret to 
spend more time then usual with him. This wasn’t a bad thing, but Margaret’s full 
schedule prohibited it from being a great thing. Her sister had told her that “all boys 
start getting into trouble” around his age, but she didn’t find this comforting because 
she considered her nephews to be little demons in tiny bodies. Besides, Noah wasn’t 
doing anything atrocious, he was just making strange comments and then he would 
go silent for a while. It was a little peculiar and some of  his classmates were becoming 
weary of  him, but he wasn’t bullying anyone.  

She looked at the time on her computer. 2:45. She had another two hours of  pestering 
clients for their permit information before she could leave and pick up her son. Then 
maybe another few hours of  calling clients for her side job before she could get to sleep 
and start the routine fresh over tomorrow.

She closed her eyes and tilted her head towards the keyboard, telling herself, If  I shut 
my eyes for five minutes it’ll be fine, Mark won’t notice… just five –

“FELLERS. Are you nodding off?”
“Huh, no. I’m fine, sir.”
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“Look alive, I need you to finish calling that client list today.”
“Yes, sir, I’m just about to finish it.”
Margaret glanced at her phone and the list of  endless numbers on her desktop screen. 

She sighed before finding where she left off  and started dialing. 
She had taken this job late last summer once Noah was finally old enough to start 

school. She enjoyed having a regular schedule: it made her feel more like an adult and 
less like a fuckup with a fatherless child, no nearby family and no money. She knew she 
was being self-deprecating, but she still couldn’t help but feel that her life was nowhere 
near what she thought it would be.  

Margaret floated through her calls. She was a natural on the phone and although 
most of  the clients didn’t have all of  the information Mark was asking for, they had 
agreed to email over the paperwork when they found it. 

Towards the end of  the list, she had entered a groove of  conversation with the men 
she imagined being name Steven or Anthony. 

“Hi, my name is Margaret. I’m calling from Torbit and I was wondering if  I could 
take a few minutes to ask you for some information regarding your permits. 

Oh it’s fine to put me on hold to look up the data.
Yes, my company is looking for your permit numbers for the 2010 to 2011 business 

year.
If  you don’t have it on you that is no problem just be sure to call back or email me at 

M-F-E-L-L-E-R-S at Torbit dot com with whatever paperwork you have. 
Thank you. Hope to hear from you soon, buh-bye.”
Margaret wasn’t particularly sure what Mark was doing with the information she was 

collecting, and a part of  her believed that he didn’t know either. Mark often strutted 
around like a hall monitor, making sure that all of  the tired girls were completing the 
odds and ends of  his tasks. She was frequently compelled with the urge to climb onto 
her desk and throw her stapler at his head, but she needed this job and the stability 
that came from the nine to five. She hoped she could get a raise in the coming months 
so that she could stop her side job at night.  She wanted to spend more free time with 
Noah especially now that he was “acting out.”

“So Fellers, I see you aren’t on the phone. Did you finish the list?”
“Yes, I got about seventy-five percent of  the data, and the rest should be in by the 

end of  the week.”
“You aren’t too bad on the phone, anyone ever tell you that?” 
“Mostly just my mother sir, but she died last year.” Margaret looked Mark straight in 

his beady rat eyes, daring him to say something other than, “Sorry to hear that, good 
job today.” 

He eased off  of  the side of  her cubicle and straightened his tie while muttering 
something like, sorry to hear that, and shuffled out of  her area. 

Judging by how that interaction went, Margaret decided she could probably leave 
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early. She packed her things in her Target knock-off  Kate Spade purse, and tossed a 
wave to Mark. 

She got in her crossover and started her way towards Noah’s school. She often felt 
guilty about him being the last kid there, but she still tried to keep her speeding to a 
reasonably legal level. By the time she reached the pick-up parking lot, Noah was out 
in the front holding hands of  one of  the helpers. He shook free of  the girl and bolted 
towards the car, pulling at the door with all of  his forty-eight pounds of  body weight. 
Margaret laughed at her son and clicked the ‘unlock’ button. 

“Mommy Mommy can I tell you –“
“Put on your seatbelt first Noah.” Margaret rolled down the passenger side window 

and said, “Oh and thank you for waiting with him, Ms. … Ms. Alison, sorry it’s been a 
long day, you know how it is, buh-bye!” She glanced back to check that all of  Noah’s 
buckles were latched and gave her son a bright and genuine smile before starting the car 
towards their apartment.

“Now what was it you wanted to tell me sweetie?”
“We learned about sharks in class! And we got to see a video about them! They’re my 

new favorite animal. Shark starts with an S too just like snake which was my old favorite 
animal.”

Margaret nodded as Noah started to spout off  statistics about sharks and occasionally 
snakes. 

He was the best part of  her life and was the light that kept her going. After losing her 
mom the previous year and dealing with the mess Noah’s dad left her with, she was glad 
to have someone so pure so close to her.

“—And tiger sharks are really cool, one boy thought they were like actual tigers 
mixed with sharks but I told him he was being a dumb dumb.”

“Hey, he is learning just like you are. You wouldn’t like it very much if  someone said 
something mean like that to you, would you?” She glanced at his downcast face in the 
rearview mirror.

“No mommy.”
“Can you promise mommy you will apologize to him tomorrow?” Margaret thought 

about calling her sister later to ask for advice, and again remembered her tiny demon 
nephews. “Maybe when we get home you can draw him a picture of  you two with a tiger 
shark, don’t you think that’ll be cool?”

Noah bounced his head up and down before turning to look out the window. 
“Mommy?” Margaret made a sound of  recognition and he continued, “Uh… Why 
does the moon follow me?”

Margaret looked out the windshield to see the outline of  the moon in the still blue 
distance. She remembered thinking that the big rock in the sky was something like her 
guardian growing up. After she was old enough to assign some angst-y teenage meaning 
to the moon, she got it tattooed on her right ankle. Following it up with a sun on her 
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left ankle after Noah was born. She thought she was very clever. 
The thirty year old wanted a way to share her enthusiasm while answering her son’s 

complicated question. “Well, the moon is like mommy, she loves you very much. She 
wants to keep you safe, so she will always look after you. She will follow you forever and 
watch over you just like mommy does.”

Noah didn’t turn from his silent gaze out the window. 
This is what was starting to worry her. He would get in quiet moods and there 

would be no telling when he would snap out of  it. Just the other night he hadn’t talked 
throughout his entire meal of  dinosaur nuggets and his bedtime story, and then at three 
am he was tugging at her sheets asking if  he could spend the night in her room. 

She usually didn’t believe in finding out an answer for everything your kid does, but 
she had been frequenting parenting websites. Looking under threads with titles like “Is 
my son ok he’s asking weird questions” or “How to tell if  your son is acting out because 
he doesn’t have a father.” She had sent in a question or two about Noah under the 
username “WorkingMom615.” She mostly got responses telling her that she was doing 
her best and kids sometimes just say the darndest things.

Noah had also started a nasty habit of  introducing himself  to strangers with his full 
name and address. He was very proud of  himself  for memorizing it, and she was proud 
of  her son of  course, but not when he would tell everyone where they lived. Before she 
had moved, she would babysit her nephews and they had done the same thing. There 
was nothing one could do but hope that they didn’t give out their information to a creep 
she presumed. Later tonight after finishing her calls she would probably check the web 
for more help on that front. 

Once they arrived home, Noah walked up to his room and sat at his table to color. 
Margaret began cooking a small dinner and figured out how many hours she could 
reasonably work tonight. Two maybe three, I mean if  Noah just sits in his room all night I guess 
that means I could shoot for three.

She would call her dispatch after they ate and she would pray for no weirdos. She 
had to stay on the line until the client wanted to get off. Most guys calling just wanted 
someone to talk to for emotional support, or they wanted to try some new kinky fetish. 
On a rare occasion, there would be the guy who wanted to talk about murder or incest 
but she always transferred those calls to other girls. Like Mark had said, she was a 
natural on the phone. 

“Noah, honey, I made some mac n cheese!” 
Noah shuffled his way into the small living room/kitchen area and sat at his usual 

place near the TV. He was silent which was not a great sign for how her night would go 
but she remained cheerful. 

“Which bowl do you want? Turtles or Pokémon?”
Noah pointed towards her left hand, which held his Raphael bowl. She told him it 

was a good choice and that mac n cheese always tasted the best when accompanied with 
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some ninja turtle action. Noah stayed blank faced and stirred his food for a while. 
“Mommy?”
“Yes?”
Noah didn’t make eye contact. “Is what you said about the moon true? Does she love 

me just like you?”
Margaret made a mental note to check for weird questions about the moon on the 

parent websites. “Of  course it was. Mommy would never lie to you! The moon and I 
are very good friends and she wants to protect you. It’s like how you are my sun because 
you are the bestest most brightest boy in the whole world and I love you so much.”

Noah perked up at the end of  her sentence and gave a toothy grin, “Love you too.”
“Hey I have an idea bud. How about after you finish drawing a photo of  you and the 

tiger shark, you draw a picture of  you and the moon!” Noah nodded and scarfed down 
the rest of  his food with five-and-a-half-year-old enthusiasm. After putting his bowl on 
the counter, he bounced back into his room to continue coloring. 

Margaret phoned the dispatcher and began her night shift. Like usual, the calls began 
to pass by with no significant moments. She had memorized a few scripts from her 
first few weeks, and they generally got the job done. Acting similarly to the moon she 
supposed, she controlled the tide of  the talks. She mostly just found a flow with the 
clients and let them think they were guiding the conversation. Most men calling sex 
hotlines wanted to believe they held some semblance of  power of  a measly phone sex 
operator, but they were the ones paying to talk to her. 

After taking as many calls she could on a Monday night, interspersed with her 
checking up on Noah and his drawings, she decided to call it quits. She had been tired 
since she woke up and talking to sad horny men hadn’t helped. 

When her office friend referred her to the hotline she figured it would be spicier than 
the same conversations about how “your sexy voice is making me wet” and how “my 
neighbors are having loud sex and I wish I was riding you.” In reality, voices turned no 
one on. And listening to her sleazy roommate have sex with her greasy boyfriend in 
the bed next to her least favorite semester of  college. But the gig did pay and she was 
regularly dispatched vanilla calls while her coworkers handled the kinkier clients. When 
she first told her sister about the side job, she had been worried about stalkers. After a 
few months, the closest anyone got to guessing her true identity was a man who swore 
she taught Yoga at the 24-Hour Fitness in Pasadena. 

She quickly changed into her pajamas and pulled her hair up into a bun. Honestly, she 
thought, it feels like the moon is just screaming at me to fall asleep. She padded into her kitchen 
to get a glass of  water, checked the time, 9:36, and walked to her son’s room. He was 
fast asleep and already in bed with his crayons scattered about his table. Placing the glass 
of  water on the nightstand she tucked the covers around him and kissed his moonlit 
forehead. 

This is all for you Noah, I love you so much. You are my sun, and the moon will take care of  you. 
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Goodnight baby. 

The lady floated to the apartment underneath the lamplight, like a ship finding its way 
back to land. There was a destination in mind, but she needed the clues to help her. She 
did not think it was like she was playing a mystery board game by yourself, because she 
did not think, only move in the direction she was being pulled toward. The streetlights 
flickering like a lighthouse as she moved by them. FlickLightFlickDark

The lady did not look like a lady. She had low sagging breasts and her cratered skin 
screamed that she was something that did not belong here. She could not be described 
like she belonged anywhere on the earth. She was not dressed in anything but the 
moonlight and perchance leftovers from the previous nights.  The lady was missing. 
Parts of  her at least. If  you looked closely, you could see she had no fingernails and 
instead of  eyes that bottled and held she had iced over sockets. Although she was not 
flying or hovering, the lady simply did not move, but was moved. Call it gravity if  you 
will. Call it will if  you must. 

Inside the Feller house, the boy woke up, breathless as he felt a pull in his chest. The 
lady was coming to see him again. He had asked his mother about her, and she had 
promised him that she loved him, that the lady, The Moon, was looking out for him and 
he could trust her. Noah silently tiptoed into the living room area, aware of  where she 
would meet him tonight. 

He first met The Moon seven nights ago. He was walking home from his friend’s 
house, and he saw her by the road. His tongue tied as he tried to scream. He suddenly 
felt very compelled to tell her that his name was Noah Fellers and he lived at 3260 Lilly 
Ave Apartment C. Then, she seemed to drift off  in the wind but never out of  sight. 
The lady was always there in the distance, keeping an eye on him? He couldn’t figure 
out how she could communicate with him considering she did not have a mouth, more 
like a crescent shaped scar. Part of  him understood though, she was The Moon and she 
wanted him for something. 

He tried to tell his classmates but no one listened, they said he was being creepy. When 
he pinky promised them he was being serious, he was sent home. No one believed the 
little boy who cried moon; no one could see her floating like a silent sightless statue. No 
one could hear her speak to him. She whispered to him in a tongue that reminded him 
of  his grandma’s house in the summer: when the scary bugs would come out and sing 
together in a symphony of  screams. He assumed maybe the lady must be made of  the 
bugs, the way she can move without walking. There was something inside of  he. 

On this night, the boy walked to the balcony. He was a full-faced golden boy. His 
mom had said he was like the sun and he starred into his reflection. He wasn’t sure how 
he could be the sun, so small and not on fire. But if  the lady could be The Moon he 
guessed he couldn’t rule out what his mom said. He rocked on his pale feet, waiting for 
The Moon to enter the night sky. Maybe they were soul mates like his aunt and uncle. 
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That’s why even though she was scary, he knew she was a Good person. HeelSole 
ToeSoleHeel

Once the moon could be seen from the balcony, the little boy waved. She could not 
stare back but he knew she could see him. He reached into his shirt and pulled out the 
drawing he had made of  them. In a bright orange circle lay a small line work figure 
complete with a red shirt and a big smile. Next to it was a grey blob, a figure you could 
only decipher if  you had looked at the naked inhuman celestial body. 

The little boy opened the door to the balcony and walked into the night. Pushing his 
little hand as far as he could over the bannister he stretched his drawing into the sky for 
The Moon to see. He tried to look up at her face; he was trying to humanize the thing 
hooked by its flesh, floating naked in the sky. Standing on his tippy toes, the little boy 
tried to push further, he just wanted to see her smile, and he wanted to show that he 
loved her, just like she loved him. The circles in the drawing are holding hands, The Sun 
and The Moon love each other. 

The lady opened her chest like a tangerine and peeled her ribs back for the boy to see. 
The boy tried to climb up higher, it looks warm in there, he thought. The Moon must 
be so warm just like the sun, he thought, you must be able to stay comfortable all night 
in a place like that. He tossed the drawing to the ground and leaned further onto the 
bannister, trying to get as close as he could.

The mother woke up promptly at six am. Busy as she was, she was an endless well of  
love for organization and her small son. She walked into her living area and noticed the 
balcony door swung upon like a horse and carriage waiting for a princess. She stared 
at the curtains, blowing in the early dawn, and raced to her son’s room. Instead of  her 
small boy, a lump of  blankets and pillows were resting in his bed. She screamed her 
son’s name like she was God and she needed a favor, like he was the only blessed one 
in the lot of  them. 

In the young and undeveloped morning, the sun stretched its rays over the city, 
baptizing the masses in light, as the mother stood, looking at her red son. 
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SOULS, DARK AND DEEP 

CHRISTA CARMEN

The doorbell rang. 
Annie skidded to a halt in socked feet and batted her sister’s hand from the knob. “I’ll 

get it,” she said, smirking at her younger sister. 
Abigail frowned, but stepped back so Annie could open the door. 
The stranger stood, illuminated by the fluorescent glow of  the porchlight, rain 

dripping off  the black slicker that hung down past her knees, red rubber boots shining 
wet on the welcome mat, her face disfigured by shadow. 

“Hi,” chirped Abbie. 
Annie’s glare had the desired effect; Abigail closed her mouth so fast, her teeth 

clacked. “Hi,” Annie said, puffing out her chest. She stepped back to allow the stranger 
passage into the foyer. “I’m Annie. My parents should be right down. Come in.”

No sooner had the hooded figure crossed the threshold than footsteps sounded on 
the landing above, and a silvery voice called out, “That must be Belinda!” 

Maggie Townsend appeared at the top of  the stairs, first as a sleek pair of  satin high 
heels, followed by the swinging hem of  a long navy dress. The final few steps saw 
the picture coalesce, and Annie admired the vintage cameo at her mother’s throat, the 
perfectly-coiffed French braid draped over one shoulder. 

“Come in out of  that rain! Girls, give Belinda some room for heaven’s sake.” She held 
out one freshly-manicured hand for the babysitter’s coat. “Did you find the house ok? 
I could have kissed Angela for putting me in touch with you this afternoon. You’re a 
lifesaver. An absolute lifesaver.” 
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Belinda slipped off  the wet coat and handed it to her employer. She turned to the two 
girls, her expression grave. Then, she smiled a crooked smile, like a marionette whose 
mouth had been outfitted with only half  its strings. 

“So,” Belinda said. “If  you’re Annie...” Her eyes flicked left to right. “Then you must 
be Abbie.” 

“Right!” Abbie said, thrilled to be addressed directly, insulated from her sister’s 
reproach. “We have a new movie to watch, just so you know. It came from Amazon this 
morning. It’s called Moana, and my friend, Tara, said it’s really good, and—”

“Alright, Abbie,” their mother said, laughing. “I’m sure Belinda will watch a movie 
with you, if  you ask nicely.” She turned and called up the stairs. “Come on, Paul! We’re 
going to be late!” 

Annie lagged as her mother led Belinda into the kitchen. She stared at the sleeve of  
the black rain slicker just visible through a crack in the closet. She thought she’d seen 
something red when her mother had taken the babysitter’s coat, a flash of  liner, perhaps, 
or her eyes playing tricks with the blood-red hue of  Belinda’s boots. 

“The girls’ dinner is ready,” her mother was saying as Annie entered the kitchen. “Just 
throw it in the microwave whenever. There’s popcorn in the cupboard for the movie, 
and you can help yourself  to whatever you’d like.” 

The dark-haired, dark-eyed girl nodded. “Thank you, Mrs. Townsend.” 
Abigail was staring at Belinda with the unabashed interest of  a six year old, her eyes 

coming to rest on the front of  her black smock. 
“Your dress has pockets!” she exclaimed. “Neat!” 
“Lots of  dresses have pockets,” Annie pointed out. 
Abigail ignored her and began to twirl around the kitchen, spinning in wild, lurching 

circles on the polished tile. “If  I had a dress with pockets, I would put my ponies 
inside!” One arm flailed too wide and she sent a stack of  mail spinning over the surface 
of  the desk. 

“Do you like ponies?” Belinda asked. Her long-fingered hands skittered over the 
pockets of  her dress like spiders. 

Abigail stopped twirling and regarded Belinda solemnly.  “You bet. Why, do you have 
any?”

“Maybe,” Belinda said. Her hands ceased their search of  the dark folds. “Or maybe I 
have something better than ponies.” 

Annie rolled her eyes. Before Abigail could pry into Belinda’s cryptic comment any 
further, the door to the kitchen swung forward and Paul Townsend entered, more 
dressed up than Annie could ever remember seeing her father look. 

“Daddy!” Abbie shouted. “The babysitter has something for us to play with that’s 
better than ponies!” 

“You don’t say?!” He lifted Abigail and planted a kiss on her freckled cheek before 
setting her down and twirling her like a ballroom dancer. He winked at Annie and 
checked his watch, then glanced in the direction of  his impatient wife. “Are you ready, 
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honey? I mean, sheesh, I’ve been waiting on you for twenty minutes now!” Maggie 
sighed. Abigail giggled.  

 “Ok, girls, we have to run or we’ll be late for our dinner reservation. Lord knows 
your father, the comedian, won’t sit through even the best off-Broadway show on an 
empty stomach. Come kiss us goodbye.” 

Abigail obliged, but Annie hesitated. Her eyes were on the deep, wide pockets of  the 
babysitter’s dress. 

“Annie,” her father said. “Come say goodbye to your mother.” 
Annie trudged across the kitchen and allowed her mother’s perfume-scented arms 

to envelope her. When her father leaned down to kiss her forehead, Annie was struck 
by the impulse to grab onto him and insist that they didn’t need a babysitter, that she, 
Annie, could take care of  herself  and her sister. 

But the moment passed, and then her father was buttoning his coat, and following 
Maggie to the garage, and Annie found herself  waving at her parents’ backs while 
Abigail shouted her goodbyes. 

Belinda and Annie stared at the wall until the rumble of  the garage door closing 
ceased. Belinda turned, her face a blank tableau, before the unseen puppeteer pulled the 
strings and her mouth turned up on one side.  

“Are you hungry now? Do you want me to heat up the macaroni?” 
Abigail made a face. “I’m not hungry for macaroni. I’m hungry for popcorn!” 
Belinda looked to Annie as if  expecting a protest. When none came, Belinda said, 

“Suit yourself. Popcorn for dinner it is.” 
While the foil pocket swelled on the stove, Annie watched Belinda move about the 

kitchen. She appeared uncomfortable with the implied domesticity of  scouring the 
cabinets for a satisfactory popcorn bowl. When she detected Annie’s voyeurism, she 
gave her that strange half-smile, part teeth, part taut and bloodless lips. 

Belinda ushered them into the living room and sat on one end of  the sectional, 
her bony frame sinking into the oversized cushions. Abbie climbed up beside her, and 
Belinda offered her the near-overflowing bowl of  popcorn. Reluctantly, Annie settled in 
next to her sister. She watched as Abbie plucked a kernel from the mound and popped 
it into her mouth. 

“Aren’t we gonna watch Moana?” Abigail asked. 
“Sure,” Belinda replied. “We can watch your movie. But we’ve got all night, right, 

Abbie? What do you say we get to know each other first? I told you I had something 
better than ponies to play with, remember?”

Abbie was already nodding, her eyes roving the contours of  Belinda’s dress, searching 
for the mysterious offering that was a better prospect than both Moana and her vast 
collection of  My Little Ponies; Annie regarded Belinda with suspicion. 

“It’s not some baby game, is it?” Annie asked, eyes narrowing. “Our last sitter tried 
to get us to play this game she played when she was little, called Pretty Pretty Princess. 
It was super lame.”
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“I liked Pretty Pretty Princess!” Abbie retorted through a mouthful of  popcorn. “And 
I liked Heather too!” Her bow-shaped mouth, shiny with butter, turned down in an 
exaggerated pout. 

“Here,” Belinda said, unearthing one black-and-crimson fabric bag from each pocket 
and holding them out to the girls. “Open them and see for yourself.” She held Annie’s 
eye until Annie looked away. On her left, Abigail had pulled the bag open and was 
peering inside. 

Curious despite herself, Annie forced her bag open as well. When the light from her 
mother’s reading lamp proved too dim to penetrate its depths, Annie tipped the bag and 
watched as its contents spilled into her lap. Abigail did the same, both sisters marveling 
at the tiny treasures before them. 

Though almost ten, and mature for her age, Annie’s proclivity for dolls persisted. Her 
assortment of  Barbies had grown to such epic proportions, their mother had installed 
a series of  shelves in the bedroom closet as high as Annie was tall to hold all the dolls 
and their myriad accessories. 

Abigail had dolls she enjoyed playing with too, but Abigail’s dolls were baby dolls. 
Annie’s dolls were gymnasts practicing for the Olympics, Disney princesses of  the more 
rugged variety, like Pocahontas, and working women with professions like computer 
engineer and Arctic explorer. 

Still, for all her love of  tomboys and tough-guys, for the dolls whose clothes 
could withstand dirt and sand and mud and tears, she harbored an inherent, little-girl 
appreciation for feminine beauty and intricacy of  design. For one-of-a-kind features 
and delicate craftsmanship. And so when the four small dolls fell out of  the drawstring 
bag and into her lap, she was rendered mute by their exquisiteness. 

The dolls were made entirely of  fabric, thus the basis for their uniqueness, for that 
level of  detail should have been impossible to achieve with fabric alone. The Mother-
doll, for that was how Annie had come to think of  her in her head, was dressed in black 
taffeta, Victorian in style, with lace detail at the wrists and neck like scalloped shells 
tossed too long at sea. 

The cameo around her neck set off  expressive emerald eyes. 
The male doll was more muted in dress, his dark suit simple but handsome. The two 

Girl-dolls were done up in deep crimson with ivory accents; one had light brown hair 
and amber eyes. The other, strawberry blonde hair and green eyes. 

The green-eyed girl had a smattering of  freckles across her cheeks and nose. 
Annie forced her head up, the effort as laborious as if  she’d been submerged in a vat 

of  molasses. “Where did you get these?” she asked. 
“I have always had them,” Belinda said. 
Abigail, still fingering the dolls lovingly, said without looking up, “They look like us. 

Like me, and Annie, and Mommy, and Daddy.” 
Belinda smiled. 
Annie felt the room grow colder. 
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“They do look like you and your family, don’t they?” Belinda said. 
“What are they?” Annie asked. 
“Why, they’re worry dolls of  course. More interesting and well-made worry dolls, but 

still, creatures on which to place your deepest fears and darkest desires all the same.” 
Belinda watched as Annie returned her gaze to her lap; Abbie’s had never wavered from 
there.

“Shall we play with them?” 
“Sure,” Abbie said, and though Annie felt her sister’s enthusiasm was wrong, 

perverse even, she felt the undeniable urge to agree. As if  handling an injured bird, she 
transported the dolls to the surface of  the coffee table. With equal care, Abigail did the 
same. 

When all eight dolls were laid out before them, Belinda leaned forward and said, 
“Where would you have the Mother-doll go this evening?”

Abigail took the Mother-doll between thumb and forefinger and stood her on the 
oak table. 

“Out,” Abbie said, in an eerie, toneless voice that Annie thought didn’t sound much 
like her sister. “Out to dinner and to see a show.” 

“Lovely!” Belinda cried. Contrary to the smile Annie had come to expect, Belinda’s 
angular face showed real emotion for the first time since coming in from the rain earlier 
that night.

“Annie, is your Mother-doll going out as well?”
“No,” Annie said hollowly, and felt as if  she’d won some battle within her she hadn’t 

realized had been waging. 
“Suit yourself.” The pleasure Belinda had exhibited a moment ago dissipated as if  it 

had been a balloon Annie had popped with a pin. She turned to Abigail. “Who is the 
Mother-doll going out with, Abbie?”

“Why, the Father-doll, of  course.” 
“Of  course,” Belinda said. 
Abbie raised the Father-doll up like a reanimated corpse. 
“So,” Belinda said. “The mother and the father are off  for a night on the town. But 

where are the children?”
“The children stayed behind,” Abigail said in that same monotone voice. 
“The children stayed behind,” Belinda agreed. “But without a babysitter to keep 

something bad from happening.” Belinda’s hand disappeared into the pocket of  her 
dress, reemerging with a new doll, bigger than the others, and more terrible by far. The 
doll’s dress was blood-red and black as midnight; her hair was black and long and loose; 
and her eyes…

Annie tried to examine the doll’s eyes, but everything went fuzzy when she looked in 
that general direction. The one time she was able to catch a glimpse, the eyes appeared 
to vacillate between black stitched X’s, and black, bottomless pit-pearls. Annie didn’t like 
those pearl-eyes, or that doll, one bit. 
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The black-eyed doll approached the two Girl-dolls. From beneath the folds of  her 
skirt, she produced a silver dagger, the hilt of  which was carved white bone. Before 
Annie could ask why, or how, the doll plunged the dagger through the Girl-dolls’ hearts, 
impaling them like shrimp on a skewer. 

The black-eyed doll removed the dagger as quickly as she’d inserted it. She began to 
amass the girl dolls’ innards as if  their stuffing—which appeared smoke-like to Annie—
and the black-eyed doll’s fabric hands were magnets of  opposing polarities. 

“So,” said Belinda, watching the exchange, her voice calm. “If  something has come 
for the Girl-dolls while there is no mother or father or babysitter to protect them, to 
collect their souls and suck them down like cotton candy, well, what do you think about 
that, Abbie?” 

“That would be awful!” Abbie cried, clutching her own heart. Annie saw that her 
sister’s face had gone very white. “Make it stop! Make it stop!”

“Stop!” Annie echoed. She was shaking with fear, but anger ricocheted off  her 
internal organs too, as if  in a ghastly game of  pinball. 

“I can’t,” Belinda said, feigning surprise. “But...someone can.” Belinda lifted the 
Mother- and Father-doll and turned them toward the harvest.

“Do you think that if  the Mother-and Father-dolls knew what was happening, they’d 
put an end to it?”

“Yes!” Abigail screamed. She was frantic now, and paler still, and Annie worried 
Abigail was on the verge of  passing out. It looked as if  all the blood had been drained 
from her sister’s tiny form, as if  she’d been visited by a vampire who’d left nothing for 
later. 

Annie put her hand to her own forehead. Her skin felt unnaturally cold and dry. 
“Please,” Annie said, helpless. 

Belinda had eyes only for Abigail. “Do you think if  the Mother-and Father-dolls had 
a choice, they’d take the place of  their Daughter-dolls?” 

“Yes,” Abigail whispered. 
“Then say it,” Belinda said. “Say that the parents should take the place of  their 

children.” 
“No, Abbie,” Annie pleaded. Tears streamed down her face. 
Abbie made as if  to turn for her sister, but her eyes remained glued to the dolls. 
“The parents should take the place of  the children,” Abbie said, her voice quiet, but 

clear. “It’s the parents’ job to make it stop.” She faltered, then, “Make it stop, Mommy. 
Make it stop.” 

Belinda flicked her wrist. The smoke was sucked back into the Girl-dolls’ chests as 
swiftly as if  by force of  vacuum. The dolls fell, but were whole. The black-eyed doll and 
her dagger disappeared into Belinda’s pocket. 

The worry dolls lay motionless on the table, as innocent as any of  the dozens of  dolls 
in Annie’s bedroom closet. 
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“Annie, Abbie, please return your dolls to their bags and give them to me. That’s 
enough for one night. In fact, I would venture a guess that you’re over the idea of  
watching a movie, and should probably run along to bed.” 

“I’m not touching those dolls ever again,” Annie said, and placed a hand on her 
sister’s arm. “And neither is she. You put the dolls in their bags if  you want them back 
so badly.” She helped Abbie, who was still pale and moving rather woodenly, off  the 
couch. “We will go to bed though,” Annie finished, sounding more grownup than she 
felt. 

Belinda smiled her peculiar, partial smile. “Suit yourself.” 

Annie struggled to tuck Abigail in the way her mother did every night. 
“Don’t cry, Abbie. Mom and Dad will be home soon. We’ll tell them all about Belinda 

and she’ll never be allowed back.” She clicked off  the bedside lamp and the room was 
plunged into darkness. The only illumination came from a sliver of  moonlight refracting 
through an otherwise gloomy window. 

“It was a game,” Abigail said miserably from her bed. “It was supposed to be only a 
game.” Before Annie could reply, the dark, slinking figure of  Belinda appeared in the 
doorway. 

Annie’s skin rose in gooseflesh. Her limbs seemed weighed down by lead. 
“All tucked in, I see,” Belinda said. “That’s good. Because there’s been a change of  

plans. I need to leave you now. Leave you, and collect your parents. As Abigail said, it’s 
the mother and father’s job to make it stop.” 

Annie tried to see Belinda through the darkness, but her vision had gone all hazy 
again. It must have been a trick of  the moonlight that caused the babysitter to take on 
the appearance of  the black-eyed doll from her pocket. 

Belinda pulled something silver from the folds of  her black and red dress. The handle 
glowed milky in her palm as she inspected its tip. “Goodnight, Annie. Goodnight, 
Abigail. Don’t fret. This won’t be the last night you’ll brave alone ‘til morning. You have 
each other. And I’ll give you one more thing still. Think of  it as a sort of  shield, if  you 
will. A prayer to ward off  evil...” 

She began the verse: 
Now I lay me down to sleep, 
I pray their souls go dark and deep. 
And if  they’re gone forever more, 
I pray to even out the score.

And with that, the dark-eyed babysitter left the two sisters alone in their beds, to 
dream of  dolls and death.
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STALKED ON A WINTER’S NIGHT

Bitter wind,
killing frost –
just weather.
Cracked lips,
shivering hands,
cheeks stone blue –
merely the result 
of  being out in the worst of  it.

Self-delusion doesn’t come into it.
I know what I’m getting into
when I step outside.

Sure it’s cold
but not the cold of  corpses.
The iciness jabs
but in a brumal way, not brutally.
It’s freezing
but the temperature stops at my skin.
 
Believe me,
January is no saint
but it’s not one of  your creatures.
It’s just a circumstance of  the calendar.
It doesn’t prey.
It can kill but that isn’t its intention.

Your beasts are of  a viler kind
than lowly Fahrenheit.
They do not thaw before the fire.
You cannot wrap them into submission.
And time of  the year is immaterial.
Your body nurtures them.
They pay you back in kind with chill.

So it is mere coincidence
that we are both out here on this 
stark subzero night.
We go about our business 
despite the raging elements.
I cower before the monstrous cold.
You show the weather how 
it’s really done.

—John Grey
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Hide and Seek 

Kayleigh Marinelli

I was finally old enough to participate in the annual game of  hide and seek at the 
old fairgrounds just outside of  town. I turned eighteen just in time this year and my 
boyfriend and I would be participating in the game. Anyone under the age of  eighteen 
or over the age of  thirty-five is ineligible to participate, but they were allowed to come 
and watch the game unfold. Last year my mom and I brought lawn chairs to sit in, but 
we left early because we didn’t have a good view. 

Hide and seek had become a county tradition as long as I have been alive. The mayor 
always considered it a blessing to the community that kept the peace and the population 
controlled. The annual game was so successful in instilling terror in the county that the 
crime rate was at an all-time low last year. 

A couple of  years back I was whining to my dad about why I couldn’t participate 
yet and he sat me down to tell me the tradition of  hide and seek. When playing hide 
and seek you are abducted from your home in the middle of  the night to set the mood. 
Then, you and a group of  four other people will be transported to the fairgrounds 
together. Depending on the mood of  the years hide and seek, you may or may not be 
blindfolded. Once you arrive, you get to see what the year’s playground is. The year 
my dad took me it was a cargo ship. They even created a dock with water for effect. 
Every team is strategically placed around the playground to enter the game. You have to 
find your own way in. After breaking into the playground, the objective of  the game is 
simple: Hide from the police patrolling the grounds during the games 48 hour time slot. 
If  you are caught by the police, your entire team is eliminated. The catch of  the game 

Jim Zola
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is, the playground is dangerous, and, things, lurk inside the walls of  the grounds. That 
means the second objective of  the games is to survive. The year I watched with my dad 
over 300 people didn’t make it out of  the cargo ship, but there have been years where 
the casualties were over 500. The police stop patrolling the grounds after the 48 hours 
and a gong with sound signifying the end of  the game. You must exit immediately to 
claim your winner’s prize. The prize changes from year to year, but that year everyone 
got a year’s supply of  gas and food. The playground is demolished and everyone begins 
looking forward to next year. 

When I was younger, I thought the tradition was grotesque and inhumane, but as I 
grew older I understood that everyone goes in on their own freewill and people who 
don’t come out are meeting their destiny. So, as soon as the sign-up started, I went to 
put my name in the list. When I did they gave me a list of  the rules for the games. They 
read: 

Rules of  Play

You must be 18-34 to enter 
No outside weapons are allowed to enter the playground 
You must wear your black vest at all times 
No killing other players inside the playground
You must exit once the gong sounds, or you will be eliminated along with the 
playground
You can reenter the playground after you are eliminated. Your vest will light up 
signifying to both the authorities and the creatures that you are now a watcher and 
not a player. 
Survive. 
Most importantly, Have Fun! 

The rules were clean cut and easy to follow. After I signed up I anxiously waited the 
month until the games arrived. Soon, the night before, I found myself  unable to sleep 
as I waited for my abduction. 

I must have dozed off  because I felt myself  being violently shook awake. I heard 
someone calling out my name, but it took a minute to register in my brain. I opened 
my eyes to see my friend Becky from school staring at me with a huge grin on her face. 

“Can you believe it, Sasha?! Were in the same group!” I took a moment to gather 
my thoughts. I had already been taken from my home. I couldn’t help but feel a little 
disappointed that I slept through my abduction. The next thing I noticed was the three 
other members of  our team. They were all young males that I have never seen before 
and they all sat there quietly listening to music or playing with their phones. My last 
thought was that none of  us were blindfolded or bound, we all sat there freely. I leaned 
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forward to our driver to question him. 
“Hey, aren’t you supposed to blindfold us? How else are we supposed to get in the 

mood of  the game?” The elderly gentleman took a massive drag from his cigarette 
before flicking it out the window. 

“Listen, kid, the playground this year is enough to “get you into the mood”. So, 
sit down and enjoy the ride.” He continued to drive without another word. I decided 
instead of  pouting I would discuss strategy with my team. 

“Maybe this year will be a cave” pondered one of  the guys in a heavy accent. 
“No, No, man, it should be a jungle with jaguars and shit.” 
“Oooo, man, that would be something.” Our conversation was interrupted when we 

slowed to a stop. The elderly gentleman let us out of  the car and handed us each our 
black vests as we left the van. He began to explain the rules to us once again. I stole a 
glance in the distance and saw a huge abandoned building that looked like it would fall 
apart if  someone tried to touch it. 

“Okay kids, you know how the game goes. Survive the 48 hours and leave when the 
gong sounds and you’ll be in the winner’s circle. No killing other player and no bringing 
in weapons, they must be left behind. Good Luck.” 

“Shit man, you gotta leave that gun in the van!” One of  my teammates sighed before 
handing over the weapon. In a derogatory tone the elderly man added, 

“Yeah, man, you will get them back after the game, permitted you survive. Now 
let’s go, you’re one of  the last teams to arrive so we need to reach your access point.” I 
swallowed as we continued toward the playground. If  we are one of  the last groups to 
arrive, that means Jason, my boyfriend, is probably already inside. I really wanted to find 
him, but I knew my best chance at survival would be sticking with my team. 

When we got closer to the playground we realized that this was not just an old 
abandoned building, but it was an old asylum that had been running up until the 1850s. 
Well, that’s what the posted sign says, but everyone knows that the asylum isn’t real. The 
background information is important to have in order to survive. 

The elderly man dropped us off  in the corner, wished us luck, and presumably left 
to go watch the game play out. I surveyed the outside of  the building to find a way in. 
There was many blown out windows, but they were too high to get in. Just then I heard 
one of  my teammates. 

“This way!” He ran toward a chain linked fence that led up to another blown out 
window. The three guys climbed it with ease, but I felt a huge knot growing in my 
stomach. 

“You got this, Sasha,” Becky encouraged me before she climbed the fence and the 
guys pulled her in. I followed right behind her timidly, but made it to the top with the 
guys pulling me through the window. 

“Good Job, Blondie,” one of  them said before we all took in our surroundings. 
The foundation of  the building itself  looked unfinished. Almost all of  the walls were 
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exposed and the floors were lined with an unhealthy amount of  sawdust. It looked like 
we stumbled into a hallway, so we all stuck together as we followed along it. Eventually 
we saw that the hallway opened up into a balcony that overlooked a ballroom of  sorts. 
Perhaps in different circumstances the room would have been beautiful, but I could not 
shake the feeling that we were being watched. I heard a low hissing sound and grabbed 
tightly to the back of  one of  the guy’s shirts. 

“Everyone, shhhhh, it could be the popo.” I peered out behind his back to see, but 
there was nothing there. I started to wonder what type of  room Jason was looking at, 
but I knew deep down that I had to worry about myself. 

We descended the stairs into the ballroom to get a better look around. There was 
a set of  double doors at the far end, but we decided to stay in the room unless it felt 
unsafe or we heard the cops coming. We sat together on that floor for what felt like 
ages until a sharp dragging sound was heard off  in the other corner of  the room. Becky 
grabbed tightly onto the sleeve of  my shirt and one of  the guys jumped into a crouching 
position. I have never stayed more still in my entire life. The dragging continued as we 
all stood as a unit prepared to run if  we needed to. Out of  the shadow stood a creature 
that could’ve stepped out of  Silent Hill and they had no clothes and outward human 
anatomy. The thing I was must stuck on was the creatures blurred autonomy. Its body 
twitched uncontrollably as it dragged a huge metal chain with a collar on the floor next 
to it. My heart continued to pound in my chest. Every thought I had was to run, but all 
we could do was stand frozen in fear at the creature before us as its twitching became 
animated enough to look like a bad television channel. 

Just then, the chain next to the creature rose on its own and the scrapping was 
replaced by the sound of  a low growl. The thing had an invisible creature at its side. 

Almost reading my mind, one of  the guy’s next to me breathed out “You got to be 
fuckin kiddin me.” With that the collar flew from the creature’s hands as its invisible 
companion came bounding toward us. Just as my life started to flash before my eyes, the 
double doors behind us exploded open as light flooded into the ballroom. It was already 
daytime. The cops grabbed onto us from behind dragging us all into the light where 
the creature and his invisible friend were helpless. As I was being dragged further and 
further away I watched as the collar paced back and forth hungrily and the creature’s 
uncontrollable ticks blurred his contorting body. 

We were all more than bummed to have lost, but if  the cops didn’t show up then 
we all would’ve died. I hugged Becky and all the guys and found my parents who were 
more than happy that the cops had snatched us. We lasted just about sixteen hours on 
the playground so there was still over a day left of  game time. I told my parents I was 
going to look for Jason and they gave me a tight hug before I left. 

Since I was a player, the rules stated I was allowed to reenter the playground to 
watch from inside. I made sure to keep my black jacket on this way it would glow 
when I reentered. I entered into a room that the police have completely infiltrated 
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and immediately plugged my nose. The smell and sight before me was horrendous. 
There were body parts everywhere and a body was even strung up over my head like a 
slaughtered pig. I could hear screaming in the distance. None of  the bodies that lined 
the floor had jackets that lit up. That meant that they were all killed before being caught 
by the police. I clutched onto my jacket for safety and left the building. I couldn’t bring 
myself  to look for Jason inside so I decided to ask around the viewers. 

No one knew any information about Jason and I was beginning to feel panicked. 
If  he isn’t caught in the 48 hours and he doesn’t exit at the sound of  the gong, he will 
be presumed dead. I anxiously sat and waited for him to get caught. When there was 
only five hours of  playtime left I became frantic. I was running around the viewing 
grounds like a chicken who has lost its head. I even cried to a group of  girls in hopes 
that would entice them to help me look for him. I was slowly giving up hope as the final 
hour dawned on this year’s round of  hide and seek when I ran into another friend from 
school, Jerry. 

“Hey Sasha, I see you got caught too.” He gave me a sad look like he knew something 
was wrong. “What’s wrong? Anything I can do to help?” 

“Jerry, have you seen Jason?” his eyes lit up and a small amount of  hope washed over 
me. 

“I was caught in the first four hours of  the game and when I came out I saw him 
walking over to the transportation vans with some girl. I haven’t seen him since.” He 
gave me a knowing pat on the shoulder. “I am so sorry.” I felt the anger begin to bubble 
up inside of  me. I said goodbye to Jerry before I marched off  toward the vans. 

I peered inside what felt like hundreds of  vans before I spotted him inside one, 
naked, with another girl I have never seen before. I wasn’t ready to spoil their party just 
yet. I had to head back to the van I was transported in first. After that, I headed back 
to the van Jason was in and threw the doors open. His eyes widened in horror as the 
girl he was with quickly tried to cover herself. I have heard of  people having sex during 
hide and seek, but this was a whole new level. I held up the gun I took from my van 
and smiled. 

“Babe. Sasha! This isn’t what it looks like!” His excuse was basic and unworthy. 
“Just get out of  the van and no one gets hurt.” They had no choice but to listen to 

me. I didn’t even give them the chance to get dressed. I simply snatched up their black 
vests before I held the gun to their backs leading them back toward the playground. We 
went the longer way so no one would see us. I led them up to the doors that the cops 
had pulled me out of  the other day. As soon as the door closed behind me, my vest lit 
up signifying I was off  limits. I threw the vests that were in my hands to their feet where 
they lay black. That means they never even entered in to play the game this year. They 
laid on the floor stark naked in fear as I held up the gun once more. 

Just then in the distance, I could see the blurred twitching of  an unhuman-like 
creature who stumbled forward with his chain dragging on the ground next to him. 
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Jason and his fling heard the dragging and quickly turned around in fear. They began 
to beg me over and over for their lives as the dragging subsided. A wash of  relief  fell 
over their faces before a low growl emanated from behind them. The growing was 
overshadowed by the banging of  the gong outside signifying all remaining players that 
the 48 hours were up and they could exit the playground to claim their prize. The police 
would no longer be searching now. 

The creature behind them began to frantically twitch with excitement. The growling 
of  his invisible companion filled the room as the last gong sounded out. 

“Sasha! You will never get away with this!” Jason screamed as the invisible creature’s 
collar bound toward their naked bodies. A sly smile began to spread across my satisfied 
face. 

“Don’t you see? I already have.” 
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Stroke

John Maguire

The house was notably different when Samantha walked through the door. A complete 
change in atmosphere. There was normally always somebody inhabiting this home, 
particularly around 5pm and on a Friday afternoon. 

The flat screen television that dominated the living room, looked out of  place, as for 
the first time Samantha could remember, it was actually switched off.

She walked through the dining room to the kitchen and flicked the kettle on, to make 
an instant mixed cappuccino. After trying to distract, with a few menial tasks, the silence 
was just too much, she gave in and the T.V became alive. The news boomed out, the 
usual symphony of  doom and gossip,

“CELEBRITY SUPER SLUT PEBBLES’ HIGHWAY SEX VIDEO TAPE HAS 
GONE VIRAL AND SENT HER POPULARITY SOARING.”

It’s just background noise, thought Samantha. 
A hot bath and a movie was the itinerary for the evening. Realistically, she knew 

revision was a necessity but that could wait until the morning, when she was more alert. 
The importance of  getting the right amount of  points to get into medical school 

had been her “get out clause” for going away to York, for the weekend with her family. 
The prospect of  spending four days with her dad’s parents was far from appealing. 

A Household were Breakfast was a fag and a cup of  tea with the tea bag left in. Her 
parents were hesitant leaving her, being a teenage girl, but her sister lived, literally around 
the corner. In secret her parents did hope she may have a few friends over with a cheap 
bottle of  vodka. They thought she did over study. Her entire week and daily schedule 
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was divided into fifteen minutes of  allotted time. She was rigorously organised.
Samantha drew a bath, popped downstairs to the kitchen and put a goat’s cheese and 

spinach quiche into the oven. She opened the window, to stop the smoke alarm from 
going off. The aroma from the jasmine bath bomb and the cooking food, started to 
make the house feel a little warmer, like it was lived in again. The silence amplified the 
sounds from next door: the drone of  radio four, the humming of  the fridge and Mrs. 
Jenkins’ monologue on the telephone, a consistent mumble. Occasionally phrases from 
her conversation would stand out. 

Just before Samantha closed the kitchen window, she heard, Mrs. Jenkins declare, 
“She, she is in for a sharp shock!” and then a pause. 

Samantha realising that she was straining to hear the rest of  the conversation, had a 
word with herself  and closed the window quickly. For the rest of  the evening though, 
the mystery of  who was in for this shock and why, re-occurred in her thoughts. 

Suddenly a shadowy figure lunged up on to the kitchen window sill. 
It startled Samantha at first, only to realise it was Sheba, her Alsatian dog. 
The pet had the run of  the large garden and of  an evening slept in the kitchen.  On 

the odd occasion, Samantha would smuggle Sheba upstairs and here the dog would lay 
sentry like under the bed, head just out by the side. 

During the night Samantha would reach her arm over the side of  the bed and stroke 
the hounds head. Sheba may lick her hand, such a gentle dog considering her size. 
Samantha found this reassuring and comforting. Partly the reasons why Samantha’s 
parents had no hang ups about leaving their sensible teenage daughter alone was that 
the house was well secured and Sheba was a trusted guard dog. 

And of  course as Samantha’s Mother was prone to remark to anyone who would 
listen, in a clipped put on English accent, “ It’s Woolton, NOT Walton, dear.”

A half  bottle of  sparkling wine was in the fridge. Her Mother, the dad nicknamed 
The Prosecco Princess, did not have a drink problem! Oh no Samantha’s mum was not 
like her, but she enjoyed a glass of  fizz or two, thinking that the sparkles made it less 
intoxicating. 

Tonight, Samantha decided to pour herself  a flute of  “fizz” and took her quiche 
and rocket salad on a tray into the bubble bath with her. Decadent, why not she was 
the only one in the house. The wine was a mistake, as a sip of  it seemed to hit the back 
of  her throat and as she was not used to drinking, the bubbles came through her nose. 
Samantha enjoyed her luxurious dinner for one and discarded the tray to the side of  the 
bath. She decided to stay in the tub a while longer, running the hot tap some more. She 
washed her long blonde hair and submerged her head under the water.

There appeared to be a loud scratching sound and she jerked her head out, sitting up, 
shocked. Splashes lapped over the tubs edge and splattered foam along the floor tiles, 
like a Jackson Pollock painting. 

Complete Silence! It was not like Sheba to scratch at the backdoor. Perhaps she was 
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acting differently, aware that Samantha was the only person in the house tonight. Sheba 
had had no interaction with anybody all day, as Samantha had been in college. 

The temperature in the house had dropped. She threw on her silk dressing gown with 
an embroided S in white Ribbon. She felt guilt about not studying, but she had done 
seven hours today and her mind would be more alert first thing in the morning.

So for tonight, a Hitchcock film, some popcorn and a carton of  black cherry ice 
cream. She headed into the kitchen and had to hit the light on, funny she normally 
always left lights ON in the house. The kitchen window was wide open, no wonder it 
was so cold. Sheba circled the garden smelling the ground, totally absorbed.

The urban fox, she thought. Sheba spent her days in a consistent tango ballad with 
different creatures. Of  a night the fox played around the garden and of  a day, one lone 
Magpie seemed to taunt the dog by tottering on the ground, only to suddenly fly off, 
just as Sheba drew near, poised to pounce. The dog, seemingly sluggish, although her 
tail wagged with vigour, trotted into the kitchen and straight into her basket. 

Samantha closed the window, locked the back door, throwing the keys on the side. She 
sprinted up the stairs, to generate some warmth. The thermostat was switched on to 
heat up the house for the night. Samantha never normally felt the cold at all. The house 
was a little like Times Square, always electric, always busy. 

In her room she started to dry her body, putting her hair up in a towel. She felt 
suddenly as if  someone was looking at her. A penetrating gaze making all the hairs 
on the back of  her neck stand up. Instinctively, she looked to the window, but as she 
thought, the wooden blinds were closed. She would close the blinds without thinking 
as soon as she arrived home and was going to get changed. The woman opposite next 
door but one was infamous in the street gossip, for flaunting her naked ample torso in 
front of  the window day and night, for all to see. Some said the only thing missing from 
her room was a red light. 

She opened the blinds and looked into the front garden. The pink red sky brow drew 
a line across the clouds emphasising the storm filled heaven. A rain was going to fall this 
evening. Samantha hoped so; there was nothing better than being in bed and listening 
to wet bullets bounce off  the window panes.

Samantha walked into each of  the two other bedrooms, flicking the light on and 
looking around, opening wardrobes and cupboard doors. She stood at the top of  the 
stairs, whistled and called out, “Sheba.” The Alsatian came straight away stopping at 
the foot of  the stairs, looking up. She smiled, “good girl”, the dog lay at the foot of  
the staircase, awaiting further commands. Yet, still the feeling of  someone else being 
present in the room would not leave her. She dismissed it, as being her imagination 
working overtime. The revision this week had been on the poetry of  Edgar Allen Poe, 
perhaps assisting her paranoia. That bloody raven again, bloody Evermore.

Samantha had never felt a presence in this house, not like in her Aunties in Aigburth. 
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Essentially, her home in Belle Vale had been built on farmers’ fields in the early seventies. 
The surplus population from the City Centre was shipped out to the new Council 
housing. The area had improved over the last few years, but still Samantha dubbed the 
place, with a dose of  irony, “the Beautiful Valley.”  It was quite a green area and close 
enough to Woolton for her Mother to claim the postcode. The only negative aspect was 
that on the far side of  the farmers field by the M3, was where Wheathill Prison, a grey 
concrete detention centre was located.

This house was definitely ghost free; Samantha had encountered spiritual activity in 
her Aunties without a doubt. The falling down building had once been an old people 
home. The day she helped her Aunt move in her little cousin Stephanie waved at 
someone at the top of  the stairs. “Who are you waving to babe? “Enquired Samantha. 
“The old woman just there”, Stephanie replied pointing at the stairwell. 

Samantha now quickly switched her mind onto something else, as the other things 
that had occurred in that house were not the type she wanted to dwell on, particularly 
on her own, even though she had Sheba. But like her Grandma Francis used to say, “It’s 
not the dead, you should be afraid of  love, it’s the living.”

The dog was a fierce protector and would literally go at anyone unrecognisable who 
strolled up the path. Samantha chuckled to herself, remembering the Mormons (not to 
be mistaken with Tove Jansson’s Moomins, as she often did). They had come to tell the 
family about the good word of  the saviour. The two young Americans, all sharp suited 
and Californian smiles attempted to make their way into the garden. Sheba bounded 
down the pathway, leaping on to the gate. A few more seconds and the two chaps would 
have been savagely attacked by Sheba’s loyal chops. It was amazing how although they 
were petrified, they still retained a nervous grin, dazzlingly white and their side parted 
waxed crew cut hair remained perfectly intact. There was a small sign on the gate, 
“Beware of  the Dog”, but the rain and the elements had practically worn it away.

Samantha took a duvet and some cushions from her bedroom and made camp on the 
chesterfield couch. She opted for a more suspenseful Hitchcock, “Rope”; Psycho was 
not to be watched alone, even if  she had finished in the bathroom for the evening. She 
watched the film in fragments drifting in and out of  sleep. The credits played and she 
stumbled to the DVD player. She heard the dodgy floorboard on the landing upstairs 
make a noise, the noise it only made when someone was walking around. She crept to 
the bottom of  the stairs; Sheba lay asleep in her basket, not stirring, how ridiculous she 
thought, your mind is playing tricks on you. She waited to try and hear for any other 
sounds.

The telephone barked out an incessant shrill. Nobody ever used the landline anymore. 
It was an old fashioned form of  communication. Samantha jumped and Sheba instantly 
looked at the phone.

“Hello,” Samantha answered.
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A silence on the line that seemed to last forever.
“Hello”, she repeated.
“Sammy its me.” her Sister spoke with an agitated voice.
“Sorry, Charlie James has had sugar and e numbers from something he ate; he is like 

a whirling dervish.”
“Hi,” said Samantha.
“Look sorry I know it’s after ten and I know you are old enough for me to not check 

on you, but I promised Mum and Dad I’d call. Is everything okay?
“Yes, apart from the …………….orgy………….. sorry just chilling, watching a 

movie.”
“I know ignore your voicemail and the texts.”
“Sorry I must have fallen asleep.”
“Is anyone with you, boyfriend? One of  your mates?”
“No, I am all…”
“I don’t care…I won’t tell Mum and Dad, I just don’t appreciate being kept in the 

dar…”
“Nobody is here. I’d tell you, I’ve had dinner and it’s just me and the dog. All my 

mates have gone to town, like I’d want them to know I had a free house, they’d turn it 
into Sodom and Gomorrah.”

“Oh, town and a nightclub….sounds divine! 
Can I come please? I never signed up for all this ….baby puke, nappies and a hyper 

active little bleeder who has a permanent residence on the naughty step.”
“Listen you are not missing out on town, after ten o’clock, think a zombie movie 

with fat men in tight jeans and orange girls with way too much make up on stumbling 
on heels.”

“Yes, but you’d be too blindingly drunk, to care, anyway, why did you hang up about 
an hour ago?”

“What do you mean?”
“I rung, the phone was picked up for a few seconds and then it hung up.”
“I never answered the phone.”
“Oh, whatever, it doesn’t matter, who uses the landline now anyway, it’s probably a 

fault on the line. I think the last time it was used was when I went into labour eighteen 
months ago. I mean, I only used it because I’d exhausted the mobile, disgracebook and 
snapchat, haha, right I am going to have to go and give this little fella some calpol jelly, 
I am exhausted, I will see you tomorrow, bye, bye, bye.”

Samantha littered her space with scented candles. Her room was crammed full of  
books. There was no order to her eclectic range of  literature, copious volumes of  
horror and crime books, alongside classics and her collection of  art catalogues and 
exhibition programmes. In the corner was her reading chair. To look at the spindly 
antiquated rocking chair, it looked exceptionally rigid, but it was surprisingly comfortable. 
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Samantha had inherited the chair from her Great Grandmother. Family members who 
never visited during Carries lifetime, all congregated like Vultures around her corpse, 
wrestling over antique coins and jewellery. 

Nobody wanted the battered antique, though. Samantha had rejuvenated the chair 
with a simple wash of  varnish. It still retained the damage to the right side of  the head. 
Her Grandmothers anarchic Parrot, “Captain”, had gnawed away at it. She sat in the 
chair slowly rocking as she started to read “The Summer book” by Tove Janson, one of  
her favourite authors. The light flickered and she looked at the shade. There was a hole 
just adjacent to where the light wire hung. She’d forgotten about this hole to the loft. 
Her Dad was not exactly the most thorough of  D.I.Y enthusiasts. The house was full 
of  tokens of  his handiwork. If  you turned the stair light on the kitchen lights went off.

Samantha switched on the radio and listened to the classical channel, she cocooned 
herself  into the book. The hourly radio news update came on, more unrest in the 
Middle East, another sex scandal, and then an excerpt gripped her attention. A sex 
offender had escaped earlier in the day from Wheat hill Prison. 

Locals are instructed to remain vigilant. Whilst there is nothing to fear, for the offender is believed 
to have stowed away on a HGV truck at the motorway. An accident earlier brought the motorway to a 
standstill. It is believed that this gave the escapee the opportunity to enter one of  the vehicles. Inspections 
are currently underway. Any suspicious individuals sited or activity must be reported immediately. 
Local authorities believe an assailant may have assisted in the convicts escape.

Samantha switched the radio off  and went downstairs to make a milky drink. She 
double checked the burglar alarm was set and the doors and windows were all locked. 
She took a handful of  chew sticks out of  a cupboard and led Sheba upstairs.

The dog took her customary position underneath the bed, her head just outside of  
the frame. Samantha arranged a barricade of  pillows, put her drink on the window ledge 
next to her bed and nestled into the covers, continuing to read her book.

She dropped her arm down to the side of  the bed and gave Sheba’s head   a stroke. 
Sheba gave a contented whine. The house was exceptionally hot now so she dived out 
of  the bed, popped the thermostat off  and hung her silk gown up in the wardrobe. 
Samantha slipped into the depths of  sleep and began to dream. 

She was sitting in her rocking chair, it rocked haphazardly. A sign above her head 
read in neon lights, “The gateway to the land of  clowns.” A scratching sound grew to 
a loud crescendo, tearing at her very ear lobes. The bedroom light switched on and off  
rapidly. She looked at the lampshade and looked at the small hole in the ceiling adjacent 
to it. A piercing blue bloodshot eye stared down at her from the dark loft. She heard 
an unhuman voice whisper, “Wicked thoughts set their mark on the face especially the 
eyes.”

Samantha awoke and was soaked in sweat. She felt damp on her pillow, drooling in 
her sleep, a family flaw. Not one of  her most attractive features. She dropped her hand 
down to the side of  the bed and stroked Sheba’s head. The dog sensing her upset licked 
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her hard.
She lay completely still and tried to drift off  once again and before too long, she 

fell into a black hole of  deep sleep. Samantha half  remembered during the evening 
dropping her hand to the side and stroking Sheba’s head. The dog was such a comfort.

When Samantha awoke, it was like she’d had no sleep whatsoever. As she stepped on 
the cold floorboards of  her bedroom, the morning chill nibbled at her toes. She looked 
on the bed for her dressing gown and then remembered hanging it in the wardrobe; a 
strange feeling shuddered through her body. She opened the pine doors and was totally 
gobsmacked…..Sheba hung through a wooden coat hanger, with a bloody stump where 
the head once was. Blood had seeped through the dresses into a dark puddle.

She turned hesitantly, to look under the bed.
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For Death’s Amusement

Rollin Jewett

James Trist returned to his penthouse at the El Dorado Club later than usual that 
evening. He’d had yet another argument with his business partner, Thomas Morrel.  The 
argument was over their latest investment property and whether it was facing imminent 
bankruptcy or not. Trist knew it was time to cut their losses, but Morrel felt they could 
bring her around eventually. Trist was sure Morrel was deluded.

Lately, tempers had been pretty high between the two men. Trist put business out of  
his mind and entered his abode.

The El Dorado Club was a very prestigious Club to belong to. One had to be of  a 
certain financial echelon to even be considered as a tenant. Trist & Morrel was a highly 
successful business entity, so Trist got the place easily. There had been a waiting list for 
this particular penthouse but Trist needed only to flash his card and the list magically 
disappeared. But only for them. His wife had been so intent on the place that she 
pestered him until he acquiesced and forked over the twenty percent down payment – in 
cash. The realtor had been very impressed.

His wife wasn’t home when he walked in, but then again, he didn’t really expect her 
to be. She always seemed to be going out in the evenings lately, and not coming home 
‘til the wee hours. “Visiting a sick girlfriend” or “drinks with the girls” she’d say.  For 
the third time this week.

He walked into the kitchen to make a sandwich when he got a sudden text.  He 
expected it to be from his wife but it was from his partner, Morrel.

“Jim. I’ve got to see you tonight. About business and our partnership. It’s vital that 
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you meet me at the warehouse at 11:00. Tom.”
Trist gazed at it and read it over again. He tried to find a reason why Morrel would 

need to see him. They had just left each other moments before. And why the warehouse? 
Very strange. Trist knew the only way to find out these things would be to meet him. It 
was only ten now. He still had plenty of  time to shower and make a sandwich. He texted 
Morrell back that he’d be there.

At 10:40, Trist got into his Mercedes AMG-GT and headed for the warehouse.  He 
raced along the back roads to miss the lights. And the cops. It was a twenty minute drive 
but he could make it in fifteen.

When he arrived, he saw Morrel’s moonlit silver Maserati out front. He parked next 
to it. Before he got out, he felt in his coat pocket. Yes, the Glock was there. Just in case 
Morrel tried any funny stuff.  

Trist let himself  quietly inside the warehouse. It appeared empty. He called Morrel’s 
name but there came no answer. Of  course, it could be a trap, but Trist decided to 
investigate anyway. He tried a light switch and an eerie red light came on overhead.  He 
didn’t remember there being a red light, but he hadn’t been to the warehouse in months. 
He called out for Morrel once more. No answer.

Suddenly, someone grabbed him from behind and got him in a headlock with what 
seemed like superhuman force. He was being dragged down the hall to an open room. 
Trist struggled against the cold looming figure, but it was useless. As he struggled, Trist 
was aware that the figure wore a dark hood and robe, obscuring its features.  

When the figure reached the room, it thrust Trist to the ground and quickly closed 
the door behind as it exited the room.

Trist jumped quickly to his feet and tried the door handle, thinking he hadn’t heard 
the telltale “click” of  the lock. But it was no use. The door did not open, though the 
handle turned easily. Trist banged on the door and yelled.

“It’s not use, Jim,” said a tired but familiar voice behind him. Trist turned and looked 
into the weary eyes of  the man who had asked him to come there — Thomas Morrel. 
Trist immediately attacked him with questions. Morrel told him that he had received the 
same text that Trist had. To be at the warehouse at 11 to talk about important business. 
The text appeared to have come from Trist’s number. Trist looked at him in disbelief. So 
someone had brought them both there for a reason. From the looks of  the figure that 
had thrown him into the room, things did not seem promising.

The two men tried to think of  an escape plan when the door opened and two large 
fellows in robes and hoods stood there. Before Trist and Morrel could try to escape, 
again they were subdued by the uncanny strength of  these goons and were forcibly 
dragged to a dark room lit only by a single candle. The candle was on a desk with two 
chairs in front of  it. Behind the desk, sitting in another chair was a large hooded figure. 
His hood obscured his face, offering only shadow in its place. His robe was the robe 
of  an ancient monk, with strange symbols embroidered in blood red thread. The figure 
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wore white gloves on its enormous hands.  
Trist noticed that the room seemed unnaturally cold. The two looming henchmen 

pushed the men into the chairs in front of  the desk and then departed. Trist knew it 
would be of  no use to run to the door as it would likely be locked. He looked over at 
Morrel and saw that he was sweating nervously even though the room was strangely 
chilly. Trist remained silent and gazed expectantly at the hooded figure in front of  him.

The figure lifted its head and seemed to notice the two men for the first time. Its face 
was yet to be seen, obscured by shadow, when it should have been in plain view by the 
light of  the candle.

“What the hell’s going on?” blurted out Morrel. Impatient as usual, thought Trist.  It 
was obvious. This was a kidnapping ploy and a ransom would have to be paid. After 
all, the two men were worth millions. The figure didn’t flinch, so Morrel shut up. There 
was a moment’s pause and Trist knew it would be of  no use to ask questions. The figure 
would speak when it was good and ready.

“You are both, I suppose,” began the figure in a loud deep other-worldly voice that 
made Trist’s skin crawl, “entitled to an explanation for our behavior this evening. I 
suppose you will find it difficult to believe what I have to tell you, but you’d better…as 
it’s gravely important.” The figure seemed to chuckle at that moment.

“You’ve probably already guessed,” it began again, “that I was the one who put the 
texts into your respective phones. How I did it is of  no great consequence to either of  
you. Why I did it is of  grave consequence to both of  you.” Again, a slight chuckle in the 
voice. “I shall tell you why presently.”   

“You,” he said, pointing to Morrel, “are one Thomas Elias Morrel,” he added, “As 
you well know.”

“And you,” he said pointing to Trist, “are James Michael Trist.” He paused as if  
contemplating what he had just said.

“You both know who I am,” he continued, “As I have been in your eyes since the day 
you were born.”

Trist wondered what the figure meant by that. He shivered in spite of  his efforts to 
control his fear. What was going on? Who was this guy?

“I know what you’re thinking, Mr. Trist,” said the figure without emotion. “You’re 
thinking, “Who is he and what does he want?” I will tell you, although I do not expect 
you to believe me. At first. But you will, I assure you. You will before this night is over.” 
Trist straightened up in his chair to prepare for the revelation of  his kidnapper.

“I…” said the figure, “am Death!”
Both men sat staring unequivocally at the figure. Then suddenly, Morrel burst out 

laughing. The figure turned ever so slightly to Morrel and he stopped immediately.
“One does not laugh at Death, fool,” said the figure coldly. Trist was so confused 

he could only stare dumbly at the figure. He didn’t feel like laughing at all. This was a 
bad dream. He expected to wake up at any moment. But it wasn’t a dream and he was 
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already awake.
“All right, Mr. Death,” he started bravely, “What is it you want of  us?”
“Both of  you are here for a purpose,” said Death. “Tonight is the night of  judgment 

for one of  you. Whereas two of  you came here this evening, only one of  you will 
leave…alive.”

“What are you talking about?” asked Morrel evenly.
“You know what I’m talking about, Mr. Morrel,” replied Death. “One of  you is 

going to leave here tonight and continue his life normally. The other will accompany 
me.  Both of  you are great sinners and shall be judged accordingly when you die. One 
of  you shall know that judgment tonight. The other shall know that judgment whenever 
I should decide to call again. And I will. Understood?”

The two men stared at Death incredulously. This isn’t happening, they both thought. 
But deep down they knew it was. They could feel the cold empty presence of  Death in 
the room.

“Each year, for my own amusement, I choose two sinners to do my bidding.”  Death 
continued mockingly, “I guess this was just your lucky year. Both of  you have sinned 
terribly against the other, though neither of  you know what the other has done.  Have 
no fear. I shall enlighten you both.”

Both men stared angrily and uneasily at one another for a moment.
“You, Mr. Morrel,” began Death, “have profaned your associate’s household by a 

most abominable act. It is the sin that is practice by thirty percent of  all people in the 
world. The sin of  adultery.”

Trist could’ve almost felt it coming. It tore something from his body to actually hear 
it. No wonder his wife hadn’t been home in the evenings lately. Trist looked quickly 
from the figure to Morrel. Morrel was still gazing in disbelief  at Death. He couldn’t 
believe it.  

Trist was seething inside. It was built up inside him like a raging flood held back by 
the dam of  hopeful disbelief. He wanted to kill Morrel right then and there. But there 
would be time for that later. He sat there quietly staring at Morrel, who could not bring 
himself  to look back.

“You, Mr. Trist,” began Death again, after establishing a piercingly silent pause, “have 
sinned also against your partner, Mr. Morrel. But in a way I fear you believe is not the 
equivalent of  the way he has sinned against you. I can assure you that it is…for Mr. 
Morrel loves money the way you love your wife.”

Morrel looked questioningly at Death, then at Trist, who returned his gaze with 
a contemptuous grin. He knew what was coming, and he waited in silent excited 
anticipation for what he felt was to be part of  his revenge on Morrel.

Death turned his shrouded head towards Morrel again.
“You see, Mr. Morrel, unbeknownst to you Mr. Trist here has embezzled some three 

million dollars from the firm of  Trist and Morrel over the years and is now in the 
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process of  extracting another four.”
Trist reveled in his moment. He felt triumphant glory in the fact that he had been 

stealing from right under his partner’s nose and Morrel had no clue. Trist had been very 
sneaky. And very successful. 

Morrel was shocked. But after the initial shock and acceptance comes the residual 
anger and rage. He turned to Trist with hatred burning in his eyes. Trist looked at 
him and smiled mockingly. The Death Pact was sealed. Trist plunged a hand into his 
jacket…and felt nothing. The gun was gone. He looked at Morrel and saw that he was 
doing the exact same thing. They had both come expecting a trap.

“I took the liberty of  removing your playthings, as you can see. My associates 
had them removed as they forcibly brought you to the waiting chamber. Clever little 
pickpockets, are they not?”  

Death was smiling as he said the words. One couldn’t see the smile but one could feel 
it in his voice.

“Before I bring you the weapons you will use to attempt to exact your respective 
vengeances, I will tell you some news that may cheer you up. It took me the entire day 
to plan this little vendetta tonight. Hence, it may please you to know that absolutely no 
one died today. Yes?”  

Death saw that both men were still seething and that neither of  them could have 
cared less if  the entire world’s population had died that day. It didn’t concern them. The 
only thing that concerned either of  them was the death of  the other.

Death stood up. He told them to stay where they were, as he glided noiselessly across 
the floor and opened the door. Two henchmen appeared and removed the desk and 
chairs from the room. The room was now completely empty save for the figures within 
it.  One of  the henchmen brought in a black velvet case about four feet long. Death 
opened the case and carefully took out two gleaming silver swords with ivory skull 
handles. Trist looked at Morrel and smiled savagely. So this was it. A sword fight to the 
finish. Winner take all. Perfect.

Death took out one of  the swords and turned to Morrel. He threw the sword straight 
into the wall right next to Morrel’s right ear. In the same movement, the other landed in 
the opposite wall next to Trist’s left ear. Both men were reasonably startled but quickly 
gathered their senses and pulled the swords from the wall.

They then turned to Death, but he had vanished. The door was closed and presumably 
locked. The two men looked at one another and smirked sardonically, each challenging 
the other to make the first move.

Trist started forward, snarling an obscenity. The two men circled each other, sizing 
one another up. Trist was quicker and more athletic, but Morrel was bigger and stronger. 
The match was fairly even.

Morrel suddenly lunged at Trist. Trist moved easily out of  the way and struck 
downward on Morrel’s sword. Morrel leaped towards Trist and the two swords struck 
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each other several times with a loud metallic “clang!” The noise was deafening in the 
small room. The swords rose, struck and fell effortlessly and swiftly now. Trist lunged 
and struck downward, slicing Morrel’s leg. He saw the blood and Morrel’s shocked 
expression and laughed to himself. 

Morrel countered and struck swiftly across to Trist’s left arm. Trist felt a surge of  
pain as the blade cut across the skin, leaving a crimson trail. It angered him and he 
struck out wildly and savagely, backing Morrel against the wall. Morrel countered and 
reversed, striking Trist in the left leg. Trist yelled in pain and dropped his sword. Morrel 
seized the advantage and as Trist’s hand shot out to retrieve his weapon, Morrel’s foot 
landed on it and held it to the ground. 

Morrel swung his sword high in the air and was going to bring it down on Trist’s 
exposed neck, end the fight and reap the rewards, when Trist quickly lunged forward, 
his head butting Morrel square in the stomach. Morrel doubled over, dropping his 
sword and gasping for breath.

Trist, in one quick movement grasped his own sword and plunged it deeply into 
Morrel’s ribcage and through his heart. Morrel screamed once, and as he fell noisily to 
the floor, he saw the face of  Death just above Trist’s shoulder. It was his own face he 
saw beneath the shadows of  the hood! Trist fell awkwardly to the floor and passed out 
from shock, blood loss and exhaustion. 

The next morning Trist woke with a start. The telephone had rung three or four 
times. He reached over and answered it. 

“Hello,” he said.
“James Trist?” said a voice on the other end. Trist acknowledged.  
“I’m Lieutenant John Decker, Fort Benton Police Department,” said the voice.  Oh 

god, thought Trist. He looked in the bed next to him. His wife was sleeping soundly.  
His heart started beating faster, anticipating whatever news was awaiting him on the 
other line.

“Sorry to have to inform you,” said the Lieutenant, “of  the death of  your associate, 
Thomas Morrel late last night. His body was found in your company’s warehouse early 
this morning by the opening staff.”

“Oh, god,” said Trist. “How did it happen?”
“It appears he died of  a heart attack,” said the Lieutenant. “Around midnight last 

night. I’m very sorry, sir.”
“Thank you, Lieutenant,” said Trist. After he hung up, he glanced over at his wife, 

just now opening her eyes. She smiled up at him.  
This was gonna be one hell of  a day, he thought.
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Running

Amber Cook

They were following her. 
She pressed her foot harder against the accelerator, propelling the car forward into 

the dark night. Rain drops pounded on the windshield, making a blurry mess of  her 
vision and pushing her driving closer to reckless. Inside the car, it was freezing. She 
reached down to turn up the heat, feeling a shiver vibrate the length of  her spine. 

Why had she done it? Boredom, maybe. Stupidity seemed to be the more probable 
answer. They said it was a joke, just a handed down urban legend passed from high 
school senior to high school freshman for twenty years or more. There was no truth to 
it, no foundation to the rumors. At least, that’s what she had always been led to believe.

The trees were flying by her in rapid succession. One after the other, blending 
together into a blurred cacophony of  leaves and bark that made her head spin as she 
struggled to keep her eyes focused on the road. The speedometer inched up, creeping 
closer and closer to the eighty mile per hour mark. It was too fast for the rural, winding 
road. Thirty miles per hour was too fast, but she was traveling at a dangerous, break 
neck speed. Her fingers curled around the leather wrapped wheel, blanching white at 
the knuckles as her grip tightened. She just had to get home. She just had to get away 
from that road. 

Why didn’t she say no? Why didn’t she laugh off  the suggestion  of  her friends and 
forget the whole thing? If  she had, maybe she wouldn’t have seen the things she had 
seen. Maybe she wouldn’t be speeding towards home, terrified into the deep, inner pits 
of  her stomach. 
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The urge too look in the rear view mirror was strong. It was still back there, she could 
feel it. The eyes, the shadow, the hulking figure that embodied the horrors a child’s 
nightmares were made of. She had seen it once and that was enough. It was there, 
peering out at her from behind the stone, its eyes boring into her with a fiery anger that 
she could feel within the confines of  her soul. She had done the one thing the legends 
always warned not to do. She had done it and she had made it angry. She had spit on 
its grave. 

The rain came down harder and the urge to look grew too strong. Forcing her eyes 
upward, she glanced in the mirror and saw nothing but darkness behind her. Breathing a 
sigh of  relief, she returned her eyes to the road just in time to see the figure and its fiery 
eyes glaring at her from the center of  the road ahead. With a scream, she yanked her 
wheel to the right, sending her car careening through the guard rail and into a waiting 
tree below. 

It seemed the legends weren’t legend after all. It had gotten her. 
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Witchery

Kerry E.B. Black

Tia ignored her confining new accessories and threw back her head to enjoy the breeze. Its 
caress carried memories of  her childhood, with aunts teasing her curls into fashionable 
braids or teaching her dance and cooking. Their remembered laughter drowned out the 
jeers of  the assembled below her now.  Her pulse quickened, and she tapped her feet 
on the platform, itching to join her wild-haired aunts in a whirl under a star-filled sky.

A bonfire cast the crowd into flickering shadows, transforming the good folk into 
nightmarish caricatures. I wonder if  they see each other for their fiendishness, or do they transfer 
it all on me?  Meat juices crackled as they dripped into the flames. Children clasped foil-
wrapped, roasted apples, sucking cinnamon-sweet bits from sticky fingers. A hurdy-
gurdy performance contributed to the air of  a festival. 

She whispered into the night, “If  this be my stage, I stride it a queen.”
A blow from behind blinded her. She lurched until the rough necklace choked. 
“Quiet, Witch. No more incantations from you.” She recognized the barrister’s voice 

and understood the emotion behind the threat. She had crafted what the barrister’s 
wife sought when she found herself  saddled with an unwanted pregnancy. Herbs mixed 
with vinegar to make the womb reject. The barrister took umbrage and pointed an 
accusatory finger. 

None of  the good folk who had previously sought her assistance came to Tia’s 
aid. They huddled beneath anonymity, cowards fearful of  guilt by association, or they 
transformed their experiences into evidence for the prosecution. “She bewitched me 
into drinking the slimming potion. I never sought her help. Why yes, I do look good 
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now, don’t I?” “In my dreams she told me if  I didn’t pay her to minister to my cattle, 
they’d stop giving milk. Indeed, they were dry, so I did as the dream witch instructed.”

Tia conjured images to keep her sanity when the world coalesced into a hemp hanging 
rope and hungry flame. With an incantation muttered under her breath, Tia summoned 
her mother’s smiling face.

Mother fell to this threat, met this end, when she helped them, too. I should have learned that lesson 
instead of  herb lore and medicine. 

Her body ached from the tortures. Dried blood scabbed over pinpricks. Private 
refuges plundered with indelicate instruments. “Confess,” they yelled. She remained 
impassive, numbed and muted by their betrayal.

The wind’s sighs drowned the swelling screams at her feet. With a crash, the trapdoor 
slammed beneath Tia’s feet. The rope tightened, choked. Their angry faces blurred in a 
swirl of  muddied tears until their leering ended.
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Scream

Megan Whiting

It was a stupid move. A really stupid move. 
You know in those bad horror films, when the ditzy teenage girl puts herself  in the 

most dangerous situation possible and you scream at the TV? That level of  stupid.
Perhaps if  someone had screamed at me I would have made a better decision that day. 

Perhaps I’d sleep soundly at night.
As it happened, I was late leaving work and so hungry I felt physically sick. At twenty-

three and with no idea what I wanted to do with my life, I had accepted a temporary 
position at the local council office, inputting data onto spreadsheets. Most of  the time I 
was bored out of  my mind. My manager couldn’t generate work quickly enough for me, 
so I spent many an afternoon plaiting and re-plaiting my blonde, waist-length hair as I 
sat at my desk and waited for something to do. The guys in the office were enthralled 
by my hair. The women, less so. I think they assumed I was just too lazy to get it cut. 

My boyfriend, Ashley (the epitome of  tall, dark and handsome, though of  course I’m 
slightly biased) worked as a chef  at a posh restaurant in the next town. He was making 
my favourite dinner that night- oxtail lasagne. It was all I could think about. So when it 
came to choosing my route home, I opted for the shortest one.

I’d promised Ash I wouldn’t cut through the woods. Regardless of  the time of  day, 
he’d made me swear to take the long way home. Countless stories of  ‘dodgy people 
lurking behind trees’ had freaked him out and he didn’t want me taking ‘unnecessary 
risks’.

For a whole month, I kept my promise. I finished work at 5pm and was home by 
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5:30pm. Although I knew I could shave a good ten minutes off  my walk by cutting 
through the woods, I never felt the need to.

Until that day.
At around 4pm, when I still had an hour’s worth of  data to record before clocking 

out, every computer in the office suffered a spectacular crash. By the time the IT guy 
had fixed the problem, it had gone 5pm, but as it was pretty clear that my manager 
expected me to stay late and finish my day’s work, that’s what I did.

By the time I got out, it was getting dark. Any sensible person would have avoided 
the woods the moment daylight faded, but I was tired and starving and generally fed up.

I tightened my scarf  around my neck, held my bag close to my body and walked into 
the woods with as much as confidence as I could muster.

The problem with me is that I have a very overactive imagination. At school, I was 
famous for inventing elaborate playground games and, once home, I filled notebook 
after notebook with outlandish stories. So, of  course, a thousand terrifying thoughts 
crowded into my brain as I wandered further and further into the woods.

‘It’s ok, you’re fine’ I muttered on repeat as I power-walked through the trees, trying 
to keep my breathing even. 

I thought I’d imagined him at first. The man. But there he was, dressed in dark 
clothes and with a hood pulled over his head. 

He was lurking. Definitely lurking. 
I thought of  Ash and my heart lurched. 
I slipped behind a tree as quietly as I could and peered around the trunk.
The man was standing to one side of  the path, hidden from view if  you were coming 

from the opposite direction.
My heart hammered as I watched him. 
He was motionless. Staring.
Suddenly there was movement. 
A female figure emerged from the trees a few metres away from him and stepped 

onto the path, her movements slow with hesitation.
She had long, blonde hair. 
I held my breath. 
The woman took a few steps forward and stopped. A few more. Stopped. She seemed 

to be looking for something. For someone.
I watched in horror as the man pulled a gleaming object from his back pocket.
This couldn’t be happening. A man wielding a knife in the woods? This was the stuff  

of  ghost stories.
I swallowed a scream and willed myself  not to cry. 
What could I do? I was no match for him. I had no weapon. 
Maybe I could distract him and give her a chance to run? But then what if  he got me? 
I realised I’d lost my chance to save her when he sprang out and slit her throat with 
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terrifying ease, then vanished into the woods.
Without a sound, she slumped to the ground; an obscene amount of  blood pooling 

around her. 
I screamed for her, then.
I still scream for her in my sleep.
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Leah Oates

Dark Highway

Scott Hughes

The thumps coming from Tyler’s trunk didn’t stop until he crossed into Warren County. 
He needed a drink, something strong enough to knock the hair off  his nuts, as his 
brother Joel used to say, but Tyler couldn’t risk stopping, not yet. That old biddy had 
heard the commotion and come out on her front stoop as he was leaving Della’s house 
in Royston. She’d seen his face and had probably jotted down his license plate number. 
No doubt she called the cops.

Cigarettes. He had smokes. But he was thirsty. Abso-fucking-lutely parched. 
Don’t even think about it, he told himself. Put it outta your head. Joel would’ve told him to 

send that thought packing. Keep driving, he would’ve said. Make your Goodyears hum. 
Under normal circumstances Tyler would have relished the warm summer air rushing 
in through the open windows, but these were light years from normal circumstances.

Now, the cigarettes. Tyler eyed the floorboard, then the passenger seat. He could’ve 
sworn he left them on the seat next to him, but that was before he went into Della’s 
and…
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Send that thought packing, too. Just find the cigarettes.
One hand on the wheel, he leaned over and popped open the glove box. Expired 

insurance cards, dingy Kleenex, a box of  ammo for the Smith & Wesson .38 under his 
seat. And his Camels. 

Tyler held the pack to his mouth to fish one out with his teeth. His eyes returned to 
the road. A few yards ahead, the highway veered sharply to the left. 

The car was already off  of  the road before he could jam the brakes. It barreled over 
the shoulder and across a flat, grassy clearing for thirty feet until it hit a hump of  red 
clay that brought it to a sudden halt. From the trunk came a loud thud. Tyler would have 
to check on his cargo later. Getting his car back on the road before anyone spotted him 
was his top priority.

Tyler glowered at the pack of  Camels.
Fuckers nearly got me killed, and not from cancer.
He popped the hood and got out to survey the damage. The engine was still intact, 

so he closed the hood and wriggled under the car to inspect the chassis. Except for 
clods of  red mud and leaves stuck in all the nooks of  the undercarriage, the car was 
unscathed. Tyler got to his feet and brushed off  his pants. He stepped toward the trunk, 
stopped, and decided instead to have that smoke after all. He reached through the open 
driver-side window for the cigarettes. He got one, but when he straightened up to light 
it, the cigarette fell, forgotten, from his lips. 

Della stood at the edge of  a line of  scraggly pines, perhaps twenty yards away, a 
languid expression on her face. She was wearing a nightgown, the white silky one where 
in just the right light he could see the slight curves of  her breasts and hips underneath. 
But in this light—the bloody, noxious red of  dusk—the gown was like liquid fire 
enshrouding her body. 

“No,” Tyler muttered. He felt a judder in his mind, as if  his sanity had been plucked 
like a guitar string.

Tyler clambered into the car through the window, reaching for the revolver under the 
seat. His legs flailed in the air. When his hands finally found the gun, he wrenched it free 
and pulled himself  from the car, brandishing the revolver like a crucifix. 

Della was closer. 
Tyler leveled the pistol at her and squeezed off  two rounds. The report echoed along 

the empty highway.
She was still standing, her blank expression unwavering, her gown unblemished. 
I know I hit her, right in the chest.
Della stepped into the clearing. Tyler dove headfirst into the car, wondering how 

she’d followed him. 
She didn’t follow me, he told himself. She couldn’t have. It ain’t her. That thing is something else, 

something that ain’t fucking human.
He turned the ignition, cursing it if  it dared to stall. But the car cranked immediately. 
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Tyler threw it into reverse and floored the gas, slinging rooster tails of  dirt out in front 
of  the car. 

“Goddammit, go!” 
He shifted into drive and stomped on the gas again. The tires caught. The car 

launched. Tyler cut the wheel to the left, then right, trying to steer towards the highway. 
The car fishtailed, but he wouldn’t let off  the gas. The car bounced back onto the road. 
Tyler momentarily left the seat and his head whacked the roof. 

His eyes darted back and forth between the highway and rearview mirror, gauging 
the growing distance between him and the clearing. Another curve in the road and the 
clearing vanished.

That wasn’t her! Tyler’s mind shrieked. It couldn’t have been Della. She’s…
He couldn’t finish the thought, so another voice did—Joel’s.
She’s dead, bro.
* * *
Tyler pressed in the dashboard lighter, careful now to keep his eyes on the darkening 

landscape ahead, and blindly took a Camel from the pack.
A truck crested the hill. Tyler drummed his fingers on the wheel until the truck 

passed and its taillights—like malevolent eyes—had faded from sight. The dashboard 
lighter popped

—like a thump thump thump from the trunk— 
so Tyler reached for it. His hand trembled. He made a fist to steady his hand, then 

took the lighter and lit his cigarette. The biting smoke calmed him, but not much. 
He had to piss, but Tyler wouldn’t stop now, not even if  Jesus Christ and Elvis were 
hawking scuppernong wine on the roadside. Not after what he’d just witnessed.

I imagined her, he thought. She wasn’t really there. She couldn’t be.
Oh, she was there all right, said Joel.
Tyler sucked deeply on the Camel, as if  he could smoke Joel’s voice from his head like 

smoking a rattlesnake from a gopher hole. It didn’t work.
Real or imaginary, Tyler, you saw her. It ain’t important whether or not she was real—the important 

thing is why.
Why what? Tyler thought.
Why you saw Della.
Tyler snorted. And why’s that? 
Cause of  the guilt, bro. Your guilt.
Tyler shook his head. He would beat his temples with his fists if  he could do so 

without taking his hands off  the wheel. Joel’s voice had to go. The bastard—Tyler had 
loved his brother, but damn if  Joel hadn’t been a grade-A bastard—was three years in 
the ground. Wrecked his car while drunk. Joel Purdee had lost the right to dispense 
wisdom.

But the dead never really die, little bro.
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Tyler switched on the radio. Anything would suffice—country, rock, rap, golden 
oldies. Even a sermon would be dandy, so long as it drowned out Joel.

A couple turns of  the knob and the Rolling Stones rose from the static, Mick singing 
about his nineteenth nervous breakdown. “Here it comes!” he crooned. “Here it comes! 
Here it comes! Here it comes!”

The cigarette tasted acrid, had burned to the filter. Tyler tossed the butt out the 
window, glancing in the rearview mirror to see the burst of  sparks on the asphalt. He 
inhaled and held the humid night air in his lungs. He could almost believe that reality 
wasn’t crumbling around him.

The needle on the gas gauge had crept over the red hash mark, closing in on the 
dreaded E. He needed fuel, and soon. But he was deliberately choosing his route back 
to Florida, the highways he knew to be desolate. Few houses. Few cops. Few curious 
eyes. But that also meant few gas stations. He collected his thoughts—a difficult 
task considering they constantly returned to Della—and figured out where he was. 
Somewhere between Warrenton and Moses Creek, a stretch of  about twenty-five miles 
of  Georgia countryside. 

I’m bound to pass a gas station sooner or later, he thought.
No good, Joel interjected.
Why not?
Think about it, bro. You’re at a gas station with other customers around, and even if  it looks empty, 

other customers could show up. You start filling your tank when whaddaya know—thump thump 
thump from the trunk, for all the world to hear.

Tyler slapped the steering wheel.
But, Joel added, all you gotta do is go somewhere with no customers, or even the possibility of  

customers.
What gas station won’t have any customers?
Think, bro.
Tyler thought. “One that’s closed,” he said. 
Right as rain, said Joel.

The pale red full moon followed along overhead. The gas needle was halfway into the 
red. In Moses Creek, Tyler passed a twenty-four hour BP lit up like a Las Vegas casino, 
but there were several vehicles at the pumps. As he left town, he saw in his high beams 
only trees and endless countryside flanking the highway and considered turning back to 
take his chances at the BP.

He lifted his foot from the gas and was a moment away from pressing the brake and 
turning the car around when he rounded a bend and came upon a small gas station 
resembling a log cabin. All its lights were off. A sign on the building read “Roy’s Kuntry 
Store.”

“Bingo,” Tyler said, pulling over.
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He steered the car alongside the two pumps, cut the engine, and stepped out. A 
staccato of  thumps came from the trunk. Tyler tried ignoring it, but in the isolated 
milieu it sounded like bombs detonating. Tyler pounded his fist on the trunk, hard 
enough to numb his hand. The noises ceased. 

Working quickly, he flipped open the fuel door and unscrewed the gas cap. He tried 
the pumps on the off  chance they had been left on, but they weren’t. Tyler scanned the 
highway. No vehicles. He headed for the store, his boots

—thumping— 
crunching on the gravel. The front doors were barred on the outside, chained on the 

inside, and dead-bolted. Country folk weren’t so trusting anymore. He peered into the 
windows and cupped his hands around his eyes, formulating a plan to break into the 
store to turn on the pumps. He stepped back, hands on hips. A reflection in the glass 
caught his eye. A white figure on the opposite side of  the highway. Della.

Tyler’s mouth went dry. He spun around, expecting the road to be empty, hoping that 
her reflection was only a trick of  his tired eyes and unraveling mind. 

But Della was there, on the shoulder, her opaque nightgown clinging to her. 
She stepped onto the asphalt. Tyler’s leg muscles tensed. His bladder wanted to 

release.
The gun, he thought. 
Joel reminded him: Shooting her’s no good. She’s already dead.
Tyler willed his legs to move. They wouldn’t. They felt stuck in wet cement. As Della 

crossed the double yellow line, strength returned to his limbs. He darted to the car and 
leapt into the driver’s seat. He started the car and revved the engine as he fumbled to 
shift the car into drive. When Tyler finally managed to get the car in gear, the rear tires 
spat a cloud of  dust and gravel and the car careened onto the highway. Tyler clung to 
the wheel with throbbing fingers. He knew he should watch the road, but he allowed 
himself  a moment to close his eyes and take deep breaths.

Then he opened his eyes. Della was hovering over the hood of  the car, only inches 
from the windshield. She shrieked. The sound shook Tyler’s teeth in their sockets. This 
time his bladder did release, the warmth spreading around his crotch.

She stuck her arms through the windshield—not shattering the glass but passing 
through the glass, like steam through mesh—and her white hands disappeared into 
Tyler’s chest. He felt like an icicle was being hammered into his heart. Coldness spread 
like roots through his head and stomach and limbs. His chest hitched as he tried to take 
in air. Panicking, he cut the wheel sharply left, then right. The car pitched side to side, 
somehow staying on the road. Tyler dropped one hand from the wheel and groped for 
the pistol, even though he knew it was useless against

—Della Della Della—
this thing.
His lungs burned from lack of  oxygen. His heart slowed. His blood was ice in his 
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veins.
Then it stopped. She was gone.
Tyler blinked. He could breathe. He checked the mirrors for any sign of  her, then 

accelerated. 
He never wanted to feel that again. Her touch had been like—
“Death,” he said.

After fifteen miles, the car began to hiccup. It lurched and made chugging noises, jarring 
Tyler from his shock. The fuel gauge needle was below the red, over the E. 

Seven miles later, the hiccups became sputters. Then the engine died. Tyler shifted 
into neutral, the momentum carrying the vehicle off  the road and onto a grassy tract of  
land where it rolled to a stop.

Tyler sat motionless, gripping the wheel. He stared at the trees illuminated by his high 
beams. 

“Fuck!” he yelled, throttling the steering wheel and thrashing his head. “Fuck! Fuck! 
Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” He pounded the wheel, causing the horn to bleat sporadically. Then 
he collapsed onto the steering wheel and buried his face in his arms.

What now? he thought. What the hell now?
You know what now, said Joel’s voice. It’s over. Out of  gas, bro. End of  the highway.
I didn’t mean for it to happen, he thought. “It just happened,” he mumbled. “I didn’t 

mean for it to.”
But it did.
Tyler wept.
I’m sorry, he thought.
Sorry won’t bring back Della. Sorry won’t undo this.
“I’m sorry,” Tyler said. “I’m sorry, Della.” 
He raised his head and turned toward the empty backseat. Toward the trunk. 
“I’m sorry, Katie.”
End of  the highway, bro. Out of  gas.
Tyler found the revolver between his feet and checked the chambers—two rounds 

left. He only needed one. He held the barrel under his chin and began to squeeze the 
trigger.

“No.” 
A voice, not Joel’s, not inside his head. A woman’s voice.
Della’s.
She was sitting in the passenger seat. She had Della’s pale face, Della’s sable hair, but 

this was not Della. Tyler sensed something else, something shapeless and feral, hidden 
beneath her skin.

“You don’t get to take the easy way out,” Della said.
“No,” Tyler agreed.
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He closed his eyes and waited for her embrace.

Deputy Anderson spotted the car: The 1990 Pontiac Bonneville matched the description 
of  a vehicle sent out on a statewide APB the night before. Anderson pulled over and 
ran the plate, and when it came back a match for the flagged car, he radioed the sheriff. 
Anderson stepped from his cruiser, drew his weapon, and approached the Bonneville. 
The car appeared abandoned, although from where he stood he couldn’t see into the 
cab. The trunk was open, blocking his view. 

Anderson called out when he reached the car, but no one answered. He peered into 
the trunk: a tire-changing kit, a few crushed paper cups, and several lengths of  rope. He 
inched around the side of  the car. A man was in the driver’s seat: his head tilted back 
against the headrest, Adam’s apple jutting out like an infant’s fist, mouth open in a silent 
scream.

The sheriff  arrived ten minutes later. The story had made the eleven o’clock news the 
night before. All over the state they’d shown footage of  Alma Watts, an elderly resident 
of  Royston, recounting how she’d heard her neighbors arguing, followed by a gunshot. 
Then she’d watched as a man forced a tied-up little girl into the trunk of  his car and 
drove away. She’d called the authorities, and they’d found the body of  her neighbor, 
Della Purdee, inside the house, but Mrs. Purdee’s daughter Katie was gone. That’s when 
Alma’s voice began to quaver as she asked the reporter, “Who could do such a thing? 
What kind of  monster could kill someone and kidnap an innocent child?” The news 
programs then showed a picture of  the suspect still at large, Della Purdee’s estranged 
husband Tyler. 

Anderson jogged over as the sheriff  stepped from his car.
“Good morning,” the sheriff  said. He’d known of  the murder/kidnapping since the 

APB went out, and he looked miffed that the culprit had shown up on his doorstep. 
He wore a scowl on his haggard face, his bushy eyebrows making a hairy frown over 
his eyes.

“Morning, Sheriff,” Anderson replied.
“Damn reporters have been scanning police frequencies all night. We probably got 

five minutes before they show up and turn this into a circus, so show me what you 
found.”

“Yes, sir.” Anderson returned to the Bonneville, the sheriff  following. “I saw the car 
as I drove by. It fit the APB and it had a Florida plate.” He pronounced it Flarda. “I ran 
it, and sure enough it came back registered to the suspect, Tyler Albert Purdee.”

The sheriff  grunted. 
“The trunk was open like it is now,” Anderson continued. “No sign of  the girl, except 

for those cut ropes.”
“We found her,” the sheriff  said flatly.
“What? Where?”
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“She showed up at that church down the road early this morning. Somebody phoned 
us about the same time you called this in.”

“Thank Jesus,” said Anderson. “She okay?”
“Shaken up. Some cuts and bruises. A little jittery from being tied up in a trunk.” The 

sheriff  eyed the severed ropes in the trunk. “Thing is, how’d she get out?”
Anderson shrugged. “Kicked it open from inside?”
The sheriff  made a huffing laugh. “Little girl like that? She’s barely eight years old.”
Anderson shrugged again. “You think maybe Purdee let her go?”
The sheriff  didn’t answer.
“Why would somebody tie their own kid up in the trunk of  a car?” Anderson asked.
The sheriff  gazed at the trunk. “Apparently, his wife left him a few months back 

and took their daughter with her. Didn’t tell him where they were going. So he found 
her, offed her, and took his daughter back. Why he tied her up, I don’t know. Probably 
didn’t want anyone to see him with the girl, or maybe because sometimes people just 
snap.” The sheriff  took off  his wide-brimmed hat, ran his thick fingers over his bald 
head. “Few years back this guy over in Macon, perfectly normal guy by all accounts, 
smothered his nine-month-old son. He couldn’t say why. He wasn’t angry or depressed. 
He didn’t know why the hell he’d done it. Was just looking at the kid in the crib one 
night and held a pillow over his face. Sometimes people just quietly snap.”

“Huh,” said the deputy.
“The girl’s safe,” the sheriff  said. “Leonard and Jay went to pick her up from the 

church. Now this Purdee fella…” The sheriff  nodded at the car. “We gotta find this 
bastard.”

“I don’t think we have to.” Anderson pointed inside the car to the body that the 
sheriff  hadn’t yet noticed.

The sheriff  whistled. “What do we have here?” 
He took a plastic glove from his pocket, snapped it on, and opened the driver’s door. 

The body was stiff, fingers clawed into the seat’s upholstery. The head had fallen back 
against the headrest, his face a contortion of  absolute terror. 

“We’ll have to officially ID the body, but this looks like our man.” 
Anderson noticed the revolver on the floorboard. “Did he off  himself ?”
“No bullet wounds,” said the sheriff, “self-inflicted or otherwise.”
“Heart-attack? Stroke?”
“That’s for the coroner to decide.” The sheriff  straightened up, his tan uniform 

straining to hold his paunch. He winced as his back popped. He closed the car door. 
“Prick got what he deserved. Drove all the way from Florida to north Georgia to shoot 
his wife and kidnap their kid. I don’t know what the Christ happened to him, but I hope 
he suffered, suffered a shit load, before it was all over and done with. And from the 
looks of  it, I’d say the sumbitch did.”

A white van, with a TV station logo on its side and a miniature satellite dish on its 
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roof, rolled up. An attractive black girl in her mid-twenties hopped out, microphone 
in hand, and began to smooth down her gray dress suit. A fat white guy with a goatee 
emerged from the driver’s side, opened the van’s sliding door, and hoisted a bulky TV 
camera onto his shoulder. 

“Christ,” said the sheriff, “here’s the first of  em. Deputy, put up the tape and keep 
them clear of  the scene.”

Anderson nodded. He could hear the drone of  other approaching news vans. 
The sheriff  put on his hat and trudged through the dewed grass toward the highway 

to meet the reporter. Anderson stared at the trunk and a strange feeling bloomed along 
the back of  his neck and skull, the same sensation he felt when his wife ran her fingers 
along that same path. The trunk was like an open mouth that longed to whisper terrible 
and long-buried secrets. Or swallow him whole.
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Bear Trap

Feivel Wolff

He saw the woman on his way to the shop, and it was love at first sight, he supposed. 
She was standing outside her little house in her robe beside a shivering child, waiting on 
the school bus or some such. Standing there half-dressed for God and whoever else. He 
could think of  no good reason she’d be standing out there dressed like that. Like she 
was waiting for him. 

She looked right into his eyes as he drove past and measured out a sad and pretty 
smile. Come on down to the shop, little lady. Ask for John Paul. I’ll service you real good.

Hell, he didn’t know there was a school this side of  town. The only school he knowed 
for sure was Ursula County High, a sprawl of  brown brick spilt across farmland on the 
other side of  town, where he’d spent his whole life, such as it was. Not much else on this 
side of  town, except more farmland and the auto repair shop where he’d finally found 
honest work. Good thing his wife’s daddy up and died, and left his oldest daughter 
everything he had, such as it was. They’d have starved to death for certain by now.

John Paul Tillman watched the woman disappear in the distance of  his rear view and 
licked his dry lips. Yeah, he could fix her right up, a woman like that. Love at first sight. 
He flicked his cigarette butt out the window.

He pulled his truck up beside the garage, tucked his sunglasses in the visor, and got 
out. This man Stevens was a chump, but a job was a job.

“Shop opens at seven,” said his new boss, wiping his face with a rolled up sleeve to 
avoid spreading grease across his brow.

“I know it,” said John Paul. “Wife made me late.”
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“I hear you,” said Stevens. “But I need you on time or not at all.” He nodded to the 
only other car in the bay. “That’s an oil change there.”

“Yep,” said John Paul and went over without another word to the Camry on the jacks. 
He changed the oil and put in a new air filter, to boot, though the old one was fine as 
you please. He told the woman who owned the Camry that the filter was shot and would 
she like to see it. A woman’d believe just about anything you told them about a car. More 
money for the shop, more money for John Paul. Win-win.

All day long while he worked he thought about the lady in her robe. The curve of  
her body under that white terry cotton. The way the robe fell open just a bit while she 
stood there with her little monkey. He imagined what she wore under it. Probably damn 
near nothing. He imagined himself  reaching under that robe until he just about drove 
himself  crazy, until five o’clock came and all he wanted to do was get home and drink 
himself  into a blur so he wouldn’t have to see his wife in focus.

He drove past the little house on his way home. It was dark out, and one light burned 
in an upstairs window, probably her bedroom, though he couldn’t say why he was sure 
of  this. She must be sore lonesome in that little house all day and night with only 
the child for company. He wondered what she’d say if  he drove up her driveway and 
knocked on her lintel. “What do you want?” she’d surely say. “Let me show you,” he’d 
tell her, and step right through her front door.

John Paul got home sometime around fifteen after and grabbed a beer from the 
fridge. He went out back to check the trap. He’d gone and bought himself  a genuine 
bear trap on the computer. Solid steel, with cast jaws and hand-forged cross and bottom 
pieces. “Its serious teeth,” the ad had said, “can literally snap a 2 x 4 in half.” 

“Hellfire,” John Paul said, “I’d surely like to see that.” So he bought it. And when it 
arrived by UPS, the first thing he did with it was snap a two-by-four in half. Son of  a 
bitch really worked. There was some truth left in this broken world.

Out back, during the day while he was at work, the trap had sprung. It lay there 
closed and empty in the yard, like a monster’s metal dentures. He pulled at the steel jaws, 
straining to avoid the razor teeth. It felt like wrestling an alligator.

His wife came out, slamming the back porch door behind her. “I hear you out here, 
John Paul.”

“What of  it?”
“Why don’t you leave that nasty thing alone and come eat dinner.”
“Not hungry,” said John Paul, cigarette resting on his lower lip. “I’ll eat later.” He 

tugged at the steel spring. A vein pulsed in his forehead.
“It’ll be cold later.”
“Cold is fine,” he said without looking at her. “Go on, now.”
“It’s no bear,” said his wife. 
“I already told you. Go on inside and do something. Bet you ain’t done nothing all 

day.”
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“I made you dinner, did I not?”
“Such as it is.”
“I never saw a bear, and I’m here all day long.”
“I just bet you are,” he said. “I know for a fact it’s a bear. Killed the Clevengers’ dogs, 

din’t it? Heard them barking godawful noise the other night, and all of  a sudden it up 
and stops. Just a bloody mess in the morning. Big, dumb animal. Just assume kill you 
and eat you as look at you.”

“They only attack when they feel threatened.”
“Or hungry, more like.”
“What if  it does step into your trap?”
“Snap a leg, I expect. If  it don’t take it clean off.”
“That’s horrible,” groaned his wife, balling her fists in her flower apron. “And what 

will you do, John Paul, if  you go and catch yourself  a bear?” 
“I’ll shoot him, is what. Do the county a service. Or maybe leave it to starve through 

the winter. Have us a pet bear in the backyard.” John Paul chuckled at the idea. They 
could sell tickets to see the bear up close and personal, like in Pigeon Forge. He wondered 
how long a bear could survive without food and water.

“What if  it’s a she?”
“I’ll shoot her,” he said, finishing off  his beer and throwing the can into the dirt, “if  

she talks as much as you.”
“What if  she has children?”
“What kind of  a question is that? They ain’t children, Dora. They’re animals. Wild 

animals.”
“Every living thing needs a momma.”
“I don’t,” grunted John Paul, straining to separate the steel jaws. “Specially not yours.” 

He laughed at his cleverness, got distracted. The trap snapped shut, almost snaring his 
arm. He yanked away fast but not fast enough. Managed to get himself  a deep cut in 
his hand from the metal teeth. “Godammit!” he said, rising and sucking his knuckles.

“You ought to wash that,” said his wife. 
“That’s just where I’m going,” said John Paul. He marched up the porch past her.
“You can’t leave that thing there,” said his wife. “I don’t like it so close to the house.”
He hit her in the mouth. Not hard. Just a tap to close it. His wife started her bawling.
“Aw, Dora, stop it,” he said. Time for another beer. “Barely touched you. It was an 

accident now.”
“You say that,” she whispered. “You say it.” She wouldn’t speak to him the rest of  

the night. Just as well. Hell with her. He had four or five more beers, got the trap reset, 
and went to bed.

He woke with a royal headache the next morning, late because the damn alarm didn’t 
go off  again or maybe he forgot to set it again. Stevens would lecture him some more. 
Let him. John Paul could give a cold shit. He was better than that little chump any day. 
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What’s so special about having your own shop, anyways. Cheating honest folks out of  
a dollar. He could stand to arrive a bit late, swindle one less housewife out of  the price 
of  a muffler. Cars had no end of  parts that needed replacing.

He rose, washed his face, pulled on his jeans and blue work shirt. His wife was already 
up. He didn’t find her in the kitchen. Probably gone off  to mope some more. He poured 
black coffee into his metal work mug and went out through the back porch screen door. 

It was cold out. Bear catching weather. He sipped his coffee—his wife made the 
bitterest coffee a soul would ever endure—and walked out to check the trap. Tripped 
again. Empty again. “Son of  a bitch,” he told the morning frost. “Getting closer.” He 
wondered if  maybe the trap was faulty and kept springing for no reason. He set down 
his metal mug and reset the trap, which was way easier to do when you weren’t drinking. 

“Try me again, boy,” said John Paul out loud to the bear. He knew it was a male. 
Females wouldn’t come up on another’s house so close like that. He decided that what 
he needed was some bait. Something that spoke to the bear’s nature. Something juicy, 
something alive. To keep the bear distracted, so he’s all hopeful and content when the 
trap sinks its teeth into him. John Paul the Great Bear Trapper wondered what kind of  
sound a bear makes when it snaps a leg in two. Maybe a furry cartoon bear noise, like a 
growled-out question mark. For sure, once he had the right bait, he’d be a bear-catching 
machine. 

John Paul went in the back door, locked it, and walked through the house to the 
front. He left without saying goodbye to his wife.

His mind was blank most of  the drive. Probably the needles behind his eyes from the 
bright October sun. He hummed along absently to the radio, cussed the weather report. 
It wasn’t until he drove past the tiny house that he even thought of  that lady. 

He caught her there in her robe again, just disappearing into her house pretty as you 
please. Didn’t see the child. Must be on the bus already. Did she look at him from corner 
of  her eye? Had he seen that sad and pretty smile on her lips? 

He thought about driving in to the shop, thought about burning up another day in 
grease and his own fantasies, aching to make them real. He drove another quarter mile, 
no other cars in sight, his mind racing. 

He slammed his palm into the steering wheel and said, “Aw, hellfire.” Work would 
wait. Life was short. He pulled his truck off  Route 422 and drove it up behind a stand 
of  kudzu that lined the road. He tucked his sunglasses in the visor and got out. 

His cell rang, making him jump and feel stupid. No reason to be nervous, John Paul, he 
told himself. You ain’t done nothing. Done nothing your whole life. He looked at the cell. It was 
Stevens calling, wondering where he was. He tossed the cell into the truck, watched it 
bounce on the passenger seat and rattle to the floorboard. “Comin’ in late today, boss,” 
he told the phone. He shut the truck door on the cell’s chirping.

John Paul walked up the road, no cars in sight. Come to think of  it, he never passed 
any cars on this part of  422. He looked back at his truck. Leaves had already fallen over 
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the windshield. A bit longer and you’d never spot her if  you didn’t already know where 
she was at.

He tapped out a cigarette and lit it. When he got up towards the house, he left the 
road and went off  into the woods. Among an orange carpet of  fallen leaves, he came 
across a rusting old van, its tires sagging into the earth. A notion flitted through his head 
– someone had been here before him, had beat him to her. But the clutch of  weeds 
that held the abandoned van aloft on its rims told a different story. This van had driven 
into these woods before John Paul was himself  old enough to drive, maybe before these 
were woods to drive into.

He came up around the back of  the house. There was more junk in the back yard. 
A rotting wheelbarrow filled with branches, a steel planter buried under ivy, a push 
mower abandoned mid-task. He stood there a good fifteen minutes in the cold sunshine 
smoking his cigarette, staring up at the house. The back porch was covered in trash too, 
knick knacks, an old-timey rocking horse. Holy shit, this woman cleaned less than his 
wife did. But he wasn’t here for her cleaning. 

He climbed the porch, navigating the boxes and the junk, and tried the screen door. 
Open. Now or never, John Paul, he told himself. She don’t know you from Adam. Probably enjoy 
it. He pulled the door open, its rusty springs popping, and eased it closed. He found 
himself  in a kitchen that looked a lot like his own.

He was surprised by how dark it was in the house. Didn’t this woman pay her electric 
bill? Seemed like there were windows on the outside, but you couldn’t see much daylight 
from here. What if  there’s a man home? John Paul wondered in a sudden panic. Heck, he 
told himself, a man’d lock his doors, pretty woman like that in the house. 

He stepped softly through the kitchen into a dim hallway. Stairs. He looked up at the 
ceiling, swallowed. The floorboards above his head groaned under someone’s footsteps. 
He weighed his options. There was still time to walk right back out through the back 
door. Just up and leave. He found that he couldn’t bear the thought of  driving in to 
work now. Not now. 

He rubbed his chin and, gingerly touching the banister, stepped onto the staircase. 
He listened: Humming. She was humming somewhere upstairs. It sounded like one of  
those church hymns. John Paul preferred country and western hisself, but she had a 
pretty voice nonetheless. He took the stairs slowly.

Up top was darker than downstairs, almost night-time dark.  But there she was! He 
caught sight of  her from behind, just made out her figure as she entered a room at the 
end of  the hall. A thought bloomed in his head: She’s expecting you, John Paul. She’s gone to 
her room to wait for you.

The hallway was filled with old furniture, jammed with it, like she was running 
some antique shop. Sepia photos in ovals and rectangles hung from the walls. Heavy 
curtains covered a window. A thin shaft of  sunlight burned a yellow prism through the 
darkness and onto the floor, but lent no light to the space. Dust filled his nostrils, and 
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he suppressed the urge to sneeze. The woman’s humming resumed, a lilting paper-thin 
voice, a feather on the wind. 

He walked the length of  the hall, running his fingers along the wallpaper’s velvety 
stripes. The humming grew louder. He felt the urge himself  to hum but did not. At her 
doorway he paused and listened. He swallowed, his throat gone dry. 

 Oh the look on her pretty little face when he walked right in. Would she be standing 
by her bed wearing that white robe? Would she demand to know “Who are you?” with 
fear in her papery voice, but something else there, too. Something akin to passion? True 
enough, it had been a long haul since John Paul heard passion in a woman’s voice. He 
stood and listened to her humming, a syrupy mewl in her throat like she was a teensy 
bit drunk.

John Paul blinked, took a deep breath, and stepped into the bedroom. The humming 
ceased, evaporated like steam. The bedroom was empty. Had she heard him coming and 
squirreled herself  away somewhere? Under the bed, perhaps?

Heavy curtains restrained daylight from the room. Motes of  dust danced and fled 
from a thin sliver of  light. He kneeled and lifted the bed skirt. No one there. 

She was hiding in the closet, bless her heart. He would take her thin wrist and pull her 
from her hidey hole. He would throw her down on the bed so hard her little body would 
bounce twice. She would squirm under him like a little sister you were teasing. John Paul 
began to hum, his deep voice growling in the dark room. The first thing he wanted to 
do was put his hands under her terry cloth robe.

He yanked at the closet door. A hanging rod sagged with dresses and jackets and 
such. John Paul ran his arms through the clothing, expecting to feel her warm flesh, 
expecting her papery cry of  surprise. The closet held nothing living. 

He stopped humming. She was not in the room. Had he been seeing things in the 
dim hallway? But no, he surely had heard her humming. John Paul scratched his head in 
puzzlement and spat on the floor. The woman was elsewhere in the house.

An image of  the genuine bear trap rose in John Paul’s mind for no good reason. Its 
deliberate teeth, the sting of  its bite. The memory brought with it the taste of  beer. He 
licked his lips.

Back in that hallway lined with fading pictures, her humming started up again, soft 
and distant. Mixed with her syrupy music was another sound. The voice of  a child. The 
boy, whispering to his momma. Were they playing him for a fool? John Paul had no 
tolerance for being played the fool. He would set the lad to watch. He would give the 
boy a lesson to remember. 

John Paul crept along the hallway back to the stairs, stopping briefly at each open door 
to listen, yet even as he came, he admitted the voices were drifting up from downstairs. 
The banister groaned from his touch as he took the stairs. He was glad for the light the 
kitchen offered.

She liked to toy with men, John Paul decided. Her humming had grown louder again. 
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Now he could make out the tune. Not a hymn. It was a lullaby. The one about the cradle 
falling, baby and all. He hadn’t recognized it at first because she sang it so leisurely. 
Graceful, sad, and slow. For that boy of  hers. 

The two of  them were in the basement. John Paul could hear the child’s whispers, the 
woman’s feathery laughter at his words. And her ceaseless humming.

She had never been upstairs at all. John Paul oft times got his directions mixed up, 
just ask his wife Dora and she’d chew your ear off  how he could get lost in his own 
bathtub.

John Paul studied the kitchen, such as it was, looking for the basement door. In 
his own house, one entered the basement from the kitchen. And here as well, to his 
pleasure, John Paul found a paneled door hanging open like a rotting tooth beside the 
Frigidaire. Behind that door, inky darkness.

He thought it odd, the family gathered in an unlit basement. Perhaps they were hiding 
from him? It occurred to him: A game! Mother and child had commenced a game of  
hide and seek. Such would explain all the running around. They had lapped him like 
NASCAR drivers. John Paul began to hum once more, his deep voice filling the kitchen 
like the keening of  a wild animal.

He descended the first basement step. Just enough light spilled from the kitchen 
window to illuminate the stairwell. Beyond that bottom step, it may well have been the 
edge of  the earth itself.

John Paul descended the steps to the basement, divining his way via the woman’s 
lullaby, heedful and wondering how her lips would taste. 

At the landing he could not see his hand before his own face. The child whispered in 
the darkness. It sounded imploring, like an important question, or a request for a favor 
from his mother.

John Paul felt at the wall for a light switch. He preferred stealth and surprise, but 
surely they’d heard his footsteps on the stairs. His fingers found a lever. John Paul took 
a deep breath and flipped the switch. 

A single naked bulb fired up weak light at the floor joists overhead. At the far end of  
the room, as if  conjured from the darkness, a small boy stood. The boy from the bus 
stop. His face was chalky white. Dark crescents lined his eyes. He opened his mouth 
to speak, but said nothing. All his whispers he’d apparently spent. He looked tired and 
hungry. John Paul smiled at him the way a teacher smiles at a student. There was no 
escaping now. The games were concluded.

John Paul approached the boy, palms upraised in a gesture of  peace. “I ain’t gonna 
hurt you none.” Between them, hewn from the dirt floor, was the stone cairn of  an old 
well. John Paul paused at the lip of  the well and looked inside. Only more darkness. 
Darkness seemed what this house hoarded more than old junk. 

 “Now tell me, son. Where’s your momma at?” The boy was shaking. He looked 
terrified, and John Paul was glad for that, because terror would make the child compliant. 
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The boy raised his arm and pointed to John Paul, and John Paul was about to ask the 
question more forcefully when he understood. Momma was behind him. 

John Paul turned, and indeed there she was, in her white robe, legs bare, shining black 
eyes. John Paul blinked, and she stood close enough to touch, close enough to reach 
right into her robe. 

She began humming again, and he could feel her breath on his face, and her breath 
smelled of  earth, and ivy, and decay. 

John Paul forgot himself  then, it was the smell that did it, stepped back and lost his 
footing, and the ground disappeared beneath him. He fell, for a snapshot of  time seeing 
the woman’s floating hair in silhouette against the yellow light. He fell backwards into 
the well, tumbled down the sightless void, until he hit solid bottom with a meaty crack. 
Agony in both legs. He screamed. Over his own screams he could hear the woman’s 
syrupy voice and he recognized the lullaby, the one about the baby falling, cradle and all. 
Then John Paul lost consciousness altogether.

When he awoke, he tried to move, but white hot pain stopped him instantly. He could 
tolerate it so long as he didn’t move. He felt in his pocket for the cigarette lighter, drew it 
out, and flicked it. Sitting before him on the opposite side of  the well was the desiccated 
body of  a woman, thin as a sprout, cheeks sunken behind strands of  black hair. Hungry, 
thirsty, even in death. She wore a terry cloth robe. Her sightless eyes stared at John Paul 
in pity, her shriveled mouth frozen in a never-ending grin. 

John Paul heard the corpse screaming, wondered how a corpse could scream like 
that, and realized he was hearing his own voice. He tried again to struggle to his feet, but 
pain shot like fire up his spine. His legs were jelly beneath him. In the flickering flame of  
his lighter, he saw jagged white bone nudging through a tear in his bloody jeans. 

“Help!” he screamed, loud as he could. “Somebody help!” He screamed until his 
throat was ripped and raw and shredded, and then he fell silent.

“Dora,” he said, speaking to the wife who forgave him his many failings, though she 
certainly couldn’t hear him now. “Dora, I’m sorry.” 

A child’s voice came from the circle of  dim light overhead. 
“I’m sorry too, mister.” 
John Paul looked up to the small face floating there like a paper moon in a pale sky.
“Momma made me do it. She made me. She says you’re two of  a kind. I gotta go now. 

The bus is coming.”
“Tell them, your bus! Please. I’m hurt.” John Paul the Great Bear Trapper heard 

himself  sobbing. He’d never heard such noise from his own throat, and he didn’t much 
care for it. “Tell them.”

“Oh no, mister. I can’t do that. She’d get really mad.” 
The face turned to leave. 
“Wait!” John Paul screamed. “Don’t leave!”
 “Momma says you’re meant for each other. She knew when she first saw you.”
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“Tell your momma! Tell her I’m sorry!”
“Tell her yourself, mister. She’s right there.” And the paper moon face set over the 

rim of  the well.
The slender flame of  his lighter illuminated the hole for six minutes longer, its light 

dancing against the wet stones and the woman’s corpse. Then it flickered out, leaving 
John Paul in his own darkness and with his grinning blind lover. 

In time, the humming came again. A lullaby. The one about the cradle falling, baby 
and all. Graceful, sad, and slow. For that man of  hers.
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Black Swan On the Water Side

Con Chapman

We had never taken the train to New York together, my wife and I, and other than the 
incessant chatter of  the two entrepreneurs a few seats ahead of  us—they had apparently 
invented the next big thing—the trip was turning out to be a pleasant one.

I knew to sit on the left-hand side of  the train on the way down from Boston—that 
way you got the water view. “I even saw a black swan one time,” I told my wife, and she 
was duly impressed.  I didn’t tell her that I’d seen it in the company of  an old girlfriend 
many years ago, on our way to her house in Old Lyme for Thanksgiving.

“Swans mate for life, you know,” she said, as she snuggled into me.  I leaned over and 
gave her a kiss on the forehead. We were at a good point in our marriage, after ups and 
downs a couple is apt to go through when they have adolescent children. The kids were 
out of  the house and almost out of  college now, and in a year (we hoped) both would 
have jobs, we could downsize and start to enjoy life.

She was an innocent, and the woman I needed to be with after a long and tumult-
filled relationship with the girlfriend from Connecticut, Marcie. We had lived together 
for nearly five years, then I moved out but couldn’t seem to get her out of  my life. We’d 
get back together, quarrel as if  we were still living in a cramped one-bedroom apartment 
on Beacon Hill, stay away from each other for a time, then reconcile as former lovers 
sometimes do; sweetly, forgiving of  the latest slight or quibble, hoping to get things 
right by trying again.

Then Marci left Boston to go back home, I had heard, and I didn’t see her again. 
Every now and then I’d have a dream in which we’d encounter each other on the street, 
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one of  those dreams that are so matter-of-fact you don’t doubt it while it’s playing 
before your mind’s eye, don’t know you’re dreaming until you wake up. Then I’d wonder 
whatever happened to her.

Sometimes old friends who’d known us back when we were a couple would pass 
along news of  her, friends to whom I didn’t send Christmas cards with updates on 
my slightly improved life. They had heard she was into holistic medicine or crystals 
or other (from my worldly point of  view) marginally-occult enthusiasms. She’d been a 
believer in Eastern-tinged things when I knew her; open to astrology and transcendental 
meditation, she’s tell me she thought I was too “linear,” too objective.

My wife knew about Marcie—because I’d told her. We’d had a sort of  open-your-
heart session on a rainy Sunday after I’d proposed to her, and the ghosts on my side of  
the scale far outweighed hers. I’d fathered a child in the middle of  my freshman year in 
college, and had lived with Marci without benefit of  clergy, as Kipling would say. She, 
by stark contrast, had once ridden on the back of  a boy’s motorcycle.

After I’d assured her that my child had been given up for adoption and was somewhere 
far west of  where we’d be living, she agreed to wed me and life had proceeded 
uneventfully from that point on; a happy fall wedding marred only by some of  my high 
school friends, yuppie jobs together in downtown Boston, kids growing up without 
incident, and now the modest but deserved luxury of  time and enough money to enjoy 
the rest of  our lives together.

The only discordant note struck in this harmony had been heard last winter. My wife 
was out to dinner with friends when a call came from a girl Marci grew up with. From 
her tone of  voice I knew someone had died, and I hoped it hadn’t been her husband—
my college roommate—as she struggled to get the words out.

“Marci’s dead,” she said finally. “She committed suicide.”
I groaned involuntarily, and the tale of  the swift decline of  her last years was re-told.  

She’d been diagnosed with dementia and put in an institution. She was allowed to go 
off  the grounds as long as she took her medicine, and she’d checked herself  out one 
day to go into New London. She had apparently held her pill under her tongue and then 
hidden it under the pillow in her room. When she didn’t return that night a search was 
conducted. A note in a book on her nightstand was found, and when they dragged the 
river the next day her body came up on the hooks.

I told my wife all this, hoping it would be of  some comfort to her to know that a 
largely-forgotten chapter of  my life was over. She was properly sad, and we didn’t talk 
about it again. It was something that might have mattered twenty-five years ago, but not 
now.

And so we found ourselves on the train to New York, together for a weekend together 
that we hoped would be the first of  many. She fell asleep shortly after we stopped in 
Providence, and was dozing peacefully when two women made their way into our car 
from the rear entrance, looking for seats together on a train that had become crowded.
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They looked like Latinas, but I couldn’t catch enough of  their conversation to 
be certain; they could have been Italian or Greek. Whatever their language I didn’t 
understand it, but the younger of  the two had the sort of  dark coloring and dignified 
bearing I’ve always favored, perhaps because—I think Freud says this somewhere—it 
reminded me of  my mother. She had on a scarf  and sunglasses that made her look like 
she wanted to avoid attention, but when she removed them and turned around, I saw 
she was the very image of  Marci.

My gaze fastened on the woman and she realized it, for she stared right back at me at 
first, as if  to put me in my place or to be certain I wasn’t going to accost her. I backed 
down and lowered my eyes, but I couldn’t help but look up again. She was still looking at 
me, not with anger, certainly not with emotion, just—staring. Finally a smug little smile 
contorted her lips; she lowered her eyelids—I can’t say seductively—and she turned 
around to chat with her companion, again in a language I didn’t recognize.

My wife slept as I sat nervously in my seat; the ghostly avatar of  my former lover 
occupied the window seat on the land side of  the train, and whenever she turned to talk 
to her friend she would cast an unnerving glance back at me.

My wife slept on—she’d been restless at night for months, the product of  her age, 
she told me—while the wraith of  my former lover played with me, like a cat with a field 
mouse. Her travel mate got off  at the last Rhode Island stop and, after they said their 
goodbyes, the haunting image turned in her seat, opened a book and eyed me—openly 
but discreetly—with every turn of  a page.

That, I thought, was so like Marci; she soaked up words the way a sponge absorbs 
water.  It was her, whatever strange language she spoke. I felt the blood in my face—my 
ears were throbbing; I knew if  my wife woke she would sense something wasn’t right. I 
began to make gestures with my head towards the woman, nodding at the space between 
the cars to see if  I could persuade her to meet me there. She seemed to understand and 
closed her book with indifference, as if  she were merely tired of  reading.

I allowed her to go first and kept my distance so that we wouldn’t attract attention. 
She walked before me, holding the backs of  seats with delicacy when the train swayed. 
I stayed a few yards behind her until the glass doors slid shut behind us and she turned 
to look me squarely in the eyes.

“What are you doing alive?” I asked.
“Whoever said I was dead?”
“They found your body—in the river.”
She laughed, coldly. “You haven’t changed,” she said. “You still attach too little 

importance to the soul, and too much to the husk that it’s wrapped in.”
The conductor passed through and advised us of  the location of  the dining car and 

rest rooms, doing his job, assuming we needed his help. I smiled and thanked him, 
hoping he’d move on, which he did. When he was gone I turned back to the woman 
who I once knew, now in the body of  another.
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“Are you going to haunt me?” I asked.
“I have more important things to do.” I recalled that it was I who had first declared 

I wanted to break up with her.
“Then why are you on this train?”
“I need to . . . resolve a few things I still have left to do.”
With that, she pulled open the exit door and I recoiled, both from the noise and out 

of  an instinct of  self-preservation.
“What are you doing?” I yelled as I grabbed a safety handle.
“You seem so comfortable now, it isn’t good,” she said.
“I just did what a normal man would have done,” I yelled.
“I don’t know why that should matter to you—or to anyone.”
The train went into a curve and as I held tighter, she leapt from the door into the blur 

of  marsh grass that lines the Connecticut shore. I leaned out a little to see, but my native 
caution held me back. She was gone—whatever “she” had been—just as she had been 
right in front of  me a moment before.

I heard someone yell from within the car where I’d been sitting, and the train lurched 
to a halt, throwing me up against the metal door. The conductor came running up—I 
could see him through the glass doors—and the look on his face was that of  a man 
forced to do his duty, distressed to think of  the complications that had entered his life 
to break his dull routine.

“What happened?” he said.
“That woman—she jumped from the train.”
“Were there any witnesses?”
“No one was here but me.”
“Did you know her?”
I hesitated, too much for my own good. How was I to explain that the soul of  a 

woman who’d been my lover had occupied the body of  another, found me on a train 
that carried me and my wife, disturbed the peace I’d found late in life, all, apparently, to 
prove a point?

“She resembled a woman I used to know,” I said, and there was the uncertainty of  the 
liar in my voice, audible even to myself. “I struck up a conversation with her.”

“Here? Between the cars?” the conductor said. I could feel the train moving now; 
apparently they weren’t going to try and find Marci, or at least the corpse she had 
commandeered. I knew there was another train right behind us.

“Well, yes. We didn’t want to disturb others.”
“Let me see your ticket,” he said. “Who’s the woman you’re travelling with?”
“That’s my wife.” He looked at me with suspicion, then took a walkie-talkie from his 

belt.
“I’m going to need police at the Mystic station,” he said into the mouthpiece. “There’s 

a guy on board who they’re gonna wanna talk to.”
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BROTHERLY LOVE

Diane Arrelle
 

Nancy slumped in the bentwood rocker slowly going back and forth when the old-
fashion, black landline phone rang.  She sat up and tightly grasped the arms of  the 
chair.  With each sound of  the chimes her knuckles grew whiter.  Each ring made her 
rock faster, each ring brought her closer to tears.  She was rocking wildly and mumbling 
“Stop, stop, stopstopstopstop, when the caller finally gave up.  

The telephone cut off  in mid ring and she jerked to a halt jumping to her feet.  She 
stood for a moment peering into the dark shadows of  the closed up house.  

Then like a rag doll, she dropped back into the chair, hands lying limply on her lap.  
Cold air worked its way into her living room through the warped wooden window 
frames and she wrapped the patchwork quilt tighter around her thin, nightgown clad 
shoulders.  She would have felt safer with the lights on but was just too drained to get 
up.

She leaned back in the chair and closed her eyes.  Within seconds she was asleep.  
She jerked erect like a startled animal as the phone started to ring.  Awareness returned 

slowly and she started sobbing, “Stop!  Please stop!”
Eventually the tinny ringing ceased.  She got up and paced from the living room 

to the kitchen and back.  The ringing began again.  Quickly she grabbed the receiver.  
“Hello?” she said anxiously.

“Nancy?”
She let out her breath and sank-to the floor.  “Yes Joan?”
“’Are you all right?”
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Nancy thought for a moment then answered, “Yes, I guess.”
“When are you coming back to work?  I’ve been worried about you.
Nancy’s eyes focused on the shadow draped wall covered with family photographs.  

They settled on Cliff ’s smiling face, so similar to her own.  Yearning to feel his gentle 
caress, she answered, “I’m not sure.”

“It’s been two weeks.  Come back Monday, please.”
“I can’t, not yet.  I’m not ready.”
Joan sounded concerned, “You can’t sit home mourning the rest of  your life.  Look, 

it’s Friday, I’ll come over after five and stay the weekend.  That way I can help you get 
ready for work.”

When Joan arrived after work she found Nancy a whimpering ruin.  “Nancy!  What’s 
wrong?” she asked sitting next to her and putting her arms around her.

N..N..Nothing,” Nancy answered, her voice catching in sobs.
“Oh Nance, saying that I know how you feel is a stupid thing, but I do empathize.  

I’ve lost everyone too,” Joan said as she got up and turned on a light.  She studied Nancy 
and frowned at her wild hair, wrinkled and dirty nightgown, and eyes almost swollen 
shut from crying.  Fatigue made Nancy look middle-aged even though she was only in 
her early thirties.  “Come on, I brought dinner.  You need a good meal.”

Nancy followed Joan into the kitchen like an obedient puppy.  She sat on a hard 
wooden chair and watched as Joan cleaned the mess that had accumulated over the past 
two weeks.  When Joan put dinner in front of  her, she ate without tasting it, continually 
staring at the now quiet telephone.

When they finished the strained, silent meal, Joan led Nancy upstairs.  She went into 
the bathroom and scrubbed out the tub, which hadn’t been cleaned very well after the 
suicide.  She filled it with hot water, undressed Nancy like a child, and said, “Come on, 
Honey.  Take a nice bath and relax.  I’ll be downstairs cleaning up.”

Nancy climbed into the old claw foot tub and slowly started to think again.  She 
shuddered at the thought of  what had happened in this room and wondered how she 
could have spent the last couple of  weeks alone in this house.  I bet Cliff  won’t call with 
Joan here.  He’ll leave me alone now, she thought and felt calmer.  Her older brother had been 
the most important person in her life.  She was angry at him for running away even if  
she had forced the issue.  Now she felt like half  a person without him.  “Oh Cliff,” she 
whispered.  “I want to see you again but you scare me.”

She relaxed and closed her eyes in the tiny steam filled room.  Suddenly, she sensed 
that she wasn’t alone.  She sat up and opened her eyes, trying to see through the vapor.  
She could barely make out a shape by the closed door.  “Joan, what is it?” she asked in a 
quivering voice.  The figure stood silent and still.  She felt chilled, and asked in a louder 
voice, “Joan, is that you?”

There was a knock on the door and the steam-masked silhouette faded away.  She 
heard Joan outside the bathroom door, “Nancy, did you call me?”
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Terror carrying her beyond hysteria, Nancy climbed from the tub, wrapped a towel 
around herself, ‘and opened the door.  She smiled numbly and said, “Sorry, I was looking 
for the towel.”

Joan returned her smile and asked, “Almost ready for dessert?”
Nancy nodded.  “Sure, just let me get dressed and I’ll be right down.” She thought, 

but didn’t verbalize, I hope.  As Joan turned away Nancy added, “Thanks for coming, I 
really needed someone.”

“Don’t be silly, that’s what friends are for.”
Nancy went to her bedroom and for the first time since the funeral, got dressed.  As 

she slipped on her jeans and sweatshirt the phone startled her.  She calmly picked it up 
without fear and was horrified to hear Cliff  again.  “Nancy, I’ve missed you so much.  
I’m sorry I went away, please come join me.”

Nancy felt dizzy and nauseous as she whispered, “Cliff, stop this!  Leave me alone!” 
She was amazed that he would have the nerve to bother her with Joan here.

 “Nancy, I know you miss me too.”
 Slamming the receiver down, she heard herself  pleading like a child, “Mom, 

please make him stop bothering me.” She shook her head and mumbled, “Gotta get a 
grasp on reality, Mom’s dead.”

She shivered and, for the first time, feared for her sanity. Is Cliff  trying to drive me mad, 
she thought as she ran down the stairs.  She came into the kitchen as Joan was putting 
out a chocolate cake and tea.

Joan smiled and said, “Just in time.” She glanced at Nancy and added, “Hey, you look 
like you’ve seen a ghost!”

Nancy tried to compose herself.  “Next time the phone rings will you get it?”
“Sure Nance, I’ll answer it.  Still too hard to talk isn’t it?”
“ Yeah.”
“Don’t worry, it gets easier.”
They took their dessert into the now brightly illuminated living room and watched 

television.  Nancy heard the phone and looked pleadingly at Joan.  She could feel her 
heart starting to pound and her stomach knotting.  Joan returned her stare with a puzzled 
expression.  Finally she begged, “Joan, answer the phone!”

Joan didn’t respond.
“Please, I can’t stand it!”
Joan walked slowly to the telephone and picked it up.  “There’s no one there,” she 

said and gently replaced the receiver.  She went back to Nancy and asked, “Are you on 
medication?”

“Joan, why are you asking that?”
“Just answer me.”
“No, I have some tranquilizers but I haven’t taken any.”
“Oh.  Maybe you should.”
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“No,” Nancy snapped.  “I hate pills!”
They sat in silence until Nancy heard the telephone again.
Joan just sat there ignoring the persistent ringing.  Breaking out in a cold sweat, 

Nancy screamed, “Joan!  Answer it!”
Joan looked frightened, “Answer what?”
“The phone, damn it!”
Joan sat down beside Nancy.  She took her hand and said, “It’s not ringing.”
“Of  course it is!”
“No it isn’t.  Just calm down, I’m going to call your doctor.”
Nancy stared at Joan wide-eyed.  “You think I’m crazy!” She jumped up and ran 

across the living room to the telephone.  “Well I’m not!” She grabbed the receiver as 
she added, “I’ll prove it to you!”

“Prove what?” Cliff ’s voice said in her ear.  “Nancy, don’t hang up.  I just want to 
talk to you.”

Nancy pushed the mouthpiece toward Joan and shrieked, “Here, listen!”
Joan listened.  “I only hear the dial tone.” She hung up and led Nancy back to the 

sofa.  “Let me get you some fresh tea, maybe that will control your shakes.” She left and 
returned a few minutes later.  She found Nancy back on the phone crying, “Cliff, I’m 
begging you.  I can’t take anymore!”

Joan took the telephone away from Nancy, put it down and forced her to sit.  She 
said, “Listen to me.  The phone never rang.”

“Yes it did!  I’m not crazy!”
“I didn’t say you were crazy.  I just think the strain is getting to YOU.”
“No, Cliff  keeps calling me.”
“Nancy, Cliff ’s dead.  I loved him too, but he’s gone.  He killed himself  two weeks 

ago, remember?”
Nancy snorted and said in a bitter tone, “I know that!  Why do you think I’m so 

scared?”
Joan looked perplexed.  “Why would Cliff  want to bother you?  The two of  you were 

so close.”
Nancy lost all the control that she’d been exerting since Cliff  died.  She doubled over 

and sobbed hysterically.  Finally she pulled herself  together enough to gasp, “I killed 
him.”

“What?  Don’t be ridiculous!”
“No, I helped him with the razor.  He was too sick to do it himself.  Oh Joan, he 

was so tired of  dying.  He just wanted to get it over with.  He didn’t want to linger like 
Mom.”

Joan visibly paled and Nancy could tell that she was shocked.  She tried to defend 
herself  by adding, “I only wanted to help him.  He was my brother!”

Joan finally found her voice, “Oh how awful!  The guilt you must be living with.  No 
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wonder you’re imagining things.  Let’s go upstairs and you’ll get a good night’s sleep.  
We’ll talk to your doctor in the morning.”

Nancy sighed.  Her confession left her too tired to argue.  As she walked toward the 
stairs, she asked fearfully, “You’re not going to call the police, are you?”

“Of  course not.  Now, go change and I’ll get you some water for your pill.”
As she got into bed, Nancy said, “I really could use some sleep.  You won’t leave me?”
Joan handed her the tranquilizer and watched her take it.  “No Honey, I’ll be right 

next door if  you need me.  Do you want me to leave the hall light on?”
“Yes, please, I suddenly hate the dark.”
“Good night, Nancy.  Call if  you need anything at all.”
After Joan left, Nancy searched the room to make sure she was alone.  Satisfied, she 

let the pill take effect and quickly fell into a troubled sleep.  Tossing and moaning, she 
dreamed of  her brother.  Far in the distance she could hear him calling to her.  “Nancy, 
I need you.  Please let me talk to you,” he pleaded as his disembodied voice drew closer.  
Although she couldn’t see him, the familiar spicy scent of  his favorite aftershave told 
her that he was nearing.  Fighting to escape her nightmare before he came into view, 
Nancy forced her eyes open.  She found herself  sitting up in her bed covered in a 
clammy sweat.

Laying back down, Nancy closed her eyes and tried to calm the wild staccato pounding 
of  her heart.  Her ragged breathing slowly returned to normal.  The haunting fragrance 
of  Cliff ’s cologne still lingered as if  he were in her room.  The feeling of  being watched 
made her aware that there was someone with her.  Remaining perfectly still she slowly 
opened her eyes.  She knew who would be there and let her vision adjust to the light 
from the hallway.  She recognized Cliff ’s familiar form, standing by her bed, dressed in 
the same suit she had him buried in.  He looked better dead then he had while he was 
dying.  He filled out the clothes that had hung on his ravaged frame and his color was 
healthy, not like the pallor she had become used to.  She was feeling torn, her rational 
self  wanted to scream, but her emotional part wanted to keep him near.  She sat up and 
said, “Hello Cliff.”

“Hi little sister.”
“Don’t you know that you’re dead?”
“Yes.”
“Then why are you here?”
He looked her in the eyes, “Several reasons, First I wanted to thank you.  I know how 

difficult I made everything towards the end.”
“Is that all you’re here about?  You’re not here to haunt me?”
“No, I also came because I hate the thought of  you living alone like this.  I remember 

how much you’ve always hated being left by yourself.”
“Cliff, you can’t keep bothering me.  Everyone thinks I’m crazy.”
He sat on the edge of  her bed and Nancy was surprised to feel it sink under his 
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weight.  She had always assumed that spirits had no substance.  She quivered with 
excitement at the thought of  him touching her once again.

“Do you really want me to go away?” he asked.  “Can you stand living without ever 
seeing me again?”

“I don’t know!” she answered.  “You are a ghost.  That terrifies me.”
“Then why don’t you join me?  We could be together forever.”
Nancy shrank away from him.  “You want me to die?”
“I want us to be together.”
“But to die?”
He smiled kindly, “You’re all alone now, what do you really have to live for?”
Nancy swallowed the bile rising in her throat.  She stammered, “I..I don’t want to 

die.”
“Nancy, they’re going to lock you away.  You never should have told Joan.  It’s either 

you or her now.”
“I could never hurt Joan!”
“I know.  Look, dying isn’t so bad.  I’d never hurt you, Nancy, you’re my sister.”
She sat there thinking.  Why should I go on?  To live alone for years on end?  And what if  Joan 

talked?  “All right, what should I do?”
Cliff  pointed to the bottle on her night stand.  “Finish all these pills.  You won’t 

regret this, it’s so pleasant over there.  Everyone is happy, and you’ll be with the people 
who love you.”

“You’ll stay with me, you won’t let me die alone?”
“I’ll be here the whole time, and then you’ll never have to be alone again.”
Nancy tried to look brave for her brother as she swallowed the contents of  her 

medicine bottle. She lay back and closed her eyes.  She thought, if  Cliff  isn’t real then it 
doesn’t matter anyway.  I really don’t want to be crazy.  Her last thoughts were for poor Joan 
who was going to be left all alone.  Smiling sadly, she slowly drifted off  to a peaceful 
serene sleep.

A few days after the funeral, Joan returned to work.  She’d been under a doctor’s care 
ever since finding Nancy’s body.  She explained to the police why she thought Nancy 
killed herself  but it didn’t help her guilt.  Somehow, she should have been able to help 
the woman she considered her best friend, but she had failed.

Now back at work, Joan listened to everyone buzz about poor, crazy, homicidal 
Nancy.  She would have jumped in to defend her memory but it seems that Nancy’s 
been calling her cellphone lately.  She wants Joan to be happy too.
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Listening

Neal Steichen

Oh, Christ, that’s good. Dry, a bit of  vanilla. Smoke, charred American oak, bitter. 
Heavy, lots of  alcohol. Port barrels, too? Between the teeth, too, let it mellow and relax.

Teri hated it when I drank. 
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, always crying out from the kitchen, You’re just killing yourself, you 

know.
Fuck me for wanting a drink after spending a day carving a piece of  art out of  a tree. 

Besides, she couldn’t tell the difference between a bourbon or a scotch if  there were a 
little flag sticking up out of  it.

What do you mean we don’t have any eggs? How can you expect me to make anything without eggs? 
More kitchen noise.

It is resting in my cheeks, my throat now. My eyes refocus. She couldn’t appreciate it 
anyway. There was a skill to it, the palate. That’s why I always had a glass or three of  the 
good stuff  before rolling over to plastic bottles and aluminum caps. There was joy to it.

Jefferson ought to steal third with a lead like that. Besides, Davis is wearing blinders so big he can’t 
see the dugout. Was that Dan? Or was it Dave, right next to me on the couch.

The whiskey would drown out the voices for a while, at least, until I hit the limit and 
just woke up again, hearing them louder and clearer. 

Goddamnit, how many times do I have to ask? Take off  your shoes before you walk on the carpet!
Everywhere, all the time, filling in the spaces. They’d roll in from the kitchen when I 

was in the bathroom. They’d bounce in the hallway when I was pouring coffee. They’d 
echo into where Margaret used to sleep. God, if  she hated when Teri and I would fight, 
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I can’t imagine what she’d do now.
Honey, don’t you want to open the big present? There, right behind the tree.
Are you going to go to the corner and get the eggs or not? Christ, am I talking to the wall or what?
Another sip and another step into dull static, my ass falling deeper into the rat orange 

recliner, tufts of  brown and green speckling it, smelling like back sweat. I can see the 
light reflect in my drink, a pale globe hanging on a chain and wire, a stain-glass shade 
that I think I bought from an estate sale twenty-odd years ago, alternating red and white 
and green and clear-ish.

Do I look like I’m made of  money, Jennifer? In the main bedroom.
No, of  course I’m not. That’s why I built half  the stuff  in this house. Including that 

kitchen table we barely ever used. It was gorgeous, rough finish, lightly stained for a 
more natural look. All the chairs matched except for Margaret’s highchair. That I put 
together with scraps, but in a nice way. Like a mosaic. The first time she sat in it, it was 
her birthday.

Don’t you like it, sweetie? 
She flipped the cake and smeared icing all in the dovetails. I told Teri a hundred times, 

I didn’t mean to yell. 
Come on, that was a fair ball! What the hell, ump?
I need more whiskey. They were getting worse, too. It never used to bother me. I still 

worked for a bit after Teri died and Margaret moved, but once I stopped going into the 
shop, they were always here. 

Then Margaret stopped answering my calls. 
I can’t make a cake without eggs, so you either have to get off  your ass and get some or there won’t 

be one.
I called Teri’s sister, Debra, but she wouldn’t say what. Margaret never seemed to 

be available at work. And that wasn’t it, either. Jerry started serving my watered-down 
drinks, no matter what the bastard said. The grocery kid would give me the stink eye 
like I was stuffing apples and lunch meat in my pockets. I’d wave at people, try to say 
hi or something, and it was like I killed their best friend. Hell, I tried to get a dog—not 
even a good one, one of  those mutts at the kennel that were a week away from getting 
the ax—and the woman at the desk, Tammy, told me I was fucking unfit. The fuck does 
that mean?

Splash of  water, two glugs of…okay, fine, five glugs of  Famous Grouse. No ice 
today. Heh, my old man always used to say Ice is for hockey and for women. Don’t know if  
I ever quite agreed.

The voices mix up more, like they got caught in a blender. A little girl is shaming her 
dolly for spilling tea on her little dress. A father is on the phone yelling at a teacher. A 
woman is crying, but trying to keep quiet about it. Halfway through this drink, and all I 
can really distinguish are the perennials. She needs eggs. The carpet is dirty. He’s mad. 
She isn’t happy. 
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I drop the mostly empty glass onto the coffee table, cherry stained dark, and my 
ankles flop until my body is in the bathroom. I wash my face and I still hear a hum, an 
undercurrent of  people, of  voices. I look up into the mirror, and there is a cross behind 
me, rosewood. 

Why? For fuck’s sake, I’m lonely enough, aren’t I? You’ve got to do this to me? You 
took Teri away, I lost Margaret somehow. What do you want from me, huh?

Fuck it. I’m going to bed.

Mornings are usually better, even now. It takes all them a little while to wake up, too, I 
guess. 

Brbrbrbrbrbrbrbbrbrbrbrbrbrrrrrrrrrbrbrbrbrbrbbrrbrbrbrbbrbr…
Except for whoever that little shit is. A little boy runs all around the house, room 

to room, pretending he is a racecar or a motorcycle or something. He drives himself  
wherever he wants, but all he does is drive me out of  the house. I shave as soon as I’m 
out of  the shower, which is a pain cause now I’ve got to pull the skin flat. My hair is all 
but gone on top, though. Red nose, green eyes bloodshot, bone thin from shoulders to 
hips. I make myself  an Irish coffee, put on flannel pants, a stained shirt, and my slippers, 
and go outside for a little peace.

There is still a bit of  dew in the grass so it nipped up at my ankles, a little sharp 
almost. But the coolness is nice. I brushed off  my lawn chair—red cedar and painted 
against my wishes because Teri said it had to match the house—and took a seat out in 
front of  the house. We were on a bit of  a hill, so from the right spot, you could see most 
of  the town moving around and starting their day. 

Of  course, one of  the first sights is the mail truck, dirty white and fogged windshield. 
It pulls up next to my mailbox, the only thing one the property I probably should’ve 
replaced by now, but haven’t had the motivation. So out steps this woman, squat, with 
frizzy hair pulled back in a ponytail and stumpy legs. One time, I saw her in town and 
someone called her Miss Lucille, but they both giggled so I don’t know if  it was a joke 
or what.

I smile to her and wave.
Morning!
She doesn’t say anything. She just looks, stuffs some envelopes in the box, and turns 

around to hop back into the truck.
Well, fuck you, too.
Mmm. Coffee needs more spice. It’s hot, but not quite the pep I like. 
I thought about getting the mail, but I didn’t want to seem desperate if  Miss Lucille 

was still looking in her rearview. Besides, it was something to look forward to. And the 
air was warm enough for a June morning. And warm coffee inside, even if  it wasn’t 
quite right. Well, shit, if  I’m going inside for a bit, might as well finish it so I can pour 
a full cup.
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Feet are still sure enough. I walk to the mailbox and get there before I realize I was 
going to put it off. Is this how Alzheimer’s begins? Shit. It is mostly ads. Such a waste. 
Do people really go for these? Who rents furniture? Why do you need coupons for the 
dollar store? Christ.

There is one letter, though. The address is written in a hand I don’t recognize, but 
that is all there is. No return address. No name on the front. The stamp is the basic flag 
one. Weird. I’ll get a knife, open it easy in case it is something important.

I hear something screech behind me. Tires on road, two of  them.
I turn to see a kid, lanky, maybe twelve. His bike is bright green and black, like it 

is something fancy out of  a movie. He was nearly out of  breath after busting his ass 
up the hill, trying to walk his bike of  the street. He’s got sandy blonde hair, the kind I 
remember having when I was his age. Back before I spent every day working and every 
night drinking. Before I even met Teri. 

The kid just stares for a bit.
You live here, mister?
Yeah, why?
David Nunez says its haunted and that you live here all alone.
Punk ass shit.
Tell David Nunez it isn’t haunted. And get off  my lawn.
Why?
Cause it’s my lawn, you little creep. So get back on your bike and go home.
What if  I don’t?
Kid, I have nothing to do all day. So I might just stroll in my house and call the cops.
They wouldn’t come for this. Besides, I’ll just ride away before they come, and you’ll look stupid.
He wasn’t wrong. I couldn’t tell if  he was sneering at me or that was just the way his 

face looked.
So how come you don’t have anything to do?
I’m retired.
You’re tired?
Retired. 
I don’t know, you look pretty tired to me.
I make a lunge for the brat, but he is back on his bike before I’m even take a full step. 

I can hear a nasal laugh fade as he rolls down the hill. He stands for a while, pumping 
so that by the time he reaches the bottom he is just a streak.  

Fucking kid.
Though, I can’t help but laugh a bit. Kid had a set of  balls for not even hitting 

puberty yet. Quick mind, too. And he talked to me, which already ranks him higher than 
Miss Lucille and most people in town. 

You know, I’m kind of  feeling good today. I walk to the house to put in the mail and 
fill up the coffee and maybe—
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Brenda, I swear to God, one of  these days, you’re going to find me dead on the floor. You got to stop 
soaking everything in gravy.

I’m not dealing with this right now. Quick as I can manage, I top up my coffee and 
whiskey, drop the pile of  delivered garbage on the counter, grab my keys, and step back 
out.

Jesus Christ, no, it tastes fine, I’m just saying, when you pour grease in a sink, it will stop up the 
whole damn thing, so—

Somedays, I swear I would be better off  if  I left the stove on and collected the 
insurance money.

There is a little path from the back of  the house out to the pole barn, a big aluminum 
thing with white walls. I undo the padlock, which falls out of  my hand and knocks on 
the hollow metal. It rings like a gong. I slide the door over and just a bit of  dust kicks up.

There it is. That smell. Oak. Cherry. Mahogany. Timber dust. Oil on machines. It is a 
damn sin I’ve left it alone for so long. 

It is just then that I remember. The claw hammer is still on the floor. Christ. It was a 
one-in-a-million shot, like straight out of  a cartoon. Margaret was fine, in the end. Back 
in my day, we didn’t run to the hospital every time we got cracked in the head. I bet 
Teri wouldn’t have even done anything if  my head hadn’t been in the little open-front 
cabinet I built for drinks. It wasn’t the same after that. It took a few more accidents, a 
few more bad nights and rough morning for them to really turn, but Teri was always just 
a bit afraid of  what I would ruin next.

I pick up the hammer, dusty as hell, and hook it back on the board where it goes. I 
look around, and I realize it isn’t just the hammer. Gray dust on sawdust. Raw wood is 
on the floor. Things have fallen, gone askew. Maybe I won’t work on anything today. Just 
clean house a bit. It needs it.

I spend the next five hours cleaning the workshop from top to bottom. My coffee is 
long since cold by the time I finish, but I don’t have time to drink. I vacuum everything, 
sweeping up big piles of  anything and everything. I clean the milling machine before 
reapplying a healthy amount of  grease. I replace the belts and tighten the bolts on the 
sanders. I rearrange hundreds of  pounds of  wood that I’ve stocked up, categorize by 
type, by size, by grain. It is a little after two in the afternoon before I realize I haven’t 
eaten anything all day. 

The lights hum for a second or two before they go out. I relock the door and seal up 
the workshop. All the bits of  dew are long gone like my buzz and the grass has a healthy 
crunch. The second I open the goddamn door.

Do you have to smoke in the house?
The kitchen is the worst of  it. The house is a bit of  an “L,” between the hall that goes 

to the bedrooms and bathroom, and the front of  the house that goes to the linen closet, 
the living room, and then the porch. All the sound, wherever it starts, reaches the damn 
kitchen. I’ll be quick, though. There is a box of  macaroni that I can microwave. Four 
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minutes later, I’m back in the living room to eat.
Nothing is on television. Nothing good at least. Even if  there was a game on, all I 

hear is—
How do your pants keep getting grass stains? I’m going to be up all night.
Why are you crying, sweetie?
Most days are like this. The whiskey usually helps, because there is nothing else to 

numb my mind through these last waking hours. I’ve got nothing to do. Nothing to 
watch. Nothing to read.

Well, not nothing. There was the letter. 
Still as much of  a mystery when I laid hands on it, I drop my bowl into the sink and 

grab it out of  the pile of  junk. I fall back into the orange chair in the living room and 
pull out my pocket knife. It’s been years since I put a board through a bandsaw, but my 
hands are steady enough. It comes open at the seams like it was never pressed together 
in the first place. 

Dear Ethel,

I hope you are doing well. I hadn’t heard from you since March and I know the family is going through 
a rough time, losing your mother. I’m sure by now you received the flowers that Derek and I sent. 
Sometimes, phone calls just seem a bit too impersonal, too, so I thought you would enjoy an honest-to-
goodness letter. It seems every day that they are getting rarer and rarer.

Derek is neck deep in his work, as always, but he finally found the time to repair my sewing 
machine. If  I didn’t know any better, I would have thought that he likes tinkering with my toys more 
than his own. Now if  only he’d let me drive as often as I let him break my things!

Anyway, dear, I hope you know that there isn’t anything that you can’t ask us for. We are only a 
few miles away, so whether it is first thing in the morning or late at night and you need to chat, you can 
call or I can make my way over, somehow. If  you’d rather, we can write letters back and forth. I rather 
enjoy it.

Yours with love,
Irene

I’ve lived in this house for over forty years. I did my research. No one named Ethel 
ever lived here. Is it mislabeled? Misdelivered? Is Miss Lucille just trying to fuck with 
me? 

No. Enough for today. I grab some Wild Turkey and sleeping pills. I can deal with it 
the morning. 

Morning. Again. 
Brbrbrbrbrbrbrbrbbrbrbrrrrr SCREEE! 
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Brbrbrbrbrbrbrbrbrrrr…
Yup. Morning. 
I pour coffee and my head hurts for some reason, so only a little splash of  the good 

stuff. I’ll live without a morning buzz. I go out to the lawn and my chair, but it is a lot 
less dewy out. Finally starting to warm up a bit earlier.

Miss Lucille drives up again, right on time. I’m not saying anything to her today. She 
can do her job in peace, let me watch the town wake up like I want to. 

The sky is still just a touch pink like someone spilled a paint can and it is slowly 
draining off. Fulton Street, the road that led all the way up this hill, isn’t a popular one. 
There are maybe seven other houses on this end, if  my memory is right, but who knows. 
Most of  them looked just like mine. One story. Asymmetrical, if  not a little cockeyed. 
Shit, some of  them probably shared a few trees. It was funny, because back in the day 
when Teri and me would talk to folks and have a meal or play cards or dominoes, crack 
a few beers, it was like I was at a home away from home. Need the bathroom? Already 
know where it is, thanks. We stopped going out a little while after Margaret was born. 
We both got busy.

All between the houses, trees marked the property lines. Good trees, too. Mostly elm, 
but a few pine and oak here and there. Back when I was churning out more work, I’d 
curse and yell.

Damn it, Teri, just one! You know the profit we could make from just one of  those bastards?
But she’d remind me that there were rules, what the plots said was whose, the red 

tape to do anything on the property lines. Damn shame.
I hadn’t even noticed whenever it was that Miss Lucille pulled up and then drove 

away. Might as well grab the mail before I forget it ever came. 
It is more of  the same. Tissue thin sheet after sheet of  pizza coupons, advertisements 

for laundromats, and how I can save on my telephone bill by switching now. All right 
into the trash. But my hand stops, feeling something a bit stiff  in the pile. Another 
letter? Clean cut, white envelope. Sealed perfectly. No return address. Not a word of  
who it is to. 

EEEEEEEEEEeeeeeeeeetch!
I nearly jumped out of  my skin when I heard the tires screech on the pavement. I 

turned around, and there is the kid’s smug face again. We stare at each other for a while, 
like a Western. What is this kid thinking?

So why do you live in a haunted house?
Godda—… I told you, the place isn’t haunted, all right.
Jeez, whatever, mister. Don’t have to be so mean.
Listen, sorry. I didn’t mean to. I’m just under a bit of  stress for the moment.
The last few months, too, since the voices got worse and worse. I guess since everyone 

else stopped talking to me, they decided to take up the space.
Is that why your slippers are dirty?
What?
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I look down and he is right. I’m a damn slob.
Oh, that is some dust from the shop.
I point back to the pole barn. 
That’s where I do my work.
I thought you were retired.
From professional work, sure. But you gotta keep busy somehow, right? Like how even though the 

school isn’t playing, you practice baseball with all your friends, I’m sure?
I guess. Can I see it?
What, the workshop? Why?
I don’t have anything to do today. My mom and dad are at work. It is better than biking all over 

town to bother people, I guess.
Huh. Sure, kid. Let me go grab the key.
The kid drops the bike where it stands and walks after me, feet flopping in tennis 

shoes that sound just a little too big for him. I toss the mail in the house, humming just 
so I don’t hear who or whatever is making a fuss in their now. I grab the keys and off  
we go down the little dirt path. 

You aren’t going to murder me back here, are you?
You asked to come back here.
I unlock the door, pry it open, and the look on this kid’s face is like I just tore open 

the backdoor to the toy store. The fluorescent lights popped on, one after another, 
lighting up all the tools, material, and machines that he had never even known about. 
Gave me a kick to see his jaw practically break, that’s for sure.

Pretty neat, huh?
This is awesome…do you think that I could do this?
You want to? Really?
Yeah. It looks awesome. When can I saw something apart?
Heheh, no, you’re going to have to wait a second.
I walk over to the board, the one where more than three dozen tools hang freely for 

whatever I need. I grab one and turn to the kid.
This is all you need. It all starts here.
What is it?
A chisel.
What? How is this going to teach me how to use those things?
This is each of  those big machines. The chisel is the beginning of  all tools, just a chunk of  metal on 

a handle. You see that over there, the plane? It’s just a chisel with a special handle. A hacksaw is just 
a bunch of  little chisels in a row. Everything in here is a chisel. Here, take a look, get used to it, and 
mess around with…this! Just use this chunk of  wood for a bit.

Why? What are you going to do?
Well, one of  the most important rules of  carpentry is a clean workspace. I’m going to move some 

stuff  into the house. Then maybe we can get you building something. 
While his back is turned, I grab the two leftover bottles, still covered with a decade 
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or two of  dust, out of  the doorless cabinet. Last thing I need is the kid to see one, let 
word slip to his mother, and a whole new rumor mill would start. Shit, it’s a bad idea to 
let him in here in the first place. But excuse me, it is nice for once to listen to someone 
who actually listens to what I say and will answer.

I grab a few other little pieces of  trash I left yesterday and scoot back to the house. 
I go in the back so I can tuck the bottles of  whiskey near the refrigerator. But when I 
open the door, Christ, the house is alive. 

Where are the eggs, Robert!
Grand slam by Jefferson! That’s thirty you own me now, you bastard, ha ha!
No shoes on the carpet! Get them off  now or I’m getting the belt!
Stop crying!
Is the chair more important, Andrew?
Jesus, it is a madhouse. It feels like my ears are bleeding and it is beginning to pool up 

behind my eyes so much that I’m going blind. 
A quick pull won’t kill me, right?
Ahh. There. The voices don’t shrink, just swirl a bit like a melting ice cube before you 

don’t notice it anymore.
In front of  me on the counter, just sticking out, was the newest letter. Well, fuck it, 

may as well check it out really quick. No knife this time. I tear the right side clean off  
and dump out a card. It’s a birthday card, looks handmade. I open it up.

Happy Birthday, old man! Don’t think of  40 as being over the hill. Think of  it now like you have 
a nice gentle stroll down to the graveyard! Just teasing, pop. See you on the 24th. Archie is excited to see 
you. -Love, Stephen

Fucking Christ, what is this sick joke? A nip more.
I swear, you don’t even listen to me anymore.
Where are you going at this time of  night?
Well, tell me how the hammer fell then, Andrew? Because it fell pretty far from where it was on the 

damn wall!
I don’t know, Teri, Jesus. Get off  my back!
Concussions don’t just happen, you jackass!
I need to get out of  this damn house. This godforsaken house.
The phone is ringing. I grab it out of  instinct or desperation, I’m not so sure.
Hello?
Bruce, you sonofabitch, how are you doing?
Listen, pal, you’ve got the wrong—
Hahaha! Oh, man, Bruce, you are killing me.
I slam the phone down. They are calling now. What on God’s earth is this? What do 

you want from me, huh?
What do you want from me!
Get a grip. You’re fine. One last snort. Shit, how much of  the bottle did I just put 

down? I’ve got to get back to the kid. One step out the back door, and the voices stop 
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and I hear it.
The bandsaw.
Christ, somehow the kid started it. I start to run to the workshop.
It is dumb. I feel it all happen. Already grimy slippers—slippers for fuck’s sake. 

Unsure footing from a third of  a bottle of  Jameson or whatever it was in maybe ten 
minutes. I’m right there and I knock into the back of  him, just a split second, before I 
yank him away.

He screams and I know the machine bit him. 
Let me see. Let me see, damn it.
The kid just bawls like he is missing the whole thing, but there is just a slice in the fat 

of  his palm, maybe a centimeter or two. All the way through, though. Lots of  blood. 
Fuck. I know this story. Drunk injures kid. Loses everything. Has miserable life. If  Teri 
could just see this.

No, don’t dwell. Try to fix it. You can fix things, right? First thing first, I smack the 
red button for the emergency power off.

I get the kid on his feet and walk him to the house and into the kitchen through 
the backdoor. I wrap a dishtowel around it tight and put it under a stream of  ice-cold 
water. Tell him to keep it there. He doesn’t say much, just keeps sucking up the snot and 
wiping the tears with the hand that isn’t only red. 

I run through the house to the bathroom. My feet are still unsteady, but I know this 
floor, this hall. I bounce on molding and on corners. I jam my feet at the base of  the 
wall to keep still. I rummage and just throw things until I find the first aid box. There 
are big gauze bandages. Teri made me buy them forever ago in case I ever hurt myself, 
but I never used them.

Don’t worry, kid, this will help.
I step in the kitchen. It’s empty. The water is still running, and there is a dishtowel 

soaking up clean water next to a dirty coffee cup. 
Where is he?
Christ almighty.
The voices. It was dead silent. Christ, is this what the kitchen used to sound like when 

it was quiet? The gentle gurgle of  water in the pipes, the ceiling fan ticking just a bit. All 
the voices are gone.

The birthday card that was on the counter is now gone. Never there. I check the 
trash, and the letter from yesterday is gone, too. 

I turn off  the water and sit at the dinner table. 
I did it. I did it again.
I know it is only noon or so, but I’m tired. I’m really tired. Tired like I haven’t 

ever really slept. I wonder how it is to sleep, quiet and sober. I think it would be nice 
sometime…

I guess I’ll wait.
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Gabriella Szaszkó - I work as a freelance editor and author for a Hungarian Publishing 
House. I write short stories and novels. I have several short story publications in 
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